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THIS ADMISSION DOCUMENT IS IMPORTANT AND REQUIRES YOUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION. If you are in any doubt about
the contents of this document, or the action you should take, you are recommended to seek your own independent financial
advice from your stockbroker, bank manager, solicitor, accountant or other independent professional adviser authorised
under the FSMA who specialises in advising on the acquisition of shares and other securities. This document, which is an
AIM admission document and has been prepared in accordance with the AIM Rules for Companies, has been issued in
connection with an application for admission to trading on AIM of the entire issued, and to be issued, share capital of the
Company. This document does not constitute an offer or any part of an offer of transferrable securities to the public within
the meaning of section 102B of the FSMA. Accordingly, this document does not constitute a prospectus for the purposes of
section 85 of the FSMA or otherwise, and it has not been drawn up in accordance with the Prospectus Rules published by
the Financial Conduct Authority and it has not been approved by or filed with the FCA or any other competent authority.

The Company, whose registered office appears on page 10 and the Directors, whose names appear on page 10, accept responsibility for
the information contained in this document, including individual and collective responsibility for the Company’s compliance with the AIM
Rules for Companies. To the best of the knowledge and belief of the Company, the Directors (each of whom has taken all reasonable care
to ensure that such is the case), the information contained in this document is in accordance with the facts and does not omit anything
likely to affect the import of such information.

Application will be made to the London Stock Exchange for the Enlarged Share Capital to be admitted to trading on AIM. It
is expected that Admission will become effective and that dealings in the Ordinary Shares will commence on AIM on
23 November 2017.

AIM is a market designed primarily for emerging or smaller companies to which a higher Investment risk tends to be attached
than to larger or more established companies. AIM securities are not admitted to the Official List of the United Kingdom
Listing Authority.

A prospective investor should be aware of the risks of investing in such companies and should make a decision to invest only
after careful consideration and, if appropriate, consultation with an independent financial adviser. Each AIM company is required
pursuant to the AIM Rules for Companies to have a nominated adviser. The nominated adviser is required to make a declaration
to the London Stock Exchange on Admission in the form set out in Schedule Two to the AIM Rules for Nominated Advisers.

The London Stock Exchange has not itself examined or approved the contents of this document. The rules of AIM are less
demanding than those which apply to companies whose shares are listed on the Official List. The Ordinary Shares are not
traded on any other recognised investment exchange and no application has been made for the Ordinary Shares to be listed
on any other recognised investment exchange. It should be remembered that the price of securities and the income from
them (if any) can go down as well as up.

The whole text of this document should be read. Your attention is drawn in particular to the risk factors set out in Part III of
this document.

The City Pub Group plc
(a company incorporated in England and Wales under the Companies Act 2006 with company number 07814568)

Placing of 27,427,023 Ordinary Shares at 170 pence per share

Admission to trading on AIM

Nominated Adviser, Joint Bookrunner & Joint Bookrunner & Corporate Broker
Corporate Broker

Share capital immediately following Admission

Issued and Fully Paid
Number Amount

Ordinary Shares of 50 pence each 56,467,333 £28,233,666.50

The New Ordinary Shares will, on issue, rank in full for all dividends and other distributions declared, paid or made in respect of the Ordinary
Shares after Admission and will otherwise rank pari passu in all other respects with the Existing Ordinary Shares.

Liberum Capital Limited (“Liberum”), which is authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority, is acting as nominated
adviser to the Company and will not be responsible to any person other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to its
customers or for advising any other person on the contents of this document or any transaction or arrangement referred to herein. Liberum
has not authorised the contents of any part of this document for the purposes of the FSMA. The responsibilities of Liberum as the Company’s
nominated adviser under the AIM Rules for Nominated Advisers are owed solely to the London Stock Exchange and are not owed to the
Company or any Director, Shareholder or any other person in respect of such person’s decision to acquire shares in the Company in
reliance on any part of this document. Liberum is not making any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the contents of this
document or as to any matter, transaction or arrangement referred to in it.



Liberum, which is a member of the London Stock Exchange and which is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the FCA, is
acting as joint bookrunners and joint brokers to the Company in connection with the Placing and is advising no one else in relation to the
Placing and will not be responsible to any person other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to its clients or for advising
any other person in relation to the Placing or otherwise.

Berenberg which is a member of the London Stock Exchange and which is authorised and regulated in Germany by the German Federal
Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) and subject to limited regulation in the United Kingdom by the FCA, is acting exclusively for the
Company as joint bookrunners and joint brokers in connection with the Placing and Admission, is advising no one else in relation to the
Placing or Admission and will not be responsible to any other person for providing the protections afforded to its clients or for advising any
other person in relation to the Placing, the Admission or otherwise.

This document does not constitute an offer to sell or issue, or the solicitation of an offer to subscribe for or buy, securities in
any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is unlawful and, in particular, is not for publication or distribution in or into
the United States, Canada, Australia, the Republic of South Africa, New Zealand or Japan. The Ordinary Shares have not
been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended) (the “US Securities Act”) nor
under the applicable securities laws of any State thereof, or any province or territory of Canada, Australia, the Republic of
South Africa, New Zealand or Japan nor in any country or territory where to do so may contravene local securities laws or
regulations. Accordingly, the Ordinary Shares may not be offered or sold directly or indirectly in or into the United States,
Canada, Australia, the Republic of South Africa, New Zealand or Japan or to any resident of the United States, Canada,
Australia, the Republic of South Africa, New Zealand or Japan. The distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may
be restricted by law and, therefore, persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about
and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the securities
laws of any such jurisdictions. The Ordinary Shares have not been approved or disapproved by the US Securities and
Exchange Commission, any state securities commission in the United States or any other US regulatory authority, nor have
any of the foregoing authorities passed upon or endorsed the accuracy or adequacy of this Admission Document. Any
representation to the contrary is a criminal offence in the United States.

In making any investment decision in respect of the Ordinary Shares, no information or representation should be relied upon other than as
contained in this document.

Neither the Company nor the Directors are providing prospective investors with any representations or warranties or any legal, financial,
business, tax or other advice. Prospective investors should consult with their own advisers as needed to assist them in making their
investment decision and to advise them whether they are legally permitted to purchase the Ordinary Shares.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

General
The Company does not accept any responsibility for the appropriateness, accuracy or completeness of any

information reported by the press or other media, nor the fairness or appropriateness of any forecasts, views

or opinions expressed by the press or other media or any other person regarding the Placing, or the

Company. The Company makes no representation as to the appropriateness, accuracy, completeness or

reliability of any such information or publication.

As required by the AIM Rules for Companies, the Company will update the information provided in this

document by means of a supplement to it if a significant new factor that may affect the evaluation by

prospective investors of the Placing occurs prior to Admission or if it is noted that this document contains

any mistake or substantial inaccuracy. This document and any supplement thereto will be made public in

accordance with the AIM Rules for Companies.

The contents of this document are not to be construed as legal, business or tax advice. Each prospective

investor should consult his or her own lawyer, financial adviser or tax adviser for legal, financial or tax advice

in relation to any purchase or proposed purchase of Ordinary Shares. Each prospective investor should

consult with such advisers as needed to make its investment decision and to determine whether it is legally

permitted to hold shares under applicable legal investment or similar laws or regulations. Investors should

be aware that they may be required to bear the financial risks of an investment in Ordinary Shares for an

indefinite period of time.

No person has been authorised to give any information or make any representation other than those

contained in this document and, if given or made, such information or representation must not be relied

upon as having been authorised by or on behalf of the Company, the Directors, Liberum or Berenberg. This

document is not intended to provide the basis of any credit or other evaluation and should not be considered

as a recommendation by any of the Company, the Directors, Liberum, Berenberg or any of their

representatives that any recipient of this document should subscribe for or purchase any of the Placing

Shares.

Prior to making any decision as to whether to subscribe for or purchase any Ordinary Shares, prospective

investors should read the entirety of this document and, in particular, the section headed “Risk Factors” in

Part III of this document. Investors should ensure that they read the whole of this document and not just

rely on key information or information summarised within it. In making an investment decision, prospective

investors must rely upon their own examination of the Company and the terms of this document, including

the risk involved. Any decision to purchase Ordinary Shares should be based solely on this document.

Investors who subscribe for or purchase Placing Shares in the Placing will be deemed to have acknowledged

that: (i) they have not relied on Liberum or any person affiliated with Liberum in connection with any

investigation of the accuracy of any information contained in this document for their investment decision; (ii)

they have not relied on Berenberg or any person affiliated with Berenberg in connection with any investigation

of the accuracy of any information contained in this document for their investment decision; and (iii) they

have relied only on the information contained in this document, and no person has been authorised to give

any information or to make any representation concerning the Company or the Ordinary Shares (other than

as contained in this document) and, if given or made, any such other information or representation should

not be relied upon as having been authorised by or on behalf of the Company, the Directors, Liberum or

Berenberg.

None of the Company, the Directors, Liberum, Berenberg or any of their representatives is making any

representation to any subscriber or purchaser of Ordinary Shares regarding the legality of an investment by

such subscriber or purchaser.

In connection with the Placing, Liberum and any of its affiliates, acting as investors for their own accounts,

may acquire Ordinary Shares, and in that capacity may retain, purchase, sell, offer to sell or otherwise deal

for their own accounts in such Ordinary Shares and other securities of the Company or related investments

in connection with the Placing or otherwise. Accordingly, references in this document to the Ordinary Shares

being offered, subscribed, acquired, placed or otherwise dealt with should be read as including any offer

to, or subscription, acquisition, dealing or placing by, Liberum and any of its affiliates acting as investors for
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their own accounts. Liberum and any of its respective affiliates may have engaged in transactions with, and

provided various investment banking, financial advisory and other services to the Company, for which they

would have received customary fees.

Liberum and any of its respective affiliates may provide such services to the Company and any of its affiliates

in the future.

In connection with the Placing, Berenberg and any of its affiliates, acting as investors for their own accounts,

may acquire Ordinary Shares, and in that capacity may retain, purchase, sell, offer to sell or otherwise deal

for their own accounts in such Ordinary Shares and other securities of the Company or related investments

in connection with the Placing or otherwise. Accordingly, references in this document to the Ordinary Shares

being offered, subscribed, acquired, placed or otherwise dealt with should be read as including any offer

to, or subscription, acquisition, dealing or placing by, Berenberg and any of its affiliates acting as investors

for their own accounts. Berenberg does not intend to disclose the extent of any such investments or

transactions otherwise than in accordance with any legal or regulatory obligations to do so.

Berenberg and any of its respective affiliates may have engaged in transactions with, and provided various

investment banking, financial advisory and other services to the Company, for which they would have

received customary fees.

Berenberg and any of its respective affiliates may provide such services to the Company and any of its

affiliates in the future.

Notice to Prospective Investors in the United Kingdom
This document is being distributed in the United Kingdom where it is directed only at (i) persons having

professional experience in matters relating to investments, i.e., investment professionals within the meaning

of Article 19(5) of the Financial Promotion Order; (ii) high net-worth companies, unincorporated associations

and other bodies within the meaning of Article 49 of the Financial Promotion Order; and (iii) persons to whom

it is otherwise lawful to distribute it without any obligation to issue a prospectus approved by competent

regulators. The investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to such

persons. It is not intended that this document be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other

class of person and in any event, and under no circumstances should persons of any other description rely

on or act upon the contents of this document.

Notice to Prospective Investors in the European Economic Area
In relation to each member state of the European Economic Area (“EEA”) other than the United Kingdom

(each, a “Member State”), no Ordinary Shares have been offered or will be offered pursuant to the Placing

to the public in that Member State prior to the publication of a prospectus in relation to the Ordinary Shares

which has been approved by the competent authority in that Member State, all in accordance with the

Prospectus Directive, except that offers of Ordinary Shares to the public may be made at any time under

the following exemptions under the Prospectus Directive:

i. to any legal entity which is a qualified investor as defined in the Prospectus Directive;

ii. to fewer than 150 natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined in the Prospectus

Directive) in such Member State; or

iii. in any other circumstances falling within Article 3(2) of the Prospectus Directive,

provided, that no such offer of Ordinary Shares shall result in a requirement for the publication of a prospectus

pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Directive or any measure implementing the Prospectus Directive in

a Member State, and each person who initially acquires any Ordinary Shares or to whom any offer is made

under the Placing will be deemed to have represented, acknowledged and agreed that it is a “qualified
investor” within the meaning of the law of the Member State implementing Article 2(1)(e) of the Prospectus

Directive.

For the purposes of this provision, the expression “an offer to the public” in relation to any offer of Ordinary

Shares in any Member State means a communication in any form and by any means presenting sufficient

information on the terms of the offer and any Ordinary Shares to be offered so as to enable an investor to
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decide to purchase or subscribe for the Ordinary Shares, as the same may be varied in that Member State

by any measure implementing the Prospectus Directive in that Member State, and the expression

“Prospectus Directive” means Directive 2003/71/EC (as amended), and includes any relevant

implementing measure in each Member State.

Restrictions on Sales in the United States
The Ordinary Shares have not been and will not be registered under the US Securities Act, or with any

securities regulatory authority of any State or other jurisdiction of the United States and, subject to certain

exceptions, may not be offered or sold within the United States. The Ordinary Shares are being sold outside

of the United States in reliance on Regulation S under the US Securities Act (“Regulation S”).

Presentation of Financial Information
The reports on financial information included in Parts IV and V of this document have been prepared in

accordance with the Standards for Investment Reporting issued by the Auditing Practices Board in the

United Kingdom and includes the related consent to its inclusion in this document as required by the AIM

Rules for Companies and solely for that purpose.

Unless otherwise indicated, financial information in this document, including the Group’s combined financial

statements for the three financial periods ended 28 December 2014, 27 December 2015 and 25 December

2016, and the notes to that financial information prepared in accordance with the basis of preparation stated

therein, and the consolidated unaudited interim financial information of the Group for the 26 week period to

25 June 2017 and the notes to the interim financial information, prepared in accordance with IFRS.

Rounding
Certain figures and percentages in this document have been subject to rounding adjustments. Accordingly,

any apparent discrepancies in tables between the totals and the sums of the relevant amounts are due to

rounding.

Currencies
Unless otherwise indicated in this document, all references to “pounds Sterling” or “£” are to the lawful

currency of the UK.

Unless otherwise indicated, the financial information contained in this document has been expressed in

pounds Sterling. For all members of the Company, the functional currency is pounds Sterling and the

Company presents its financial statements in pounds Sterling.

Forward-Looking Statements
Some of the statements in this document include forward looking statements which reflect the Directors’

current views with respect to financial performance, business strategy, plans and objectives of management

for future operations (including development plans relating to the Company’s products and services). These

statements include forward looking statements both with respect to the Company and the sectors and

industries in which the Company operates. Statements which include the words “expects”, “intends”,

“plans”, believes”, “projects”, “anticipates”, “will”, “targets”, “aims”, “may”, “would”, “could”, “continue” and

similar statements are of a future or forward looking nature.

All forward looking statements address matters that involve risks and uncertainties. Accordingly, there are

or will be important factors that could cause the Company’s actual results to differ materially from those

indicated in these statements. These factors include but are not limited to those described in Part III of this

document entitled “Risk Factors”, which should be read in conjunction with the other cautionary statements

that are included in this document. Any forward looking statements in this document reflect the Directors’

current views with respect to future events and are subject to these and other risks, uncertainties and

assumptions relating to the Company’s operations, results of operations and growth strategy.
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These forward looking statements speak only as of the date of this document. The Company undertakes

no obligation to publicly update or review any forward looking statement, whether as a result of new

information, future developments or otherwise. All subsequent written and oral forward looking statements

attributable to the Company or individuals acting on behalf of the Company are expressly qualified in their

entirety by this paragraph. Prospective investors should specifically consider the factors identified in this

document which could cause actual results to differ before making an investment decision.

No Incorporation of Website Information
The contents of any website of the Company, any website mentioned in this document or any website

directly or indirectly linked to these websites have not been verified and do not form part of this document,

and prospective investors should not rely on such information.
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EXPECTED TIMETABLE OF PRINCIPAL EVENTS

Publication of this document 20 November 2017

Admission becomes effective and dealings in the Enlarged Share Capital 23 November 2017

commence on AIM

Date for settlement within CREST of the Placing Shares 23 November 2017

Despatch of definitive share certificates for Placing Shares (where applicable) by 7 December 2017

Note:
Each of the times and dates in the above timetable is subject to change. All times are London times unless otherwise stated.
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PLACING STATISTICS

Placing Price per Placing Share 170 pence

Number of Existing Ordinary Shares 35,879,097

Number of New Ordinary Shares to be issued by the Company pursuant to the Placing 20,588,236

Number of Ordinary Shares in issue on Admission 56,467,333

Number of Options in issue upon Admission 1,042,500

Number of Sale Shares being sold pursuant to the Placing 6,838,787

Total number of Placing Shares 27,427,023

Percentage of Enlarged Share Capital represented by New Ordinary Shares 36.5%

Gross proceeds of the Placing receivable by the Company £35.0 million

Estimated net proceeds of the Placing receivable by the Company £32.9 million

Gross proceeds receivable by the Selling Shareholders in respect of the sale of the £11.6 million

Sale Shares

Expected market capitalisation of the Company at the Placing Price immediately £96.0 million

following Admission1

TIDM CPC

ISIN GB00BYWRS683

SEDOL BYWRS68

LEI 213800OHELCFJ6GLZC03

Website www.citypubcompany.com
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There can be no assurance that the market price of an Ordinary Share will at any given time equal or exceed the Placing Price.
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DEFINITIONS

The following definitions apply throughout this document, unless the context otherwise requires:

“Admission” the admission of the Enlarged Share Capital to trading on AIM

becoming effective in accordance with the AIM Rules for

Companies

“AIM” AIM, a market operated by the London Stock Exchange

“AIM Rules for Companies” the rules for AIM companies published by the London Stock

Exchange

the rules for nominated advisers to AIM companies published by

the London Stock Exchange 

“Aragon House” the pub known as Aragon House which the Company acquired on

21 September 2017, further details of which are set out in

paragraph 16.2 of Part IX of this document

“Articles” the articles of association of the Company which were adopted by

special resolution passed on 25 October 2017, conditional on

Admission, a summary of which is set out in paragraph 4 of Part IX

of this document

“B Ordinary Shares” the 1,200,000 B ordinary shares of £0.01 each in the capital of the

Company prior to the Reorganisation which, pursuant to the

Reorganisation and conditional on Admission, are subject to a

bonus issue of additional B ordinary shares of £0.01 each,

consolidation and re-designation into 1,200,000 Ordinary Shares

“Berenberg” Joh, Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG, London Branch

“Board” the board of Directors of the Company for the time being

“CAGR” compound annual growth rate

“Capital” or “Capital Pub Company” The Capital Pub Company PLC (now called The Capital Pub

Company Limited) a company incorporated in England and Wales

(registered number 07814568) which was sold to Greene King PLC

in 2011

“CBRE” CBRE Limited, a company incorporated in England and Wales

(registered number 03536032) and having its registered office at St

Martin’s Court, 10 Paternoster Row, London EC4M 7HP

not in uncertificated form (that is, not in CREST)

“City Club App” the City Club App introduced by the Group

“Companies Act” the Companies Act 2006 (as amended)

“Company” or “CPCE” The City Pub Group plc, a company incorporated in England and

Wales (registered number 07814568) and having its registered office

at Essel House, 2nd Floor, 29 Foley Street, London, W1W 7TH

“Companies” CPCE and CPCW

“AIM Rules for Nominated
Advisers”

“Certificated” or

“in Certificated form”
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The City Pub Company (West) Limited which re-registered as a

private company on 1 November 2017, a company incorporated in

England and Wales (registered number 07814571 and having its

registered office at Essel House, 2nd Floor, 29 Foley Street, London,

W1W 7TH

“CREST” the relevant system (as defined in the CREST Regulations) in

respect of which Euroclear UK & Ireland is the operator (as defined

in the Crest Regulations)

“Crest Regulations” the Uncertificated Securities Regulations 2001, including (i) any

enactment or subordinate legislation which amends or supersedes

those regulations; and (ii) any applicable rules made under those

regulations or any such enactment or subordinate legislation for the

time being in force

“CSOP Option Scheme” The City Pub Company (East) plc Company Share Option Plan (now

called The City Pub Group plc Company Share Option Plan)

“Deed of Election” a deed poll and deed of election entered into by each of the Selling

Shareholders appointing the Company as his, her or its agent to

sell Sale Shares in the Placing, summary details of which are set

out in paragraph 15.3 of Part IX of this document

“Deferred Shares” the deferred shares of £0.01 each in the capital of the Company

created as part of the Reorganisation and to be bought back by the

Company as part of the Reorganisation, conditional on Admission

“Directors” the directors of the Company as at the date of this document,

whose names are set out on page 10 of this document

the disclosure guidance and transparency rules made by the UK

Listing Authority under Part VI of FSMA

“EBITDA” earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation

“EIS” Enterprise Investment Scheme under the provisions of Part 5 of the

Income Tax Act 2007

“EMI Share Option Scheme” the arrangements pursuant to which the Company has granted EMI

share options (including replacement EMI options granted in

exchange for options over CPCW ordinary shares) and the

arrangements pursuant to which the Company may issue Ordinary

Shares in exchange for CPCW ordinary shares that were acquired

on the exercise of CPCW EMI options

“Employees” employees of the Group

“Enlarged Share Capital” the Ordinary Shares in issue immediately following Admission and

the Placing and the Reorganisation becoming unconditional

“Euro” or “€” the lawful currency of the member state of the European Union that

adopt the single currency

“Euroclear UK & Ireland” Euroclear UK and Ireland Limited, the operator of CREST

“Executive Directors” the executive directors of the Company as at the date of this

document, namely Clive Watson, Rupert Clark, Alex Derrick and

Tarquin Williams

“Disclosure and Transparency
Rules” or “DTR”

“CPCW” or “The City Pub
Company (West)”
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“Exercised Options” the options over 1,230,000 Ordinary Shares granted under the EMI
Share Option Scheme exercised, conditional on Admission, which
includes Ordinary Shares that may be issued in connection with the
exercise of EMI options over CPCW ordinary shares

“Existing Ordinary Shares” 35,879,097 Ordinary Shares, comprising all of the Ordinary Shares
in issue as at Admission but shall not include the New Ordinary
Shares

“Existing Shareholders” the holders of the Existing Ordinary Shares immediately prior to
Admission and assuming the Reorganisation has taken effect

“Existing Share Option Schemes” EMI Share Option Scheme and the CSOP Option Scheme

“FCA” the UK Financial Conduct Authority

“FCA Handbook” the FCA’s handbook of rules and guidance published by the FCA
from time to time

“Financial Promotion Order” the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion)
Order 2005

“Forms of Instruction” the forms of instruction signed by, inter alia, employees who
exercised EMI options, conditional on Admission, and elected to
sell certain of the Ordinary Shares issued on exercise of such EMI
options to cover the exercise price and certain expenses

“Founders” Clive Watson, David Bruce and John Roberts

“FSMA” the United Kingdom Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as
amended

“FY14” the 52 week period ended on 28 December 2014

“FY15” the 52 week period ended on 27 December 2015

“FY16” the 52 week period ended on 25 December 2016

“FY17” the 53 week period ending on 31 December 2017

“Greene King” Greene King plc a company incorporated in England and Wales with
registered number 00024511 and having its registered office at
Westgate Brewery, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk; IP33 1QT

“Group” or “City Pub Group” the Company and its Subsidiaries

“H116” the 26 week period ended on 26 June 2016

“H117” the 26 week period ended 25 June 2017

“HMRC” H M Revenue and Customs

“IFRS” International Financial Reporting Standards, as issued by the
International Standard Accounting Board as adopted by the
European Commission for use in the European Union

“ISIN” international security identification number

“Joint Brokers” Liberum and Berenberg
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The City Pub Group plc Joint Share Ownership Plan, details of
which are summarised at paragraph 10 of Part IX of this document

“Lock-in Agreements” the lock-in agreements between the Company, Liberum, Berenberg
and each of the Locked-in Shareholders summary details of which
are set out in paragraph 15.2 of Part IX of this document

“Locked-in Shareholders” those Existing Shareholders who have entered into a Lock-in
Agreement, details of which are set out in paragraph 15.2 of Part IX
of this document

“London Stock Exchange” London Stock Exchange plc

“Market Abuse Regulation” Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 (the Market Abuse Regulation)

“New Ordinary Shares” 20,588,236 new Ordinary Shares to be subscribed for and issued
as part of the Placing

“Nominated Adviser” or “Liberum” Liberum Capital Limited a company incorporated in England and
Wales (registered number 05912554) and having its registered office
at 25 Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9LY

“Official List” the Official List of the UK Listing Authority

“Options” rights to acquire Ordinary Shares as described in paragraph 9 of
Part IX of this document

“Ordinary Shares” ordinary shares of £0.50 pence each in the share capital of the
Company

“Placee” a subscriber or purchaser of Placing Shares

“Placing” the conditional placing of the New Ordinary Shares and the Sale
Shares by Liberum and Berenberg at the Placing Price pursuant to
the Placing Agreement

“Placing Agreement” the conditional agreement dated 20 November 2017 between the
Company, Liberum, Berenberg and the Directors in relation to the
Placing, summary details of which are set out in paragraph 15.1 of
Part IX of this document

“Placing Price” 170 pence per Placing Share

“Placing Shares” the New Ordinary Shares and the Sale Shares

“Pounds Sterling”, “pence” or “£” lawful currency of the United Kingdom

“Preference Shares” the convertible cumulative preference shares of £0.50 each in the
capital of the Company prior to the Reorganisation

“Previous Articles” the articles of association of the Company as amended by special
resolution passed at the general meeting of the Company convened
for and held at 9am on 25 October 2017

“Prospectus Rules” the prospectus rules of the FCA made under Part VI of the FSMA

“QCA” the Quoted Companies Alliance

“QCA Guidelines” the Corporate Governance Code for Small and Mid-Size Quoted
Companies (2013) produced by the QCA

“JSOP”
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“Register” register of members of the Company

“Reorganisation” together (1) the Scheme and (2) the bonus issue of new B Ordinary
Shares of £0.01 each to the holders of B Ordinary Shares, the
consolidation and re-designation of the B Ordinary Shares into
Ordinary Shares; the conversion and re-designation of the
Preference Shares into Ordinary Shares and Deferred Shares and
the buy back by the Company of the Deferred Shares

“Sale Shares” the 6,838,787 Existing Ordinary Shares being sold in the Placing by
the Selling Shareholders pursuant to the Deeds of Election and the
Forms of Instruction

“Scheme” the recommended all-share merger of the Company and CPCW
effected by way of a scheme of arrangement of CPCW under
part 26 of the Companies Act which was approved at a court
convened meeting of the holders of ordinary shares of £0.50 each
and B ordinary shares of £0.01 each in the capital of CPCW on
25 October 2017, approved by court at a hearing on 31 October
2017 and which became effective on 1 November 2017

“Selling Shareholders” the Shareholders selling Ordinary Shares in connection with the
Placing. Details of the Sales Shares are set out in paragraph 15.3
of Part IX of this document

“Shareholders” the holders of the Ordinary Shares

“Subsidiary” as defined in section 1159 of the Companies Act

“Takeover Code” the City Code on Takeovers and Mergers published by the Takeover
Panel

“Takeover Panel” the Panel on Takeovers and Mergers

“The City Club” a rewards club for customers of the Group

“TIDM” tradable investment display mnemonic

“UK” or “United Kingdom” the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

“UK Listing Authority” the Financial Conduct Authority acting in its capacity as the
competent authority for the purposes of Part VI of the FSMA

recorded on the register of Ordinary Shares as being held in
uncertificated form in CREST, entitlement to which, by virtue of the
CREST Regulations, may be transferred by means of CREST

“USA” or “United States” United States of America, its territories and possessions, any State
of the United States and the District of Columbia

“US dollar” or “$” lawful currency of the United States

“VAT” value added tax

Note: Any reference to any provision of any legislation includes any amendment, modification, re-enactment
or extension of it, words importing the singular include the plural and vice versa and words importing the
masculine gender shall include the feminine or neuter gender

“uncertificated” or “in
uncertificated form”
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PART I

INFORMATION ON THE GROUP

1. Introduction
The City Pub Group owns and operates an estate of premium pubs across southern England. The Group’s

pub estate comprises 34 free houses located largely in London, cathedral cities and market towns, each of

which is focused on appealing specifically to its local market. The Group’s portfolio consists of predominantly

freehold, managed pubs, offering a wide range of high quality drinks and food tailored to each of its pubs’

customers.

The Company was founded by Clive Watson, David Bruce and John Roberts, who joined the board in

December 2011. The first pub of the Company began trading in March 2012. The City Pub Group leverages

its sector contacts and experience to ensure it is well placed to acquire, and to have opportunities to consider

the acquisition of, either freehold or leasehold pubs. Following acquisition, it aims to improve profitability

through targeted investment in each pub, incentivisation of its key employees, introducing its flexible retail

strategy, dedicated marketing and utilising its centralised buying power.

Since they began trading, the companies in the Group have adopted a liquor-led business model, which

the Directors believe provides greater predictability over sales and higher margins than a food-led business

model. This has enabled the Group to establish a track record of strong growth, with revenue and EBITDA

growth representing a three year CAGR from FY14 to FY16 of 34.9 per cent. and 44.8 per cent. respectively,

with an EBITDA margin of 14.7 per cent. in FY16.

The Directors have considerable experience of acquiring pubs, expanding pub portfolios and creating

premium pub companies. This includes leading the Capital Pub Company from start up through to flotation

on AIM and its subsequent acquisition by Greene King for £93 million.

The managed pub market in the UK consists predominately of individual pubs and larger pub companies.

The Directors believe the current state of the market presents the Group with a considerable opportunity to

grow its pub estate through the acquisition of existing pubs from individual sellers and from large pub

companies looking to rationalise their estate, but also through the acquisition and development of new pub

sites.

The Company is seeking admission to AIM in order to raise new equity to help accelerate its acquisition

strategy. Admission to AIM will also help to raise the Company’s public profile, which will assist the Group’s

expansion plans and help in the recruitment and retention of its key head office and retail staff.

2. History and development
The companies in the Group were co-founded by Clive Watson, David Bruce and John Roberts in October

2011 with the aim of building a high quality portfolio of premium pub assets located predominantly in London,

cathedral cities and market towns across southern England. The Companies began trading in March 2012

and, by the end of 2012, had acquired six pubs, located in Bath, Cambridge, Oxford, Stratford upon Avon

and Henley-on-Thames.

The Group has historically traded as two separate companies, The City Pub Company (East) plc and The

City Pub Company (West) plc. In April 2013, CPCW and CPCE appointed Alex Derrick and Rupert Clark,

respectively, as its designated Chief Executive. Under their stewardship, both of the Companies expanded

their pub portfolios further and by the end of their first full trading year (to 29 December 2013) CPCW had

6 trading outlets and CPCE had 7 trading outlets.

The Companies continued to acquire, in aggregate, on average 6 pubs per year. In order to fund the

acquisitions, the Companies raised, in aggregate, £38.0 million under the Enterprise Investment Scheme

and through the issue of convertible preference shares.

On 1 November 2017, the Group was formed through the all share merger of CPCE and CPCW by way of

a scheme of arrangement of CPCW, as further described in paragraph 11 of Part IX of this document. At the

same time, the Company changed its name to The City Pub Group plc.
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3. Key Strengths
The key strengths of the City Pub Group are:

Premium operator creating individual identity for each pub

The Group’s pub estate and flexible retail strategy addresses the trend away from branded pubs and toward

premium individualised pubs which have a product range appropriate for their local market.

Scalable platform with strong pipeline of potential acquisitions

The centralised infrastructure platform, comprising systems and processes as well as head office staff,

enables a smooth change of ownership for the pubs which are currently in the acquisition pipeline, as well

as those identified through the Group’s appraisal of both individual sites and portfolios of pubs across

southern England.

The Group is asset backed

An independent valuation report by CBRE valued the Group’s portfolio at £73.65 million as at 11 October

2017. A copy of the summary valuation report is set out in Part VII of this document. This valuation does not

include Aragon House, a freehold pub which the Group acquired on 21 September 2017 for £7.75 million

(including deferred consideration of £2 million which will be satisfied from the proceeds of the Placing and

deferred consideration of £1 million which was settled by the issue of Ordinary Shares prior to Admission).

The Group has a portfolio of 34 pubs (19 freehold and 14 leasehold with Daly’s Wine Bar and Temple Brew

House operating under a single lease and therefore valued as a single asset by CBRE).

Impressive financial performance and growth

The Group has enjoyed consistently strong sales and EBITDA growth, with steadily increasing operating

margins over the last two years. New supplier agreements are expected to further improve operating margins

going forward (c.£1 million cost saving expected over the next 3 years).

Experienced management team, motivated staff and strong culture

The management team of the Group has over 80 years’ experience in the pub industry with an excellent

reputation, extensive contact base and proven skill in identifying attractive sites for an attractive price. Staff

are incentivised to focus on customer service and are represented at board meetings, giving a high retention

rate among key staff and a strong sense of culture.

4. Business Description
4.1 Product offering

The Directors believe that in the premium managed pub sector, liquor sales such as craft ales, craft

spirits and independent coffee brands offer higher growth potential, higher margins and higher

predictability over sales than traditional beers, lagers and spirits.

The Group has also developed a high quality food offering which is freshly prepared and cooked to

order. Menus are developed individually for each pub and offer good value across a wide range of

choice. Increasingly, more healthy and vegan options are being offered in each pub to broaden the

appeal to a wider range of customers.

The Group aims for a sales split of 70 per cent. liquor and 30 per cent. food. The Directors believe this

enables higher returns to be generated as a result of not having the higher associated employee costs

of a food-led offer. The Group’s flexible retail strategy allows an individual pub to tailor its liquor and

food offer to suit its target market and location. To achieve this, the Group proudly uses local produce

alongside its existing wide range of drinks and food and designs the interior and exterior of the pub to

create an ambience which the Directors believe ensures that each pub reflects its local characteristics

and values.

As genuine free houses without any tie to a brewer, the pubs are able to offer a varied choice of craft

and traditional beers and lagers, together with a wide selection of seasonal wines and other drinks.
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The Directors believe this helps to attract a broad range of customers and believe it results in the

Group’s pubs generating significantly higher turnover per pub than an average pub. The average

turnover per pub across the Group’s portfolio was approximately £25,000 per week in FY16.

4.2 Staff

Recruitment and retention of high quality staff is key to the Group’s strategy. The Group’s staff is well-

trained and appropriately incentivised, given their respective roles, with the focus on attracting the

most suitable employees to support the growth of the Group and maintain high levels of consumer

satisfaction.

The head office team consists of 59 staff members who possess a range of relevant skills and a high

level of experience. The Directors believe that the head office team is of a sufficient size and experience

to support the aim of doubling the Group’s pub estate in the next three to four years.

Key head office staff and pub managers are incentivised by performance related bonuses and

participation in the Existing Share Option Schemes. Each pub manager is encouraged to be

entrepreneurial and is incentivised with a bonus scheme which is linked to the pub’s profit. The Directors

believe this blends the benefits of the managed and the tenanted models and encourages staff to

focus on customer service and the success of the pub. Other key staff, including pub managers,

assistant managers and head chefs, also participate in the Group’s Existing Share Option Schemes.

All employees who have been with the Group since the start of the relevant financial period are entitled

to participate in a profit share arrangement where, subject to the Group achieving budget, 2-3 per

cent. of Company EBITDA is shared out amongst all employees (subject to certain service and eligibility

criteria). This profit share arrangement not only helps to increase staff retention but also supports staff

recruitment.

4.3 Supply arrangements

The Group has recently entered into a number of three year fixed-term supply agreements with its

major suppliers. These agreements cover over 80 per cent. of the Group’s liquor purchases and are

expected to generate c. £1 million in cost savings, compared to its previous arrangements, over the

next three years. The Group has also recently centralised its food purchasing function and significantly

reduced the number of its suppliers. This has resulted in an improvement in its purchasing terms and

will enable greater economies of scale to be achieved as the pub estate grows. The new supply

arrangements are also expected to improve the Group’s gross profit margins, as well as giving stability

and visibility on its future input prices. While the Group sources the majority of its products through

these agreements, it retains the flexibility for each individual pub to source the local produce needed

to create individuality in its drink and food menus.

4.4 Corporate Values

The Group adopts a long term approach with its suppliers and has maintained relationships with its

major suppliers since inception. In certain cases the relationships date back to the Founders’

involvement with The Capital Pub Company. This includes contractors, professional advisers, designers

and property agents, as well as drink and food suppliers.

The Group is very conscious of the role its pubs play in the local community and as such certain pubs

offer discounts to customers who work in the public services. Charity fundraising events are often held

in the Group’s pubs for organisations such as The Eve Appeal and Grenfell Tower Appeal.

The Group also recognises the importance of maintaining a good relationship with its employees and

as such encourages employee participation. To formalise this, in May 2016 the Company started to

invite employee representatives to attend all board meetings in order to discuss matters such as staff

training, incentive schemes and staff welfare.

4.5 Marketing

Advertising and social media are managed at head office level with Facebook, Twitter and Instagram

being a focus of advertising spend. Sports events are promoted through Matchpint. Each pub has its
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own website to take bookings, display menus, advertise upcoming events and give an impression of

the atmosphere in the pub.

The Group recently introduced the City Club where customers can sign up to and enjoy the benefits

offered by the Club, such as reward cards, and will, in the future, be offered benefits with other

businesses linked to the City Club. The City Club connects all pubs in the portfolio and, among other

things, alerts customers to the location of other pubs in the Group’s portfolio. The City Club can be

accessed via an app (the City Club App) and offers the Group the opportunity to promote awareness

of the pubs in the portfolio.

5. Pub Estate
The Group has a portfolio of 34 free-of-tie pubs in southern England shown on the map below:

19 of the pubs in the portfolio are freehold and 14* are leasehold as follows:

*Daly’s Wine Bar and Temple Brew House operate under a single lease.

All of the premises listed above are licensed premises. Details of the licensing regime to which the Group and pubs are

subject are set out in paragraph 9 of this Part I.

An independent valuation report by CBRE valued the Group’s portfolio at £73.65 million as at 11 October 2017. A copy

of the summary valuation report is set out in Part VII of this document. This valuation does not include Aragon House,

a freehold pub, which was acquired on 21 September 2017 for £7.75 million. Furthermore, the CBRE report values

Daly’s Wine Bar and Temple Brew House as a single asset as they operate under a single lease.
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Winchester

Southampton Chichester Brighton
Exeter

Bath
1. Cork (FH)

2. Bath Brew House (FH)

Brighton
3. Lion & Lobster (FH)

4. Walrus (FH)

Bristol
5. Prince Street Social (LH)

6. King Street Brew House (LH)

Cambridge
7. Mill (LH)

8. Old Bicycle Shop (FH)

9. Petersfield (FH)

10. Cambridge Brew House (LH)

11. Punt Yard (LH)

12. Red Lion (FH)

13. Waterman (LH)

Exeter
14. Old Fire House (FH)

Winchester
15. Westgate (FH)

16. Alfies(LH)

Southampton
17. London Road Brew House (FH)

Hayling Island
18. Inn on the Beach (FH)

Norwich
19. Georgian Townhouse (FH)

20. St Andrews Brew House (FH)

Oxford
21. George Street Social (LH)

22. St Aldates Tavern (LH)

23. Grapes (LH)

London
24. Althorp (FH)

25. Roundhouse (LH)

26. Lighthouse (FH)

27. Phene (FH)

28. Nell Gwynne (FH)

29. Daly’s Wine Bar* (LH)

30. Temple Brew House* (LH)

31. Cock & Bottle (LH)

32. Three Crowns (LH)

33. Cat & Mutton (FH)

34. Aragon House (FH)
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6. Growth Strategy

6.1 Acquisition strategy

At present, the Group has 34 pubs and it intends to double the size of its estate over the next three to

four years. The Group already has extensive relationships with property agents specialising in the

licenced trade industry and many of these relationships have been in existence for a number of years.

In addition, the Directors have a deep understanding of the pub market and what acquisition

opportunities could become available, especially with potential private vendors of individual pubs and

larger pub companies rationalising their estates. The Group’s acquisition strategy is broken down into

four key areas and the Directors believe that these areas will provide sufficient acquisition opportunities

to support the targeted growth of the Group’s pub estate.

1. Acquisition of existing pubs

Central to the Group’s acquisition strategy is buying existing pubs which are already trading well

and are typically sold by private sellers. As the Group has developed an estate of unbranded

pubs, it typically makes minor physical changes to these individual pubs. The main change is to

transfer the pub’s supply contracts onto the Group’s centralised platform, quickly improving

operating margins. The Group prides itself on the way it works with the existing employees in

these pubs and, over a period of time, aims to integrate these employees into the Group’s

entrepreneurial culture. The Lion & Lobster in Brighton serves as an example of a pub which was

trading well when acquired in April 2014 and which has since, following minor changes and

migration to the Group’s centralised buying platform, seen an uplift in profitability with most of

the key employees having been retained.

2. Acquisition of trading pubs which require redirection

The Group also seeks to acquire existing pubs that require modest refurbishment and improved

retailing standards. Typically, the Group will target an investment of circa £250,000 to tailor the

décor to the pub’s local market and improve the liquor and food offerings, as well as help the

existing staff to adopt an entrepreneurial approach in managing the pub. The Phene in Chelsea,

for example, was acquired in April 2013 and, following an investment of circa £200,000,

improvements in retail standards resulted in considerable increases in sales and profitability.

3. Closed down pubs requiring extensive refurbishment

The Group also looks to acquire sites that are either underperforming or have been closed down

and which provide the opportunity for the Group to substantially refurbish and improve the product

offer to better serve the tastes of the Group’s target consumers. To achieve this, the Group could

introduce an open plan kitchen, improve outdoor trading areas, convert areas for private hire and

watching sport, as well as fundamentally improving the liquor and food offer. The Group employed

this strategy in its acquisition and refurbishment of The Walrus in Brighton, which was acquired

in April 2015. The Walrus had been closed down and the Group undertook an extensive

refurbishment which enabled four trading areas and a large outdoor terrace to be opened. Prior

to refurbishment, the Group had to obtain the necessary listed building consent and licensing

approvals. The Walrus has now been significantly transformed, is trading at levels expected by

the Directors and, once further established in the community, has the capacity to substantially

grow sales and profitability.

4. Unlicensed premises

The Group is able to target sites which are currently unlicensed but which present the opportunity

to be transformed into premium trading pubs. The Directors have built up extensive experience

of identifying sites where they believe the necessary local bodies, such as licensing authorities,

local councils and local police force, will be receptive to a new licensing application. In 2015, the

Group exchanged contracts on a bicycle shop in Cambridge which had the necessary planning

permission for a change of use to become a restaurant. The Group successfully obtained the

necessary licensing permission to change the use of the premises to a pub and, following the

necessary refurbishment and commissioning, opened officially in April 2016 as the Old Bicycle

Shop.
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The Group typically targets pubs and sites which produce, or are expected to produce, higher EBITDA

per pub than the industry average, with average EBITDA per pub across the estate of around £300,000

as at 30 June 2017. The Directors believe that by focusing on sites expected to produce a higher

EBITDA, head office costs as a percentage of sales are reduced and this performance also enables

the attraction and retention of top performing pub managers.

The Group evaluates new sites by testing them against five key target markets: residents, office

workers, students, tourists and shoppers. For a new site to be considered, it must address at least

four of the five key target markets. The Directors believe that by having the estate unbranded and

liquor-led, the Group can acquire more than one site in an area which addresses sufficient key target

markets without cannibalising trade. This can be seen in Oxford, where the George Street Social and

The Grapes trade within one hundred metres of each other but have a different retail offering, ensuring

that different customers are targeted. The flexible retail strategy allows the Group to acquire a cluster

of pubs in the same city, helping to increase its knowledge of these cities and create career

opportunities for its employees.

The Group intends to expand its estate by acquiring pubs and unlicensed sites on an individual basis.

It is unlikely that the Group will acquire smaller pub companies as the Directors believe the longer

integration time and the lower return on investment (as the price is often at a premium to the net asset

value) makes such acquisitions less attractive. Similarly, the Group does not target large “super pubs”,

as the Directors believe these tend to be very destination orientated and quite often need continual

refurbishment to keep up with contemporary standards. The Directors target 15 per cent. EBITDA

return on capital invested for freehold pubs and a 25 per cent. EBITDA return on capital invested for

leasehold pubs.

6.2 Refurbishment Strategy

The Group’s strategy is to enhance existing sites rather than redesign to a set formula. The Directors

believe that an operation comprising individual quality outlets which are unbranded will trade better

over the longer term than highly branded operations which the Directors believe have to be refurbished

more frequently and incur higher marketing costs to reflect changing brands and trends.

When refurbishing a pub, the Group adopts a timeless design style which is one of high quality but is

not fashionable or contemporary. A typical refurbishment is undertaken in a style which the Directors

believe is long lasting and through regular maintenance to maintain the estate to a high standard, future

refurbishment costs are reduced and closures of pubs for major refurbishments are minimised.

A selection of the Group’s estate has benefited from significant refurbishment since acquisition. This

has enabled the Directors to individualise the pubs as well as improving the quality of its pub operations.

For example, the King Street Brew House in Bristol was a closed bar which the Group refurbished

over a four month period and at a cost of over £400,000. The pub was opened in March 2016 and

was subsequently awarded the best pub in Bristol at the Pub & Bar Magazine Awards 2016.

However, it is important to emphasise that where pubs are already established, the Directors do not

need to incur large amounts of capital expenditure trying to rebrand these pubs into a different format.

Quite often, when the Group acquires good trading pubs, the only major changes are to improve key

purchasing terms and putting key members of the staff on the Groups bonus scheme. The Directors

believe that individual sellers prefer to sell their pubs to companies such as the City Pub Group with

an unbranded portfolio because there is a more seamless ownership transition.

7. Acquisition pipeline
The Group is continually appraising both individual sites and portfolios of pubs across southern England

and has developed a strong pipeline of potential acquisitions out of the large number of opportunities

presented. The Group is targeting the acquisition of 8-10 pubs per annum.

At present, the Group has exchanged on two sites (Pubs A and B below) and has an option to buy another

site (Pub C below), all of which are expected to complete in early 2018. In addition, at any time there will

typically be a further 5 sites which are being monitored for acquisition.
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All acquisitions are subject to approval by the Board and a key consideration, when seeking board approval,

is to recommend pubs and sites in areas which are not highly competitive. The current pipeline does not

include any pubs and sites which are either on retail parks, shopping centres or primary high streets as the

Directors believe these locations tend to have higher rents and fixed charges. The Group has a low annual

rent charge compared to its turnover which was circa 3.5 per cent. as at 25 December 2016 and the Group

intends to keep it at this level or lower going forward.

Pub A Pub B Pub C

Location Outside London Cathedral City London

Tenure Leasehold Leasehold Freehold

Scope for renovation High High Low

Expected price c.£0.5m c.£0.4m c.£2.9m

Expected opening Q2 2018 Q2 2018 Q1 2018

Sites which have been exchanged or are under option are subject to satisfaction of conditions or obtaining

certain consents. There can be no certainty that any proposed acquisition will proceed to completion if any

of the conditions are not satisfied or any consent is not obtained.

On 21 September 2017, the Group acquired Aragon House, a freehold asset in Parsons Green, London for

£7.75 million (including deferred consideration of £2 million which will be funded by the proceeds of the

Placing and £1 million of deferred consideration which was funded through the issue of Ordinary Shares

prior to Admission). Aragon House is currently closed for refurbishment and is expected to open in Q3 2018.

8. Market overview
UK Pub Market

At the end of 2016, the UK’s total pub market consisted of 47,548 pubs, with a total market value of

£21.55 billion. From 1990 to 2015, the UK pub sector experienced a decline from approximately 70,000

pubs to 50,000 pubs (BBPA), the key drivers of which have been changes in consumer preferences, the

upsurge in cheap alcohol sales from supermarkets and the 2007 smoking ban, in addition to the wider

economic slowdown.

While the wider UK pub sector has experienced contraction, the managed pub sub-sector has grown by

8.3 per cent. from c.8,688 pubs in 2013 to c.9,400 pubs in 2016. This sub-sector is forecast to grow in

value by 11 per cent. from £9.9 billion in 2016 to £11.1 billion in 2019 (Source: MCA UK Pub Market Report).

The Directors believe this growth is driven by consumer preferences moving away from chain and branded

pubs and towards pubs with an individual identity and an ambience which reflects the local market. Together

with the move toward individual pubs, consumer tastes have continued to evolve, trending towards craft

ales and lagers, premium spirits and wines and good quality food which incorporate local produce. The

Directors therefore believe that a managed pub with an entrepreneurial tenant or owner, who is able to tailor

both the ambience and product range of a pub to its local target market, can retain the flexibility required to

respond to evolving consumer trends.

Acquisition landscape

The contraction of the UK pub sector and uncertain market conditions arising from the 2007 smoking ban,

the wider economic slowdown and the rise in cheap alcohol sales from supermarkets and changing

consumer trends has provided opportunities for independent pub companies to expand their estates through

the acquisition of both individual pubs and portfolios of pubs. Through improving the product offering in

individual pubs and realising the economies of scale of operating a larger portfolio of pubs, a number of

independent pub companies around that time, such as The Capital Pub Company, Geronimo Inns and Real

Pubs, were seen as attractive assets and were acquired by large corporates between 2010 and 2011 as

part of industry wide consolidation.

Following the consolidation of independent pub companies and continued uncertain market conditions,

a number of larger pub companies are undergoing rationalisation in their estates to focus on their key target

markets. This rationalisation is therefore providing independent pub companies with the opportunity to

acquire pubs which fit with their aims. In addition, the Directors believe smaller pub companies and individual

pub operators who have been slower to respond to the increased importance of social media, menu and
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pub designs, as well as changing health and safety legislation, are selling their businesses, providing further

opportunities for independent pub companies to grow their estates. The pub sector has traditionally seen

high levels of corporate activity and recent transactions include the acquisitions of Intertain by Stonegate in

December 2016 and Marston’s acquisition of Charles Wells in May 2017.

9. Licences
Under the terms of the Licensing Act 2003, licences are required in relation to any premises from which

“licensable activity” is carried out. Licensable activities include the sale by retail of alcohol, the provision of

regulated entertainment (including any playing of recorded music) and the provision of late night refreshment

(such as warm food after 11.00 p.m.). All of the Group’s pubs have in place valid premises licences under

the Licensing Act 2003 which permit the sale of alcohol, the provision of entertainment and, where relevant,

the sale of late night food. In addition, a number of the Group’s pubs have licences to place tables and

chairs outside those pubs. These licences are granted by the relevant local authorities.

One site, the Georgian Townhouse in Norwich, also holds a licence to hold weddings and the site obtained

‘approval of premises as a venue for marriages in pursuance of the Marriage Act 1949 and as a venue for

civil partnership in pursuance of the Civil Partnership Act 2004’ when it reopened after refurbishment in 2014.

10. Management expertise
The Executive Directors have over 80 years’ combined experience of developing and operating pub

companies.

● Clive Watson, the Executive Chairman of the Group, was Finance Director of Regent Inns plc between

1990 and 1998, during which time it listed on the London Stock Exchange in April 1993. He was then

co-founder of the Capital Pub Company and was Chief Executive when it was sold to Greene King for

£93 million in 2011.

● Rupert Clark, Managing Director of the Group, was Operations Manager at the Capital Pub Company

having previously worked at The Hartford Group, Fuller’s and Bass.

● Alex Derrick, Managing Director of the Group, was Operations Director at the Capital Pub Company

having had previous experience as Operations Manager of Jacomb Guinness Limited.

● Tarquin Williams, Chief Financial Officer of the Group, was previously Chief Accountant for Fuller’s Inns

before leaving to become Chief Operating Officer and Chief Financial Officer at the Ladies European

Tour.

The Executive Directors are supported by an experienced head office team, many of whom have also worked

in the pub industry for a long time. The Directors believe the Group has the expertise to continue to

successfully grow the Group’s portfolio following Admission.

11. Directors
On Admission, the Board will comprise four Executive Directors and three Non-Executive Directors. Brief

biographies of the Directors are set out below.

The Company intends to appoint a further independent Non-Executive Director after Admission.

Paragraph 6.2 of Part IX of this document contains further details of current and past directorships of, and

certain other important information regarding, the Directors.

Executive Directors
Clive Watson ACA (56) – Executive Chairman

Clive qualified as a Chartered Accountant with Price Waterhouse in London in 1986 before joining the

investment bank Manufacturers Hanover Limited where he spent three years. He joined Regent Inns PLC as

Finance Director and Company Secretary in 1990. Clive left Regent Inns PLC in February 1998 and
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co-founded Tup Inns Limited, where he was responsible for financial and commercial matters as well as

acquisitions, before becoming Chief Executive and Finance Director of Tom Hoskins PLC, an AIM listed

company. Clive was founding director of the Capital Pub Company in 2000 where he served as Finance

Director until 2007 and then Managing Director before becoming Chief Executive in June 2008. He over-saw

the sale of the Capital Pub Company to Greene King in July 2011. Clive was appointed as Chief Executive of

The City Pub Company (East) plc in December 2011 before becoming Chairman in September 2014.

Rupert Clark (45) – Managing Director

Rupert has over 20 years’ experience in the running of high-volume food and liquor-led pubs, both in and

outside London. Rupert was previously Operations Manager of the Capital Pub Company and was with

Capital for four years. After the sale of Capital to Greene King in 2011, Rupert stayed on to ensure the

smooth integration of pubs into the Greene King estate. Prior to Capital, Rupert worked as Operations

Manager at The Food and Drink Group, repositioning their city bars, and at Fullers first developing The Fine

Line brand and then their unbranded bars and gastro pubs. Rupert was appointed as Joint-Chief Executive

of The City Pub Company (East) PLC in April 2013 becoming sole Chief Executive in September 2014.

Alex Derrick (41) – Managing Director

Alex has over 15 years’ experience in running premium, independent pubs. He was previously the Operations

Director of the Capital Pub Company and during his seven years at Capital helped oversee the expansion

of the estate from 13 to 35 pubs. Prior to joining Capital, Alex was the Operations Manager for Jacomb

Guinness Limited and The Union Bar and Grill Limited, which operated five premium London gastro pubs.

Alex was appointed as Joint Chief Executive of The City Pub Company (West) plc in April 2013 becoming

sole Chief Executive in September 2014.

Tarquin Williams ACMA (47) – Chief Financial Officer

Tarquin has considerable experience in the managed and tenanted pub industry. He spent 16 years with

Fuller Smith & Turner PLC from 1997; with the last eight years as Chief Accountant for Fullers Inns, which

had an estate of circa 400 pubs. Tarquin then spent a short period of time serving as Chief Operating Officer

at the Ladies European Tour running their head office based at the Buckinghamshire Golf Club. Tarquin was

appointed as Finance Director of The City Pub Company (East) plc in March 2015.

Non-Executive Directors
John Roberts (60) – Non-Executive Director

John has been involved in the food and beverage industries for over thirty-five years, with twenty-three of

those years in the brewing and pubs sector. In 1994 after thirteen years with United Biscuits and before that

with Britvic, John joined Courage, becoming Strategic Planning Director for the newly formed Scottish

Courage. John joined the board of Fuller, Smith & Turner PLC in 1996 as Sales and Marketing Director,

before then managing the Fuller’s Beer Company from 1999, initially as Beer and Brands Director, and later

as its Managing Director. In addition, John has sat on a number of committees of the British Beer and Pub

Association and Independent Family Brewers of Britain. John was appointed as a Non-Executive Director

of the Company in December 2011.

David Bruce (69) – Non-Executive Director

David has been involved in the brewing and leisure industry for over 50 years in an international career that

has included both production and licensed retailing. In 1979, he founded Bruce’s Brewery and the Firkin

chain of brewpubs which he sold in 1988. In 1993, he joined the board of Grosvenor Inns PLC and was

responsible for rolling out The Slug and Lettuce chain of bars. In 2000, David was a co-founder of the Capital

Pub Company and served on the board until its sale to Greene King in 2011. David is also Chairman of The

Country Food and Dining Group of Companies and The West Berkshire Brewery. In December 2011, David

co-founded the Company serving as its Chairman before becoming Senior Independent Director in

September 2014.

Richard Prickett (66) – Independent Non-Executive Director

Richard was appointed as a Non-Executive Director of the Company on 25 October 2017. Richard has

considerable public markets experience, gained through numerous non-executive director roles including

acting as Independent Non-Executive Director for Regent Inns Plc and the Capital Pub Company. Richard

currently serves as a Non-Executive Director to Pioneer (City) Pub Company, a start-up EIS managed pub
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company, and City Natural Resources High Yield Trust Plc. Richard also acts as Non-Executive Chairman to

Asian Growth Properties Limited and as Finance Director to Landore Resources Limited. Richard qualified as

a chartered accountant in 1973 with Coopers & Lybrand and has many years’ experience in corporate finance.

Senior management/key employees

The Group currently employs operations managers who, together with the Executive Directors, oversee the

management of the Group’s portfolio of pubs. The Group also employs one manager per pub who is

responsible for the day-to-day management of that pub.

Equity participation

As at immediately prior to Admission (referred to in paragraph 7.1 of Part IX of this document) the Directors

are interested, in aggregate, in 5,369,288 Ordinary Shares, representing 14.9 per cent. of the issued Ordinary

Share capital of the Group. Details of the interests of the Directors are set out in paragraphs 7.1, 7.2, 7.3,

7.8 and 7.9 of Part IX of this document.

Share option schemes

The Executive Directors currently have a beneficial interest in options to subscribe for 1,705,000 Ordinary

Shares (excluding Exercised Options but including proposed awards under the JSOP). Further details of

the interests of the Directors in options over Ordinary Shares are set out in paragraph 7.3 and 10.12 of Part

IX of this document.

12. Summary Financial Information
The financial information set out below has been extracted without material adjustment from the historical

financial information on the Group for the three years ended 28 December 2014, 27 December 2015,

25 December 2016 and for the six month periods ended 26 June 2016 and 25 June 2017.

28 December 27 December 25 December 26 June 25 June
2014 2015 2016 2016 2017

£ £ £ £ £
Revenue 15,261,070 20,311,512 27,762,513 12,201,660 16,297,090

Costs of sales (4,470,144) (5,626,180) (7,529,656) (3,312,338) (4,334,171)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Gross profit 10,790,926 14,685,332 20,232,857 8,889,322 11,962,919

Administrative 

expenses (11,401,477) (13,381,421) (18,680,490) (8,410,529) (11,498,272)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Operating (loss)/profit (610,551) 1,303,911 1,552,367 478,793 464,647

Reconciliation to 
adjusted EBITDA1

Operating (loss)/profit (610,551) 1,303,911 1,552,367 478,793 464,647

Depreciation and 

amortisation 1,954,992 1,177,258 1,528,659 644,489 929,467

Share option charge 191,448 259,650 310,479 155,240 144,594

Exceptional items2 412,288 115,173 691,185 336,968 872,009
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Adjusted EBITDA 1,948,177 2,855,992 4,082,690 1,615,490 2,410,717

Finance costs3 (153,692) (440,125) (971,415) (439,774) (542,833)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

(Loss)/profit before tax (764,243) 863,786 580,952 39,019 (78,186)

Tax (61,091) (252,883) (196,680) 51,799 31,274
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

(Loss)/profit after tax (825,334) 610,903 384,272 90,818 (46,912)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

1 Earnings before exceptional items, share option charge, interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation

2 Exceptional items primary relate to pre-opening costs of new pubs (including rent, rates, wages). For H117, exceptional items

include a £450,000 impairment of a pub as part of the valuation process

3 Finance costs include accrued dividend on Convertible Preference Shares which will convert into Ordinary Shares on Admission

(£86,200 in FY15, £294,396 in FY16, £279,200 in H116 and £315,641 in H117)
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13. Current Trading and Prospects
Since the Group published its interim accounts for the 26 week period ended 25 June 2017, trading

performance has continued to improve. The pubs acquired and opened recently, i.e. Old Fire House in  Exeter

(June 2017), Red Lion in Cambridge (June 2017), Waterman in Cambridge (July 2017) and Grapes in Oxford

(August 2017), have all contributed to increase the Group’s overall turnover. The Directors believe that the

pubs it acquired during the last 12 months have enhanced the overall quality of the Group’s pub portfolio.

Furthermore, the Directors believe that there is still scope to further improve the Group’s performance by

the selective refurbishment of certain of the Group’s pubs and continuing improvement of the management

of the pubs. The Group has more than doubled the size of its portfolio since January 2015 and the Directors

believe the overall benefits of these acquisitions have yet to manifest themselves fully. The Directors also

believe that in a consolidating market, the value of the Group’s current portfolio of pubs will continue to rise.

As the Group continues to expand, it should benefit from economies of scale which should help to increase

operating margin and overall profitability.

14. Dividend Policy
The Group paid its maiden dividend for the year ended 25 December 2016 to holders of Ordinary Shares

on 30 June 2017.

It is the Directors’ current intention, subject to the availability of distributable reserves, to pursue a progressive

dividend policy, whilst maintaining sufficient funds within the Group to help finance the Group’s acquisition

strategy.

15. Reasons for Admission and use of proceeds
The Company will receive approximately £32.9 million net proceeds from the Placing (after deducting broking

commissions, other estimated offering-related fees and other related expenses incurred by the Group of

approximately £2.1 million).

The Directors intend that the net proceeds of the Placing will be used to:

● satisfy the cash element of the deferred consideration of £2 million on the acquisition of Aragon House;

and

● pay down the Group’s revolving debt facility which, as at 31 October 2017, was £25.3 million.

Following Admission and the repayment of the revolving debt facility, the Group will utilise the balance of the

proceeds of the Placing and the funds available under the Group’s revolving debt facility in order to continue

its acquisition strategy. It is intended, in due course, to obtain an extension of the debt facilities to £40 million.

In addition, the Placing will provide an opportunity for a partial or full realisation for those existing Shareholders

who wish to sell some or all of their Shares as part of the Placing. The Placing will raise approximately

£11.6 million (before expenses) for the Selling Shareholders from the sale of the Sale Shares.

16. The Placing
The Placing comprises the issue of 20,588,236 New Ordinary Shares by the Company at the Placing Price

representing approximately 36.5 per cent. of the Enlarged Share Capital and will raise £35 million gross

(approximately £32.9 million net of expenses) for the Company. The Placing also comprises the sale of

6,838,787 Sale Shares for the Selling Shareholders representing approximately 12 per cent. of the Enlarged

Share Capital raising approximately £11.6 million (before expenses) in aggregate for the Selling Shareholders.

On Admission, it is expected that the Company will have a market capitalisation of approximately £96 million

at the Placing Price.

The Company, the Directors, Liberum and Berenberg have entered into the Placing Agreement relating to

the Placing, pursuant to which, subject to certain conditions, Liberum and Berenberg have conditionally

agreed to use reasonable endeavours to procure subscribers for the New Ordinary Shares to be issued by

the Company in the Placing.
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The Placing will include the sale of the Sale Shares by the Selling Shareholders who have each entered into

a Deed of Election appointing the Company as his or her agent for the sale of the Sale Shares in the Placing.

It will also involve the sale of Sale Shares by certain employees who have conditionally exercised options

under the EMI Share Option Scheme and who have instructed the Company to sell the Sale Shares on their

behalf. Liberum and Berenberg have also conditionally agreed to use reasonable endeavours to procure

purchasers for the Sale Shares on behalf of the Company, which is acting as agent for the Selling

Shareholders pursuant to the Deeds of Election and under Forms of Instruction from certain employees who

have conditionally exercised options under the EMI Share Option Scheme.

Details of the Placing Agreement are set out in paragraph 15.1 of Part IX of this document.

17. Admission, Dealing and CREST
Application has been made to the London Stock Exchange for all of the Enlarged Share Capital, to be

admitted to trading on AIM. It is expected that Admission will become effective and that dealings will

commence in the Ordinary Shares at 8.00 a.m. on 23 November 2017.

No temporary documents of title will be issued. All documents sent by or to a placee, or at his or her

direction, will be sent through the post at the placee’s risk. Pending the despatch of definitive share

certificates, instruments of transfer will be certified against the register of members of the Company. The

Company has applied for the Ordinary Shares to be admitted to CREST and it is expected that the Ordinary

Shares will be so admitted and accordingly enabled for settlement in CREST on the date of Admission.

Accordingly, settlement of transactions in Ordinary Shares following Admission may take place within the

CREST system if any individual Shareholder so wishes provided such person is a “system member”

(as defined in the CREST Regulations) in relation to CREST. Dealings in advance of crediting of the relevant

CREST account(s) shall be at the sole risk of the persons concerned.

CREST is a paperless settlement system enabling securities to be evidenced otherwise than by certificate

and transferred otherwise than by written instrument in accordance with the CREST Regulations. The Articles

permit the holding of Ordinary Shares in uncertificated form in accordance with the CREST Regulations.

CREST is a voluntary system and holders of Ordinary Shares who wish to receive and retain share certificates

will be able to do so.

For more information concerning CREST, Shareholders should contact their brokers or Euroclear UK &

Ireland Limited at 33 Cannon Street, London, EC4M 5SB.

18. Lock-in Agreements
On 20 November 2017, each of the Locked-in Shareholders entered into Lock-in Agreements with the

Company, Liberum and Berenberg. Each Lock-in Agreement contains undertakings that, subject to certain

exceptions, during the period from the date of Admission until the date which is 12 months following

Admission, he or she will not, without the prior consent of Liberum and Berenberg, offer, dispose of or agree

to offer or dispose of directly or indirectly, whether for consideration or not, any Ordinary Shares held by him

or her at Admission (or any Ordinary Shares acquired after Admission as a result of the exercise of any

options held on the date of Admission in respect of such Ordinary Shares), or the legal or beneficial interest

in any such Ordinary Shares.

Pursuant to the Lock-in Agreements, each of the Locked-in Shareholders has also agreed, for a period of

12 months from the date of expiry of the initial lock-in period described above, to comply with certain

requirements to maintain an orderly market in the Ordinary Shares.

In addition, the sellers of Aragon House have agreed not to sell the Ordinary Shares in the Company acquired

as part of the consideration for the sale of Aragon House for a period of six months from the date of issue,

without the consent of the Company.

Details of the Lock-in Agreements are set out at paragraph 15.2 of Part IX of this document.
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19. The Takeover Code
The Takeover Code applies to the Company. Under the Takeover Code, if an acquisition of Ordinary Shares

were to increase the aggregate interest in shares of the acquirer and any parties acting in concert with it to

Ordinary Shares carrying 30 per cent. or more of the voting rights in the Company, the acquirer and,

depending on the circumstances, its concert parties (if any) would be required (except with the consent of

the Takeover Panel) to make a cash offer for the Ordinary Shares not already owned by the acquirer and its

concert parties (if any) at a price not less than the highest price paid for Ordinary Shares by the acquirer or

its concert parties (if any) during the previous 12 months. A similar obligation to make such a mandatory

cash offer would also arise on the acquisition of Ordinary Shares by a person holding together with its concert

parties (if any) Ordinary Shares carrying at least 30 per cent., but not more than 50 per cent., of the voting

rights in the Group if the effect of such acquisition were to increase the percentage of the aggregate voting

rights held by the acquirer and its concert parties (if any).

The Takeover Code defines persons “acting in concert” as comprising persons who, pursuant to an

agreement or understanding (whether formal or informal), co-operate to obtain or consolidate control of a

company or to frustrate the successful outcome of an offer for a company. “Control” means an interest, or

interests, in shares carrying in aggregate 30 per cent. or more of the voting rights of a company, irrespective

of whether such interest or interests give de facto control. A person and each of its affiliated persons will be

deemed to be acting in concert with each other. There is a non-exhaustive list of persons who will be

presumed to be acting in concert with other persons in the same category unless the contrary is established.

20. Taxation
The attention of investors is drawn to the information regarding taxation which is set out in paragraph 12 of

Part IX of this document. These details are, however, only intended as a guide to the current taxation law

position in the UK. Investors who are in any doubt as to their tax position or who are subject to tax
in jurisdictions other than the UK are strongly advised to consult their professional advisers.

21. Further Information
Your attention is drawn to Parts II – IX of this document, which provide additional information on the Group.
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PART II

DIRECTORS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

1. Directors
The Board comprises the following persons:

● Clive Watson, Executive Chairman;

● Rupert Clark, Managing Director;

● Alex Derrick, Managing Director;

● Tarquin Williams, Chief Financial Officer;

● David Bruce, Non-Executive Director;

● John Roberts, Non-Executive Director; and

● Richard Prickett, Independent Non-Executive Director.

2. Corporate Governance
The Directors recognise the importance of sound corporate governance and confirm that, following

Admission, they intend to comply with the QCA Guidelines, (as devised by the QCA in consultation with a

number of significant institutional small company investors) in so far as practicable having regard to the

current stage of development of the Company. The Directors also confirm that, although compliance with

the UK Corporate Governance is not compulsory for AIM companies, they intend to comply with the

recommendations of the UK Corporate Governance Code where practicable, having regard to the current

stage of development of the Company. Following Admission, the Board will comprise seven Directors of

which four are executives and three are non-executives, reflecting a blend of different experience and

backgrounds. The Board considers Richard Prickett of the non-executive directors to be independent in

terms of the UK Corporate Governance Code and QCA Guidelines. The Board intends to appoint one further

independent non-executive director after Admission.

Following Admission, the Board will meet regularly to review, formulate and approve the Group’s strategy,

budgets, and corporate actions and oversee the Group’s progress towards its goals. In accordance with

the best practice, the Company has established Audit and Risk, Remuneration and Nomination committees

with formally delegated duties and responsibilities and with written terms of reference. From time to time

separate committees may be set up by the Board to consider specific issues when the need arises.

Audit and Risk Committee

The Audit and Risk Committee will assist the Board in discharging its responsibilities, within agreed terms

of reference, with regard to corporate governance, financial reporting and external and internal audits and

controls, including, amongst other things, reviewing the Group’s annual financial statements, reviewing and

monitoring the extent of the non-audit services undertaken by external auditors, advising on the appointment

of external auditors and reviewing the effectiveness of the Group’s internal controls and risk management

systems. The ultimate responsibility for reviewing and approving the annual report and accounts and the

half yearly reports remains with the Board. Membership of the Audit and Risk Committee compromises

David Bruce, John Roberts and Richard Prickett and it is chaired by Richard Prickett. The Audit and Risk

Committee will meet formally not less than twice every year and otherwise as required.

Remuneration Committee

The Remuneration Committee is responsible, within agreed terms of reference, for establishing a formal and

transparent procedure for developing policy on executive remuneration and to set the remuneration

packages of individual Executive Directors. This includes agreeing with the Board the framework for

remuneration of the Executive Directors, the company secretary and such other members of the executive

management of the Group as it is designated to consider. It is furthermore responsible for determining the

total individual remuneration packages of each Executive Director including, where appropriate, bonuses,

incentive payments and share options. No Director may be involved in any decision as to their own

remuneration. The membership of the Remuneration Committee comprises David Bruce, John Roberts and
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Richard Prickett and the committee is chaired by Richard Prickett. The Remuneration Committee will meet

not less than twice a year and at such other times as the chairman of the committee shall require.

Nomination Committee

The Nomination Committee will have responsibility for reviewing the structure, size and composition of the

Board and recommending to the Board any changes required for succession planning and for identifying

and nominating (for approval of the Board) candidates to fill vacancies as and when they arise. The

Nomination Committee is also responsible for reviewing the results of the Board performance evaluation

process and making recommendations to the Board concerning suitable candidates for the role of senior

independent director and the membership of the Board’s committees and the re-election of Directors at the

annual general meeting. The membership of the Nomination Committee comprises David Bruce, John

Roberts and Richard Prickett and the committee is chaired by John Roberts. The Nomination Committee

will meet not less than once a year and at such other times as the chairman of the committee shall require.

3. Share Incentive Arrangements
The Directors believe that the success of the Company will depend to a significant degree on the future

performance of the management team. The Directors also recognise the importance of ensuring that all

employees are well motivated and identify closely with the success of the Group. The Directors regard equity

participation to be an important aspect of the Group’s ability to attract, retain and incentivise its key staff.

The Group currently provides, and intends to continue to provide, key senior management team members

with an equity incentive in the Company.

The Existing Share Option Schemes consist of the EMI Share Option Scheme and the CSOP Share Option

Scheme. Both CPCE and CPCW granted tax advantaged Enterprise Management Incentive (EMI) options

over the respective company’s shares to employees in 2013, and made further grants of EMI options in

2014. These EMI options became exercisable three years after the option holder commenced employment.

After CPCE and CPCW became ineligible to grant any further EMI options, each company adopted a tax

advantaged Company Share Option Plan (CSOP) in 2016 and made further option grants under those plans

over the respective company’s shares. These CSOP options ordinarily become exercisable shortly after the

third anniversary of their grant date.

In order to put the CPCW option holders in broadly the same position as the CPCE option holders, following

the Scheme, the CPCW option holders were given the opportunity to exchange their EMI and CSOP options

for equivalent replacement options over Ordinary Shares. If CPCW optionholders do not exchange their EMI

options, but instead exercise them and acquire CPCW ordinary shares, such CPCW ordinary shares would

be immediately acquired by the Company in exchange for an equivalent number of Ordinary Shares under

the articles of association of CPCW.

The terms of the options under the EMI Share Option Scheme (including the replacement options) provide

that they would lapse 40 days after Admission, and therefore all such options have been exercised,

conditional on Admission. Certain of the Ordinary Shares acquired in connection with the exercise of such

options form part of the Sale Shares. No further options may be granted under the EMI Share Option

Scheme. Further details of the EMI Share Option Scheme are set out in paragraph 9 of Part IX of this

document.

Options granted under the CSOP Share Option Scheme (including replacement options granted under the

CPCW CSOP) will continue on the same terms following Admission and therefore will potentially become

exercisable following the third anniversary of their date of grant. The Company may also grant further options

under the CSOP Share Option Scheme following Admission. Further details of the CSOP options are set

out in paragraph 9 of Part IX of this document.

In order to incentivise the key senior management team following Admission, and to better align their interests

with those of shareholders, the Company proposes to introduce a JSOP. Further details of this proposed

arrangement is set out in paragraph 10 of Part IX of this document. It is intended that awards be granted

under the JSOP shortly after Admission. Details of the proposed awards are set out at paragraph 10.12 of

Part IX of this document.
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Immediately following Admission and the exercise of the Exercised Options (but before making any Awards

under the JSOP), the Company will have granted options over 1,042,500 Ordinary Shares representing

1.85 per cent. of the Enlarged Share Capital. Taking this into account, an additional 4,604,233 Ordinary

Shares remain available for reward under the JSOP and the CSOP after Admission.

Senior Bonus Scheme

The Group has adopted a senior bonus scheme which provides for payment of discretionary annual

performance based bonuses to senior key employees and executive directors of the Company.

Further details of the Existing Share Option Schemes, the JSOP and the senior bonus scheme are set out

in paragraphs 9 and 10 of Part IX of this document.

4. Share Dealing Code
The Directors will comply, and seek to procure compliance by other employees, with the relevant provisions

of the Market Abuse Regulation relating to dealings by Directors and other applicable employees in the

securities of the Company. The Company has therefore adopted with effect from Admission, as required by

Rule 21 of the AIM Rules for Companies, a share dealing code for the Directors and certain employees,

which is appropriate for a company whose shares are admitted to trading on AIM. The Company will take

all reasonable steps to ensure compliance by the Directors and any relevant employees.

5. Conflicts
David Bruce is a director of six pub companies funded through an EIS fund and which together are referred

to as The City Pub Fund. Clive Watson is an investment consultant to The City Pub Fund.

The City Pub Fund companies are not able to acquire trading pubs under EIS rules but may acquire closed

down pubs or unlicenced premises. The Group has a right of first refusal on all pub acquisition opportunities

before these are made available to the Fund. In addition, the Fund has adopted certain policies to resolve

any conflicts which include not disposing of interests in pubs to the Group or acquiring pubs from the Group.
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PART III

RISK FACTORS

An investment in the Company is subject to a number of risks and uncertainties. Accordingly, in
evaluating whether to make an investment in the Company, potential investors should consider
carefully all of the information set out in this document and the risks attaching to an investment
in the Company, including (but not limited to) the risk factors described below, before making
any investment decision with respect to the Ordinary Shares. The risk factors described below
do not purport to be an exhaustive list and do not necessarily comprise all of the risks to which
the Company is exposed or all those associated with an investment in the Company. In particular,
the Company’s performance is likely to be affected by changes in market and/or economic
conditions and in legal, accounting, regulatory and tax requirements. The risk factors described
below are not intended to be presented in any assumed order of priority. Additional risks and
uncertainties not presently known to the Directors, or which the Directors currently deem
immaterial, may also have an adverse effect upon the Company. If any of the following risks were
to materialise, the Company’s business, financial condition, results, prospects and/or future
operations may be materially adversely affected. In such case, the value of the Ordinary Shares
may decline and an investor may lose all or part of their investment.

GENERAL RISKS
An investment in the Company is only suitable for investors capable of evaluating the risks and merits of

such investment and who have sufficient resources to bear any loss that may result from the investment. A

prospective investor should consider with care whether an investment in the Company is suitable for him or

her in the light of his or her personal circumstances and the financial resources available to him or her. The

investment opportunity offered in this document may not be suitable for all recipients of this document.

Investors are therefore strongly recommended to consult an investment adviser authorised under FSMA, or

such other similar body in their jurisdiction, who specialises in advising on investments of this nature before

making their decision to invest.

Investment in the Company should not be regarded as short-term in nature. There can be no guarantee

that any appreciation in the value of the Company’s investments will occur or that the commercial objectives

of the Company will be achieved. Investors may not get back the full amount initially invested.

The prices of shares and the income derived from them can go down as well as up. Past performance is

not necessarily a guide to future performance.

Any economic downturn either globally or locally in any area in which the Company operates may have an

adverse effect on demand for the Company’s products. A more prolonged downturn may lead to an overall

decline in sales. Economic uncertainty might have an adverse impact on the Company’s operations and

business results.

1 RISKS RELATING TO THE BUSINESS AND OPERATIONS OF THE GROUP
Current operating results as an indication of future results

The Group’s operating results may fluctuate significantly in the future due to a variety of factors, many of

which are outside of its control. Accordingly, investors should not rely on comparisons with the Group’s

results to date as an indication of future performance. Factors that may affect the Group’s operating results

include increased competition for pub acquisitions and an increased level of expenses as it continues to

expand its pub portfolio. It is possible that, in the future, the Group’s operating results will fall below the

expectations of securities analysts or investors. If this occurs, the trading price of the Group’s shares may

decline significantly.

Dependence on key executives and personnel

The Group’s future development and prospects are substantially dependent on the continuing services and

performance of the Executive Directors and pub managers and its ability to continue to attract and retain

highly skilled and qualified pub managers. The Directors cannot give assurances that they or members of
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the management team will remain with the Group, although the Directors believe the Group’s culture and

remuneration packages are attractive. If members of the Group’s key senior teams depart, the Group may

not be able to find effective replacements in a timely manner, or at all and its business may be disrupted or

damaged. The loss of the services of any of the Directors, pub managers, chefs and other key employees

could damage the Group’s business.

Due to the nature of the Group’s pubs, individual managers can be key to achieving budgeted performance.

The risk of losing those managers might affect the profitability of the business, particularly in the larger pubs

in the estate.

Growth strategy and risks relating to potential future acquisitions and disposals

The continuing growth of the Group is largely dependent on its ability to identify and execute acquisitions of

free-of-tie, managed pubs in Southern England. If the Group is unable to find suitable acquisition targets at

an acceptable price, this may have a material and adverse effect on the Group’s future success. The price

of such pubs may be affected by interest rates, the Sterling exchange rate, inward investment into the UK,

the demand for housing and other factors outside of the Group’s control.

In addition to the limited number of traditional free houses or other suitable properties in southern England

in the areas to which the Group has decided to confine its operations, the Group may face competition from

other organisations, which may be larger or better funded than itself, either within or outside the pub sector,

when seeking to acquire new properties.

The property market has been buoyant in recent times, and the scarcity of free houses in southern England

area has made such properties highly attractive. A future down-turn in the market might make it more difficult

to dispose of pubs, should this be strategically desirable, at a profit.

Acquisitions by the Company may require the use of significant amounts of cash, dilutive issues of equity

securities and the incurring of debt, each of which could materially and adversely affect the Company’s

business, results of operations, financial condition or the market price of the Ordinary Shares. In addition,

acquisitions involve numerous risks, including difficulties in assimilating the operations of any acquired

business or company and the diversion of management’s attention from other business concerns.

Integrating further acquisitions

The Group’s existing portfolio of pubs has been created through a series of acquisitions of individual pubs

often as going concerns. The main driver of future revenue and profit growth will be the Group’s ability to

retain its existing portfolio and add additional quality pubs and pub restaurants or small pub groups.

Often the acquired pubs require significant investment in order to bring them up to the standard required by

the Group and the renovation and relaunch of an acquisition requires substantial management time and

resources and any subsequent increase in profitability may not be sufficient to repay the costs of acquisition

and renovation.

In addition, there can be no guarantee that the Group will continue to be able to find appropriate targets for

acquisition at suitable prices or that it will be able to renovate them on schedule and within budget or that

the relaunched business will be sufficiently profitable to repay the cost of acquisition and renovation. Any

such failure could have an adverse impact on the Group’s operating results, financial condition and prospects

and management’s ability to execute its growth plan and meet its financial targets. There are also certain

legal, commercial and tax risks inherent in any acquisition of a group or a going concern business.

In addition, the Company will need to identify suitable acquisition opportunities, investigate and pursue such

opportunities and negotiate property acquisitions on suitable terms, all of which require significant

expenditure. The Company therefore will incur certain third party costs, including in connection with financing,

valuations and professional services associated with the sourcing and analysis of suitable assets. There can

be no assurance as to the level of such costs and, given that there can be no guarantee that the Company

will be successful in its negotiations to acquire any given property, the greater the number of potential

acquisitions that do not reach completion, the greater the likely adverse impact of such costs on the

Company’s financial condition, business, prospects and results of operations.
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The success of the planned expansion will depend on various factors, many of which are beyond the control

of the Company, including the following:

● the ability to identify and secure available and suitable sites in its target locations on an acceptable

legal and financial basis;

● the ability to secure all necessary approvals and licences to begin operating on such new sites in a

timely manner and on acceptable terms;

● the competition for sites;

● delays in the development of new sites; and

● general economic conditions.

The Directors believe that the risk of finding sites will be mitigated through the significant number of

opportunities they are presented with on a regular basis by the agent community as well as landlords with

significant portfolios and the number of new sites they already have in their pipeline.

Acquisition due diligence may not identify all risks and liabilities

Prior to entering into an agreement to acquire property, the Company will perform due diligence on the

proposed property. In so doing, it would typically rely in part on professional third parties to conduct specialist

aspects of this due diligence, including legal reports on title and independent property valuations. To the

extent that the Company or its third party advisors underestimate or fail to identify risks and liabilities

associated with the investment in question, the Group may incur unexpected liabilities, for example, defects

in title, an inability to obtain permits, or environmental, structural or operational defects requiring remediation.

If there is a failure of due diligence, there may be a risk that properties are or have been acquired which are

not consistent with the Group’s acquisition strategy or that properties are or have been acquired that fail to

perform in line with expectations.

Risks relating to any future property disposals

On a disposal of a property, the Group may be required to give warranties to the purchaser and accordingly

the Group may be exposed to liabilities in relation to future warranty claims or contingent liabilities in respect

of any disposals. The Group may be required to pay damages (including but not limited to litigation costs)

to a purchaser to the extent that any representations or warranties given to a purchaser prove to be

inaccurate or to the extent that it has breached any of its covenants or obligations contained in contracts

for sale. The purchaser may in rare circumstances also have the ability to rescind a contract for sale.

When properties disposed of are leasehold properties, the Group remains liable to perform the tenant’s

obligations in the lease in the event the purchaser fails to do so. Although purchasers are required to

indemnify the Group against this contingent liability, should the purchaser fail to comply with the tenant’s

lease obligations, and the Group is unable to recover pursuant to the indemnity due to the insolvency of the

purchaser or otherwise, the Group may suffer a loss as a result of its obligation to continue performing the

tenant’s obligations (including the payment of rent under the lease).

Certain other obligations and liabilities associated with the ownership of such assets (such as certain

environmental liabilities) can also continue to exist notwithstanding any disposal. The Group may also remain

liable for any debt or other financial obligations related to that property. This may have a material adverse

effect on the Group’s performance and financial condition.

Material loss may arise in excess of any insurance proceeds or from uninsured events

The Group’s properties could suffer physical damage resulting in losses which may not be fully compensated

for by insurance, or at all. In addition, there are certain types of losses, generally of a catastrophic nature,

that may be uninsurable or are not able to be insured at a reasonable cost. Inflation, changes in building

codes and ordinances, environmental considerations, and other factors, might also result in insurance

proceeds being insufficient to repair or replace a property. Should an uninsured loss or a loss in excess of

insured limits occur, the Group could lose its capital invested in the affected property as well as anticipated

future revenue from that property. Material uninsured losses could have a material adverse effect on the

Group’s results of operations, financial condition and business prospects
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Fluctuations in the property market in the United Kingdom could reduce the value of the

Group’s properties

Although the Group’s principal activity is not the holding of properties as an investment, the Group does

own freehold properties. The property market in the United Kingdom is subject to fluctuations and a national

downturn in the property market could lead to a sustained reduction in the Group’s freehold property values.

There can be no certainty that following any such downturn, property values would recover at any particular

time, or at all. In addition, valuations of pubs are impacted by the trading performance of the pubs, with

poorer trading generally leading to lower valuations. The valuation of property and property-related assets

is inherently subjective. As a result, valuations are subject to uncertainty. Moreover, all property valuations

are made on the basis of assumptions which may prove not to reflect the true position. There is no assurance

that valuations of the Group’s pubs and related assets will reflect actual sale prices. In addition, there can

be no certainty that if any property impairments were required to be made in the future pursuant to the

Company’s accounting policies, they would be able to be made from the Group’s revaluation reserves. This

could have an adverse impact on the Group’s operating results, financial condition and prospects.

Licences, permits and approvals

The Group’s pubs are subject to laws and regulations that affect their operations, including in relation to

employment, minimum wages, premises and personal licenses, alcoholic drinks control, entertainment

licences, competition, health and safety, sanitation and data protection. These laws and regulations impose

a significant administrative burden on the Group, as managers have to devote significant time to compliance

with these requirements and therefore have less time to dedicate to the business. If additional or more

stringent requirements were to be imposed in the future, it would increase this burden, which could adversely

affect the Group’s operating results (as a result of increased costs or lower revenues) and, in turn, adversely

affect the Group’s financial condition and prospects.

The pub industry in the UK is highly regulated at both national and local levels and pub operators require

licences, permits and approvals. Delays and failures to obtain the required licences or permits could adversely

affect the operations of the Group. These laws and regulations impose a significant administrative burden

on each pub of the Group and additional or more stringent requirements could be imposed in future. To the

extent that this increases costs or reduces the Group’s ability to sell alcoholic beverages, it could have an

adverse impact on the Group’s operating results, financial conditions and prospects.

Each of the Group’s existing and planned future pubs is or will need to be licensed to permit, amongst other

things, the sale of alcoholic drinks. Difficulties or failures in obtaining or maintaining required licences or

approvals could delay or prohibit the operation of the Group’s pubs. Should any of the Group’s licences be

withdrawn or amended, the ability of the Group’s pubs to sell alcoholic drinks may be reduced and the

profitability of any such pub could be adversely impacted and this in turn, may have an adverse effect on

the Group’s operating results, financial condition and prospects.

Health and Safety regulation

The Group is subject to regulation in areas such as health and safety and fire safety. Whilst the Group believes

it has appropriate policies and procedures in place, these may need to adapt which may require additional

expenditure. Furthermore, in order to ensure the Group’s sites remain fully compliant with legislative

requirements there will always be the need to maintain premises, not only generally but if an ad hoc issue

arises, which again will require capital expenditure.

Additional Capital requirements

The Group’s capital requirements depend on numerous factors, including its ability to maintain and expand

its customer base and potential acquisitions. It is difficult for the Directors to predict accurately the timing

and amount of the Group’s capital requirements. If the plans or assumptions set out in the Group’s business

plan change or prove to be inaccurate, or if the Group makes any material acquisitions, this may necessitate

further financing. Any additional equity financing may be dilutive to the Shareholders, and debt financing, if

available, may involve restrictions on financing and operating activities. If the Group is unable to obtain

additional financing as needed, it may be required to reduce the scope of its anticipated expansion.
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Key Pubs
Whilst the Group currently has a portfolio of 34 pubs, the level of EBITDA generated by each of these pubs

varies with the largest pub within the portfolio expected to generate approximately 8 per cent. of the EBITDA

from pubs (EBITDA from pubs being EBITDA before head office costs) for FY17. In the event that for any

reason, there was a deterioration in the operating performance of any pub generating a significantly higher

than average level of EBITDA for the Group, this could have an adverse impact on the Group’s overall

operating results, financial condition and prospects.

Computer and/or information systems breakdowns
If any of the Group’s operational, financial, human resources, communication or other systems were to be

disabled or did not operate properly (including as a result of computer viruses, problems with the internet,

sabotage or cyber attack) notwithstanding the controls put in place by the Group to prevent such

disablement or failure to operate, the Group could suffer disruption to its business, loss of revenues, loss of

data, regulatory intervention or reputational damage. This could have an adverse impact on the Group’s

operating results, financial condition and prospects.

Level of borrowing

As at the date of this Admission Document, the Group has approximately £25.3 million of outstanding bank

facilities secured against the portfolio, which has a current aggregate value of £81.4 million. Whilst the use

of borrowings should enhance growth in the net asset value of the Group where the value of the Group’s

property assets is rising, it would have the opposite effect where the property asset values are falling.

Group companies have granted security to lenders in the form of fixed and floating charges over certain of

the freehold properties. Should any fall in asset values or operating income result in a Group company

breaching covenants within the Group’s credit agreements, Group companies may be required either to pay

higher interest costs and/or to make early repayment of such borrowings, in whole or in part, together with

any attendant costs. In addition, the lenders will have the right to enforce their security which may impact

on the properties retained in the Groups portfolio. In addition, in such circumstances the Company’s ability

to pay a dividend may be restricted, the financial condition of the Group could be adversely impacted and

the Group may be required to sell sufficient assets to repay such amount of the borrowings.

Access to finance

When the Group’s debt facilities are due for repayment or, at the point of refinancing, the Group will be

dependent upon access to financing from banks or equity markets or through asset sales to meet its

repayment obligations. Access to such financing will depend on market conditions at the time and if

conditions in credit and/or equity markets are unfavourable, the Group may not be able to obtain replacement

financing or may only be able to obtain such financing at a higher cost or on more restrictive terms. In such

circumstances, the Company may have to raise finance by other means such as equity issues or asset sales

on terms which might have an impact on Shareholder returns. Furthermore, the terms of any refinancing

might limit investment activity, total shareholder returns and/or the level of dividends the Company is able

to pay.

The terms of the Group’s debt facilities require the consent of the debt provider to certain key matters or

transactions. This includes Admission and on a change of control. In the event that consent is not granted

by the debt provider at the relevant time which results in default under the debt facilities and a requirement

to repay borrowing, this could have an adverse impact on the Group’s operating results, financial condition

and prospects.

Increases in operating and other expenses

The Group’s operating and other expenses could increase without a corresponding increase in revenues,

Factors which could increase operating and other expenses include:

● increases in the rate of inflation;

● increases in taxes and other statutory charges;

● changes in laws, regulations or government policies and the increased costs of compliance with such

laws, regulations or policies;
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● significant increases in insurance premiums;

● unforeseen capital expenditure arising as a result of defects affecting the Group’s properties which

need to be rectified or failure to perform by sub-contractors; and

● increases in borrowing costs.

2 RISKS RELATING TO COMPANIES OPERATING IN THE LEISURE SECTOR
General economic climate

All the Group’s pubs are located in England and all of its brewed beer sales occur in the United Kingdom.

The Group’s business is therefore subject to general economic conditions in the United Kingdom. In

particular, the revenue and results of the Group are affected by the level of consumer confidence and

expenditure on leisure activities and discretionary spend. Economic factors such as rising interest rates,

declining wages, higher unemployment, tax increases, lack of consumer credit and falling house prices

could all adversely affect the level of consumer confidence and expenditure which could adversely affect

the Group’s operating results, financial condition and prospects.

Declining sales of beer

A significant portion of the Group’s revenue is currently derived from the sale of beer to its customers. Sales

of beer (by volume) in England and Wales have decreased over the years, and have decreased more rapidly

in recent years, principally as a result of the changing preferences and demographics of consumers such

as increased demand for non-beer products such as wine and other alcoholic beverages and increased

customer expenditure on food.

Growing health and drink-driving concerns, the smoking ban and the availability of canned or bottled beer

at lower prices in many off-licences and supermarkets have also contributed to the decline of beer sales at

pubs in excess of the general negative market trend in beer sales. Whilst the Group’s pubs will continue to

offer a broad selection of drinks other than beer, both alcoholic and non-alcoholic, as well as a wide range

of food to continue to attract customers, continued decline in the UK beer market could have an adverse

effect on the Group’s revenues if the Group is unable to increase its revenues from non-beer products.

Changing consumer habits

The Group’s financial results can be materially impacted by any other material change in consumer habits

within the United Kingdom. Examples of other changes in consumer habits that may impact the Group’s

financial performance include increasing emphasis on healthier lifestyles (and the corresponding reduction

in alcohol consumption) and the increasing breadth of choice of leisure amenities in the United Kingdom.

Changes in consumer tastes, increased demand for gluten free, allergen free and other specialist foods our

methods of preparation, impact of any ‘sugar tax’ and demographic trends may also affect the appeal of

the Group’s pubs to consumers, especially if the Group does not anticipate, identify and respond to such

changes by evolving its offering adequately and sufficiently promptly, which could have a negative impact

on the Group’s financial performance.

Attitudes towards alcohol consumption

In the United Kingdom, consumption of alcoholic beverages has become the subject of considerable social

and political attention in recent years due to increasing public concern over adverse health consequences

associated with the misuse of alcohol (including alcoholism) and alcohol-related social problems (including

drink-driving, binge drinking and under-age drinking). Changes in consumer tastes in both food and drink

may adversely affect the appeal of the Group’s pubs to consumers, especially if the Group does not

anticipate, identify and respond to such changes by evolving its brands, formats, offerings and premises.

This, in turn, would have an adverse effect on the Group’s operating results, financial condition and

prospects.

Alcohol

The government is considering initiatives to deal with so-called “binge drinking”, such as the introduction of

a mandatory code that would impose a series of mandatory conditions on all alcohol retailers. If such a

mandatory code, or similar measures, were to be implemented by the UK government, then, notwithstanding

that the Group currently supports measures for the responsible retailing of alcohol, the additional conditions
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imposed on pubs might impact the manner in which all pubs operate and could take effect regardless of

the past record of individual pubs. One measure which is debated from time to time by the UK government

and in the media is the raising of the legal drinking age to 21, while another measure which is being

contemplated would involve the introduction of minimum prices for alcoholic drinks. Such measures may

reduce the flexibility of the Group, its pub managers or its licensees to implement the business strategies

that they consider to be most likely to maximise profitability, and accordingly could have an adverse impact

on the Group’s operating results, financial condition and prospects.

Car drivers and passengers account for a significant proportion of pub customers in the United Kingdom

and any future legislation to reduce further the legal blood alcohol limit for drivers in the United Kingdom

could affect trading in the Group’s pubs and may result in customers drinking less or frequenting pubs less

often. This could lead to a reduction in revenues for certain pubs in the Group and lead to a decline in the

Group’s overall income from alcoholic drink sales. An increased focus on the potentially harmful effects of

alcohol may reduce sales of alcoholic beverages and thus adversely impact the Group’s operating results,

financial condition and prospects.

Food related health concerns and liability

The food and beverage industries can be adversely affected by litigation and complaints from customers or

regulatory authorities resulting from quality, illness, injury or other health concerns or other issues stemming

from one product or a number of products including products provided by the Group. The Group cannot

guarantee that its internal controls and training will be fully effective in preventing all food borne illnesses.

Furthermore, some food borne illness incidents could be caused by third party food suppliers and

transporters outside of the Group’s control. One or more instances of food borne illness at one of the Group’s

sites could result in increased costs and/or reduced turnover, and negatively affect the Group’s profitability

and prospects. Furthermore, if any person becomes ill, or alleges becoming ill, as a result of each food at

one of the Group’s pubs, the Group may be liable for damages, or be subject to regulatory action or adverse

publicity. Such litigation, concerns and complaints and any adverse publicity surrounding such issues may

have a material adverse effect on the Group or on the leisure sector generally and therefore on the Group.

The Group is susceptible to major local, national or international food or beverage contamination or other

health scares (for example, salmonella and E. coli, “swine flu” or “H1N1” and other airborne diseases)

affecting the type of food and beverages sold in, and attendance levels at, the Group’s pubs. Such

contamination or scares could affect consumer confidence and preferences, resulting in reduced attendance

or expenditure at the Group’s pubs, or could lead to increased costs for the Group (including in relation to

sourcing alternative suppliers or products). In addition, a serious contamination or scare at one of the Group’s

pubs could negatively affect the reputation of that pub.

A serious food or beverage contamination or other health and safety incident could therefore negatively

impact the Group’s operating results, financial condition and prospects.

Complaints or litigation from customers, landlords, local authorities and/or third parties

The Group could be the subject of complaints or litigation from individuals or groups of pub customers

and/or class actions alleging illness or injury (e.g. passive smoking or alcohol abuse) or raising other health

or operational concerns, and from other third parties in relation to nuisance and negligence. It may also

incur additional liabilities as a freehold and/or leasehold property owner (including environmental liability). If

the Group were to be found liable in respect of any complaint or litigation, this could adversely affect the

Group’s results or operations and could also adversely affect the Group’s reputation.

Terrorist activity

The Directors believe that the Group’s business did not suffer a significant downturn in trade in the Group’s

central London pubs following the terrorist attacks in early 2017. However, there is a risk that further terrorist

activity in London or in other locations where the Group’s pubs are located could have a detrimental impact

on trading.

Constitutional Change

The Group faces potential risks associated with the proposed exit by the UK from its membership of the

European Union, and the potential uncertainty preceding that exit. The UK exiting the European Union could
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materially change both the fiscal and legal framework in which the Group operates, and it could have a

material impact on the UK’s economy and its future economic growth. In addition, prolonged uncertainty

regarding aspects of the UK economy due to the uncertainty around the proposed exit could damage

customers’ and investors’ confidence. The proposed exit and these aspects could have a material adverse

effect on the Group’s business, results of operations, financial condition and growth prospects.

Financial controls and internal reporting procedures

The Group has systems and controls in place to allow it to produce accurate and timely financial statements

and to monitor and manage risks. If any of these systems or controls were to fail the Group may be unable

to produce financial statements accurately or on a timely basis or expose the Group to risk. Any concerns

investors may have over the potential lack of available and current financial information and the controls the

Group has in place could adversely affect the Company’s share price.

Taxation and legislative changes

This document has been prepared on the basis of current legislation, regulation, rules and practices in the

UK and the Directors interpretation thereof. Such interpretation may not be correct and legislation, regulation,

rules and practice may change, possibly with retrospective effect. The taxation of an investment in the

Company depends on the individual circumstances of shareholders.

Any change in the Company’s tax status or in taxation legislation could affect the Company’s ability to provide

returns to shareholders or alter post tax returns to shareholders.

Any change in legislation, regulation, rules or practice may have an adverse effect on the returns available

on an investment in the Company.

Competitive Risk

The Group’s pubs compete for customers with a wide variety of other pubs and restaurants as well as off-

licences, supermarkets and takeaways, some of which may offer higher amenity levels or lower prices and

be backed by greater financial and operational resources. The Group also faces competition from other

leisure activity providers, home entertainment providers and hotel operators or other providers of

accommodation. Continuing and increased competition from other operators, off-licences, restaurants,

retailers, alternative leisure activity providers, home entertainment providers and hotel operators could

adversely affect the Group’s operating results, financial condition and prospects.

The pub industry in the UK has undergone periods of consolidation through joint ventures, mergers and

acquisitions. Further consolidation in the pub industry in the UK could lead to the emergence of larger

competitors, who may have greater financial and operational resources than the Group. The Group may not

be able to respond to the pricing pressures that may result from further consolidation of the pub industry in

the UK and may not be able to compete successfully for the acquisition of pubs and pub-owning companies

with larger competitors.

Increasing food, drink, labour and other costs

An increase in any of the Group’s operating costs may negatively affect the Group’s profitability. Factors

such as increased labour and employee benefit costs and goods costs and inflation may adversely affect

the Group’s operating costs. Many of the factors affecting costs are beyond the Group’s control, such as

increases in food and drink prices, and increases in distribution cost due to fuel price increases. Certain

ingredients are subject to price fluctuations as a result of seasonality weather, demand and other factors.

The Group has no control over fluctuations in price and the availability of products caused by these factors.

In addition, the Group is dependent upon a pool of employees being available, many of whom are hourly

employees whose pay is subject to the UK national minimum wage.

National Living Wage

In July 2015, it was announced that the existing national minimum wage in the UK would be replaced from

April 2016 by a new national living wage for over 25s. The national living wage will initially be £7.20 per hour

and rise to £9 per hour by 2020, an increase on the current minimum wage of £6.50 per hour.
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While it is possible that a proportion of any increased costs could be passed on to the Group’s customers,

any increases in food, labour or other costs could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business,

profitability and results of operations.

Supplier Risks

The Group has agreements, formal and informal, with all of its key suppliers. Termination of these

agreements, variation of their terms or the failure of a key supplier to comply with its obligations under these

agreements (including if a key supplier were to become insolvent or experience other significant financial

difficulties) could have a negative impact on the Group’s ability to ensure that its pubs are properly supplied

with food and beverage products and could increase costs if it becomes necessary to find alternative

suppliers.

The food side of the Group’s operations depend on timely deliveries of, and the quality of fresh ingredients,

including fresh produce and dairy products. The Group depends substantially on third party distributors and

suppliers for such deliveries. The Group has enjoyed high service standards from its suppliers historically,

however delivery delays and/or a reduction in the quality or volume of produce received could adversely

impact the Group’s business and ability to service its customers to the required standard if the Group is

unable to obtain replacement quality ingredients on commercially agreeable terms in the open market. In

the event of a major disruption to the timely supply of quality, fresh ingredients, alternative suppliers of good

and/or distribution services (as the case may be) may not be available or may be available only on

unacceptable commercial terms.

The Group has recently entered into a number of three year fixed supply agreements with its major suppliers

which will add more cost certainty in relation to these supplies and associated margins. The Group may not

be able to achieve the same or more favourable terms when such agreements come to be extended or

replaced and any increase in costs or variation in terms could, have an adverse impact on the Groups

operating results, financial conditions and prospects.

Negative Publicity

Negative publicity relating to one of the Group’s sites, food quality, food contamination, health inspection

scores, accommodation quality, or employee relationships may have a negative impact on the trading

performance of the relevant pub and potentially the Group’s other sites, regardless of whether the allegations

are valid or whether the Group is at fault.

Incidents involving the abuse of alcohol, use of illegal drugs and violence on the Group’s premises may

occur. Such activity may directly interrupt the operations of the Group and could result in litigation or

regulatory action, either of which could adversely affect the Group’s operating results, financial condition

and prospects.

Leasehold properties

While the majority of pubs in the Groups current portfolio are freehold, a significant number are leasehold

interests. The Group is subject to rent reviews and increases in the rents, rates and other costs associated

with leasehold premises and termination of leasehold interests all of which could adversely affect the Group’s

operating results, financial condition and prospects.

3 RISKS RELATING TO THE ORDINARY SHARES
Prior to Admission, there has been no public market in the Ordinary Shares. Whilst the Company is applying

for Admission, there can be no assurance that an active trading market for the Ordinary Shares will develop

or, if developed, that it will be maintained.

The Ordinary Shares will be traded on AIM rather than the Official List. AIM is a market emerging or smaller

companies and may not provide the liquidity normally associated with the Official List or other exchanges.

It may be more difficult for an investor to realise his or her investment in an AIM-traded company than a

company whose securities are listed on the Official List.

The trading price of the Ordinary Shares may be subject to wide fluctuations in response to a range of events

and factors, such as change in investor sentiment regarding the Ordinary Shares or variations in interim or
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full year operating results, announcements of technological innovations or new products and services by

the Company or its competitors, changes in financial estimates and recommendations by securities analysts,

the share price performance of other companies that investors may deem comparable to the Company, the

general market perception of pub-based companies, market conditions in the sector, news reports relating

to trends in the Company’s markets, legislative changes in the Company’s sector and other factors outside

of the Company’s control. Such events and factors may adversely affect the trading price of the Ordinary

Shares, regardless of the performance of the Group.

Prospective investors should be aware that the value of the Ordinary Shares could go down as well as up

and investors may therefore not recover their original investment especially. The market price of the Ordinary

Shares may not reflect the underlying value of the Company.

The future success of AIM and the liquidity in the market for ordinary shares cannot be guaranteed. In

particular the market for ordinary shares may be, or may become, relatively illiquid particularly given the

Lock-in Agreements described in paragraph 15.2 of Part IX of this document and therefore the Ordinary

Shares may be or may become difficult to sell.

An investment in shares traded on AIM carry a higher risk than those listed on the Official List.

The price which investors may realise for their holding of Ordinary Shares, and when they are able to do so,

may be influenced by a large number of factors, some of which are specific to the Group and others of

which are extraneous.

Valuation of Shares

The Placing Price per Ordinary Share has been determined by the Group, and may not relate to the Group’s

net asset value, net worth or any established criteria or value. There can be no guarantee that the Ordinary

Shares will be able to achieve higher valuations or, if they do so, that such higher valuations can be

maintained.

Volatility of New Ordinary Share price

The Placing Price has been agreed between the Company, Liberum and Berenberg and may not be

indicative of the market price for the Ordinary Shares following Admission. The subsequent market price of

the Ordinary Shares may be subject to wide fluctuations in response to many factors, including those referred

to in this Part III, as well as stock market fluctuations and general economic conditions or changes in political

sentiment that may substantially affect the market price of the Ordinary Shares irrespective of the Group’s

actual financial, trading or operational performance. These factors could include the performance of the

Group, large purchases or sales of the Ordinary Shares (or the perception that the same may occur, as, for

example in the period leading up to the expiration of the various lock-in agreements to which certain

Shareholders are subject), legislative changes and market, economic, political or regulatory conditions.

Liquidity of Ordinary Shares

Prior to the Admission, there has been no public market for the Ordinary Shares. Admission to AIM should

not be taken as implying that a liquid market for the Ordinary Shares will either develop or be sustained

following Admission. The liquidity of a securities market is often a function of the volume of the underlying

Ordinary Shares that are publicly held by unrelated parties. If a liquid trading market for the Ordinary Shares

does not develop, the price of the Ordinary Shares may become more volatile and it may be more difficult

to complete a buy or sell order for such New Ordinary Shares.

The Ordinary Shares will not be admitted to the Official List

Ordinary Shares will be traded on AIM rather than the Official List. The rules of AIM are less demanding than

those of the Official List and an investment in Ordinary Shares traded on AIM may carry a higher risk than

an investment in New Ordinary Shares quoted on the Official List. In addition, the market in the Ordinary

Shares on AIM may have limited liquidity, making it more difficult for an investor to realise its investment on

AIM than to realise an investment in a company whose shares are quoted on the Official List. Investors

should therefore be aware that the market price of the Ordinary Shares may be more volatile than that of

shares quoted on the Official List, and may not reflect the underlying value of the net assets of the Group.

Investors may therefore not be able to sell at a price which permits them to recover their original investment.
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Market Perception

Market perception of the Group may change, potentially affecting the value of investors’ holdings and the

ability of the Group to raise further funds by the issue of further Ordinary Shares or otherwise.

Substantial sales of Ordinary Shares and Lock-in Agreements

There can be no assurance that certain Directors or other Shareholders will not elect to sell their Ordinary

Shares following the expiry of the Lock-in Agreements, details of which are set out in paragraph 15.2 of

Part IX of this document, or otherwise. The market price of Ordinary Shares could decline as a result of any

such sales of Ordinary Shares or as a result of the perception that these sales may occur. In addition, if

these or any other sales were to occur, the Group may in the future have difficulty in offering Ordinary Shares

at a time or at a price it deems appropriate.

Additional capital and dilution

It is possible that the Group may require or choose to raise extra capital in the future to finance the

development of the Group’s business, to further its strategy, to take advantage of acquisition opportunities

or respond to new competitive pressures. If the Group is unable to obtain this financing on terms acceptable

to it then it may be forced to curtail its development. If additional funds are raised through the issue of new

equity or equity-linked securities of the Group other than on a pro rata basis to existing Shareholders, the

percentage ownership of such Shareholders may be substantially diluted. There is no guarantee that the

then prevailing market conditions will allow for such a fundraising or that new investors will be prepared to

subscribe for Ordinary Shares at the same price as the Placing Price or higher.

No guarantee that the Ordinary Shares will continue to be traded on AIM

The Group cannot assure investors that the Ordinary Shares will always continue to be traded on AIM or on

any other exchange. If such trading were to cease, certain investors may decide to sell their shares, which

could have an adverse impact on the price of the Ordinary Shares. Additionally, if in the future the Group

decides to obtain a listing on another exchange in addition or as an alternative to AIM, the level of liquidity

of the Ordinary Shares traded on AIM could decline.

Dividends

There can be no assurance as to whether the Company will grant any dividends or to the level of future

dividends, if any. The declaration, payment and amount of any future dividends of the Group is subject to

the discretion of the Shareholders or, in the case of interim dividends, to the discretion of the Directors and

will depend upon, among other things, the Groups earnings, financial position, cash requirements and

availability of profits, as well as the provisions of relevant laws and generally accepted accounting principles

and practice from time to time.

Forward-looking Statements

This document contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. All statements,

other than those of historical fact, contained in this document are forward-looking statements. The Group’s

actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements as a result of

many factors. Investors are urged to read this entire document carefully before making an investment

decision.

The forward-looking statements in this document are based on the relevant Directors’ beliefs and

assumptions and information only as of the date of this document, and the forward-looking events discussed

in this document might not occur. Therefore, investors should not place any reliance on any forward-looking

statements. Except as required by law or regulation, the Directors undertake no obligation to publicly update

any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future earnings or otherwise.
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It should be noted that the risk factors listed above are not intended to be exhaustive and do not
necessarily comprise all of the risks to which the Group is or may be exposed or all those
associated with an investment in the Group. In particular, the Group’s performance is likely to be
affected by changes in market and/or economic conditions, political, judicial, and administrative
factors and in legal, accounting, regulatory and tax requirements in the areas in which it operates
and holds its major assets. There may be additional risks and uncertainties that the Directors do
not currently consider to be material or of which they are currently unaware, which may also have
an adverse effect upon the Group.
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PART IV

FINANCIAL INFORMATION RELATING TO THE GROUP

This Part IV contains in Section A, the accountant’s report on the historical financial information of the Group
and in Section B, the historical financial information for FY14, FY15 and FY16 of the Group

Section A – Report on Historical Financial Information on the Group

The Directors
The City Pub Group plc
Essel House
2nd Floor
29 Foley Street
London
W1W 7TH

20 November 2017

Dear Sirs

The City Pub Group plc (the Company) and its subsidiary undertakings (together, the Group) –
Accountant’s Report on Historical Financial Information
We report on the Group historical financial information set out in Section B of Part IV of the Company’s AIM
admission document dated 20 November 2017 (the Admission document), for the 52 week periods ended
28 December 2014, 27 December 2015 and 25 December 2016 (the Historical Financial Information). The
Historical Financial Information has been prepared for inclusion in the Company’s AIM admission document
dated 20 November 2017 the Admission Document on the basis of preparation as set out in note 2 to the
Historical Financial Information.

This report is required by Paragraph (a) of Schedule Two of the AIM Rules for Companies and is given for
the purpose of complying with that paragraph and for no other purpose.

Responsibilities
The directors of The City Pub Group plc are responsible for preparing the Historical Financial Information on
the basis of preparation set out in note 2 to the Historical Financial Information. It is our responsibility to
form an opinion on the Historical Financial Information and to report our opinion to you.

Save for any responsibility arising under Paragraph (a) of Schedule Two of the AIM Rules for Companies to
any person as and to the extent there provided, to the fullest extent permitted by law we do not assume
any responsibility and will not accept any liability to any other person for any loss suffered by any such other
person as a result of, arising out of, or in connection with this report or our statement, required by and given
solely for the purposes of complying with Paragraph (a) of Schedule Two of the AIM Rules for Companies,
consenting to its inclusion in the Admission Document.

Basis of opinion
We conducted our work in accordance with the Standards for Investment Reporting issued by the Auditing
Practices Board in the United Kingdom. Our work included an assessment of evidence relevant to the
amounts and disclosures in the Historical Financial Information. It also included an assessment of the
significant estimates and judgements made by those responsible for the preparation of the Historical Financial
Information and whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the entity’s circumstances, consistently
applied and adequately disclosed.
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We planned and performed our work so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we

considered necessary in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance that the

Historical Financial Information is free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other

irregularity or error.

Opinion

In our opinion, the Historical Financial Information gives, for the purposes of the Admission Document, a

true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Group as at 28 December 2014, 27 December 2015 and

25 December 2016 and of its profits, cash flows and recognised gains and losses, changes in equity for the

periods then ended in accordance with the basis of preparation set out in note 2 to the Historical Financial

Information.

Declaration

For the purposes of Paragraph (a) of Schedule Two of the AIM Rules for Companies we are responsible for

this report as part of the Admission Document and declare that we have taken all reasonable care to ensure

that the information contained in this report is, to the best of our knowledge, in accordance with the facts

and contains no omission likely to affect its import. This declaration is included in the Admission Document

in compliance with Schedule Two of the AIM Rules for Companies.

Yours faithfully

GRANT THORNTON UK LLP
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Section B – Historical Financial Information

THE CITY PUB GROUP
AGGREGATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION

FOR THE THREE 52 WEEK PERIODS ENDED 25 DECEMBER 2016

AGGREGATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE PERIOD TO:

28 December 27 December 25 December
2014 2015 2016

Notes £ £ £

Revenue 5 15,261,070 20,311,512 27,762,513

Costs of sales (4,470,144) (5,626,180) (7,529,656)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Gross profit 10,790,926 14,685,332 20,232,857

Administrative expenses (11,401,477) (13,381,421) (18,680,490)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Operating (loss)/profit (610,551) 1,303,911 1,552,367

Reconciliation to adjusted EBITDA*
Operating (loss)/profit (610,551) 1,303,911 1,552,367

Depreciation and amortisation 6 1,954,992 1,177,258 1,528,659

Share option charge 24 191,448 259,650 310,479

Exceptional items 9 412,288 115,173 691,185
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

*Earnings before exceptional items,
share option charge, interest,
taxation, depreciation and amortisation 1,948,177 2,855,992 4,082,690

Finance costs 7 (153,692) (440,125) (971,415)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

(Loss)/profit before tax 6 (764,243) 863,786 580,952

Tax expense 8 (61,091) (252,883) (196,680)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

(Loss)/profit for the period and
total comprehensive income (825,334) 610,903 384,272

––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

All activities comprise continuing operations.

There are no recognised gains or losses other than those passing through the statement of comprehensive

income. The accompanying notes and accounting policies form part of this financial information.
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AGGREGATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT:

28 December 27 December 25 December
2014 2015 2016

Notes £ £ £
Assets
Non-current
Intangible assets 10 1,791,878 1,772,493 1,772,493

Property, plant and equipment 11 28,640,574 32,850,702 50,426,116
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total non-current assets 30,432,452 34,623,195 52,198,609
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Current
Inventories 12 252,152 334,110 466,319

Trade and other receivables 13 792,947 818,247 1,182,941

Cash and cash equivalents 1,478,425 1,930,274 1,264,586
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total current assets 2,523,524 3,082,631 2,913,846
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total assets 32,955,976 37,705,826 55,112,455
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables 14 (2,256,997) (3,251,018) (4,633,119)

Borrowings 16 (550,000) (327,600) (294,396)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total current liabilities (2,806,997) (3,578,618) (4,927,515)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Non-current
Borrowings 16 (5,650,000) (4,324,798) (18,004,916)

Other payables 15 – (80,000) (24,978)

Deferred tax liabilities 19 (77,891) (351,072) (534,097)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total non-current liabilities (5,727,891) (4,755,870) (18,563,991)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total liabilities (8,534,888) (8,334,488) (23,491,506)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Net assets 24,421,088 29,371,338 31,620,949
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Equity
Share capital 20 12,910,404 12,910,404 12,934,904

Share premium 21 13,342,469 – 187,000

Convertible preference share (CPS) 20 – 4,188,716 5,532,076

Share-based payment reserve 227,950 487,600 798,079

Retained earnings (2,059,735) 11,784,618 12,168,890
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total equity 24,421,088 29,371,338 31,620,949
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

The accompanying notes and accounting policies form part of this financial information.
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AGGREGATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

Convertible Share- Total
preference based attributable

Share Share share payment Retained to owners
Notes capital premium (“CPS”) reserve earnings of parent

Balance at 30 December 2013 8,748,092 8,062,339 – 36,502 (1,234,401) 15,612,532

Employee share-based

compensation 24 – – – 191,448 – 191,448

Issue of share capital on

private placement 20 4,162,312 5,280,130 – – – 9,442,442
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Transactions with owners 4,162,312 5,280,130 – 191,448 – 9,633,890
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Loss for the period – – – – (825,334) (825,334)
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Total comprehensive income
for the period – – – – (825,334) (825,334)

–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––
Balance at 28 December 2014 12,910,404 13,342,469 – 227,950 (2,059,735) 24,421,088

–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––
Employee share-based

compensation 24 – – – 259,650 – 259,650

Issue of convertible preference

shares treated as equity 20 – – 4,188,716 – – 4,188,716

Share premium transferred to

retained earnings on capital

reduction 21 – (13,233,450) – – 13,233,450 –

Trail commissions* 15 – (109,019) – – – (109,019)
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Transactions with owners – (13,342,469) 4,188,716 259,650 13,233,450 4,339,347
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Profit for the period – – – – 610,903 610,903
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Total comprehensive income
for the period – – – – 610,903 610,903

–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––
Balance at 27 December 2015 12,910,404 – 4,188,716 487,600 11,784,618 29,371,338

–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––
Employee share-based

compensation 24 – – – 310,479 – 310,479

Issue of convertible preference

shares treated as equity 20 – – 1,343,360 – – 1,343,360

Issue of share capital on

private placement 20 24,500 187,000 – – – 211,500
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Transactions with owners 24,500 187,000 1,343,360 310,479 – 1,865,339
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Profit for the period – – – – 384,272 384,272
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

Total comprehensive income
for the period – – – – 384,272 384,272

–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––
Balance at 25 December 2016 12,934,904 187,000 5,532,076 798,079 12,168,890 31,620,949

–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

The accompanying notes and accounting policies form part of this financial information.

*Trail commissions represent commissions paid to the Broker in respect of Equity issued.
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AGGREGATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

28 December 27 December 25 December
2014 2015 2016

Notes £ £ £
Cash flows from operating activities
(Loss)/profit for the period (825,334) 610,903 384,272

Taxation 61,091 252,883 196,680

Finance costs 153,692 440,125 971,415
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Operating (loss)/profit (610,551) 1,303,911 1,552,367

Adjustments for:

Depreciation 6 1,954,992 1,177,258 1,528,659

Share-based payment charge 191,448 259,650 310,479

Net loss/(gain) on disposal of fixed assets 9,742 (288,127) –

Change in inventories (75,843) (81,958) (132,209)

Change in trade and other receivables (292,390) 36,161 (364,694)

Change in trade and other payables 85,658 846,660 1,291,581
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Cash generated from operations 1,263,056 3,253,555 4,186,183

Tax paid – – 21,843
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Net cash from operating activities 1,263,056 3,253,555 4,208,026
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment (3,839,083) (4,918,233) (10,304,073)

Acquisition of new property sites (9,300,000) (2,925,000) (8,800,000)

Disposal of property sites 1,433,204 2,763,358 –
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Net cash used in investing activities (11,705,879) (5,079,875) (19,104,073)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from issue of share capital 9,442,442 7,732,094 2,447,030

Repayment of borrowings (3,425,843) (5,100,000) (1,100,000)

Proceeds from new borrowings 5,650,000 – 13,560,350

Interest paid (223,117) (353,925) (677,021)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Net cash from financing activities 11,443,482 2,278,169 14,230,359
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Net change in cash and cash equivalents 1,000,659 451,849 (665,688)

Cash and cash equivalents at the start of the period 477,766 1,478,425 1,930,274
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period 1,478,425 1,930,274 1,264,586
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

The accompanying notes and accounting policies form part of this financial information.

The aggregated cash flow statement presented is based on the aggregation of the cash flow statements of

the two entities. It therefore does not directly reflect movements in the aggregated balance sheets, for which

period end intercompany balances have been eliminated.
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1. Introduction
The financial information on The City Pub Group, which comprises of the aggregation of The City Pub Group

PLC (formerly The City Pub Company (East) PLC) and The City Pub Company (West) Limited (formerly The

City Pub Company (West) PLC) (see note 2), for the 52 week periods ended 28  December 2014,

27 December 2015 and 25 December 2016, has been prepared solely for the purpose of this AIM Admission

Document and does not constitute audited statutory accounts within the meaning of section 434 of the

Companies Act 2006. The audited financial statements for the 52 week periods ended 28 December 2014,

27 December 2015 and 25 December 2016 for The City Pub Group PLC and The City Pub Company (West)

Limited respectively, which have been delivered to the registrar, were unqualified and did not contain any

statement under section 498(2) or 498(3) of the Companies Act 2006.

2. Basis of preparation
The financial information has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the AIM Rules for

Companies and in accordance with this basis of preparation. It is based on the financial statements of The

City Pub Group entities, which reported under UK GAAP for the 52 week period ended 28 December 2014,

but had transitioned to IFRS from 29 December 2014 as part of the adoption of IFRS as adopted by the

European Union for the 25 December 2016 financial statements. However, specifically for the purposes of

complying with the AIM Rules, the financial information in respect of the 52 week period ended 28 December

2014, has been restated under IFRS as adopted by the European Union. Hence the date of transition for

the purposes of the Historical Financial Information being 30 December 2013. The City Pub Group Historical

Financial Information does not constitute The City Pub Group’s first financial statements in accordance with

IFRS, however transitional reconciliations have been provided for the beginning of the earliest period

presented in the Historical Financial Information.

The City Pub Group comprises two main trading companies under common management and control,

namely; The City Pub Group PLC and The City Pub Company (West) Limited, and have been prepared in

accordance with the ‘Entities Under Common Management and Control’ guidance set out in the Annexure

to Standards for Investment Reporting 2000 (Investment Reporting Standards Applicable to Public Reporting

Engagements on Historical Financial Information).

As a consequence of the common management and control this financial information has been prepared

using the following methodology:

(1) Two single entities are included within the aggregation:

● The City Pub Group PLC, which reports as a single entity rather than preparing consolidated

accounts, as on purchasing a company the trade and assets are hived up and therefore the

company has no material subsidiaries for consolidation.

● The City Pub Company (West) Limited, which reports as a single entity rather than preparing

consolidated accounts, as on purchasing a company the trade and assets are hived up and

therefore the company has no material subsidiaries for consolidation.

(2) The financial information relating to the two entities has then been aggregated, under this method the

results, net assets and cashflows of the two entities are aggregated with eliminations for intercompany

transactions and year end balances as part of the aggregation process.

The basis of preparation describes how the financial information has been prepared in accordance

with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the European Union (IFRSs as adopted

by the EU) except as described below:

● The requirements of IAS 33 – Earnings per share – to disclose earnings per share, has not been

complied with as the amounts are not considered meaningful as the historical financial information

is prepared on an aggregated basis and does not take account of the conversion of preference

shares, the proposed acquisition of The City Pub Company (West) Limited by The City Pub Group

PLC and no meaningful denominator can be derived; and

● As described above, the financial information represents the aggregation of two sub-groups.

IFRSs as adopted by the EU do not provide for the preparation of combined financial information

for entities under common management and control which do not form a legal group, and

accordingly in preparing the combined financial information certain accounting conventions
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commonly used for the preparation of historical financial information for inclusion in investment

circulars as described in the Annexure to SIR 2000 (Investment Reporting Standard applicable

to public reporting engagements on historical financial information) issued by the UK Auditing

Practices Board have been applied. The application of these conventions results in material

departures from IFRSs as adopted by the EU. In other respects, IFRSs as adopted by the EU

have been applied.

The financial information has been prepared on a going concern basis, which the directors of The City

Pub Group have assessed as appropriate from a review of the forecasts which show that it will continue

to operate with sufficient working capital to fund its operational costs.

All accounting estimates and assumptions that are used in preparing the financial information are

consistent with the latest approved budget forecast where applicable. Actual results for The City Pub

Group companies may ultimately differ from those estimates.

The financial statements are presented in Great British Pounds and all values are rounded to the nearest

pound except when otherwise indicated.

3. Summary or significant accounting policies
3.1 Basis of aggregation
All significant intercompany balances and transactions have been eliminated upon aggregation. On

acquisition of a company all the trade is hived up into the respective parent company, with the subsidiary

becoming dormant, therefore the following subsidiaries of the Group have been excluded from the

aggregation on the grounds that they are immaterial to the Group:

● The Inn on the Beach Limited – subsidiary of The City Pub Company (West) Limited

● The Fat Pheasant Pub Company Limited – subsidiary of The City Pub Group PLC

● Ace High Enterprises Limited – subsidiary of The City Pub Group PLC

3.2 Revenue
Revenue represents external sales (excluding taxes) of goods and services net of discounts. Revenue is

recognised to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the Group and the revenue

can be reliably measured. Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration receivable net of trade

discounts and VAT.

Revenue principally consists of drink, food and accommodation sales, which are recognised at the point at

which goods and services are provided and rental income which is recognised on a straight line basis over

the lease term. Revenue for bedroom accommodation is recognised at the point the services are rendered.

3.3 Cost of sales
Costs considered to be directly related to revenue are accounted for as cost of sales. Costs of goods sold

are determined on the basis of the cost of purchase, adjusted for movements of inventories. Cost of services

rendered is recognised at the time the revenue is recognised.

3.4 Operating profit
Operating profit is revenue less operating costs. Revenue is as detailed above and as shown in note 5.

Operating costs are all costs excluding finance costs and the tax charge.

3.5 Exceptional items
The Group presents as exceptional items those significant items of income and expense which, because of

their size, nature and infrequency of the events giving rise to them merit separate presentation to allow

Shareholders to understand better the elements of financial performance in the period, so as to facilitate

comparison with prior periods to assess trends in financial performance more readily. These items are

primarily pre-opening costs and non-recurring costs. Pre-opening costs and costs associated with closing

sites are treated as exceptional items as management consider this provides a more meaningful basis for

understanding the underlying performance of the business.
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3.6 Finance income and expense
Finance income is recognised as interest accrues (using the effective interest method) on funds invested

outside the Group. Finance expense includes the cost of borrowing from third parties and recognised on an

effective interest rate basis, resulting from the financial liability being recognised on an amortised cost basis,

including commitment fees. Finance expense also includes the accrued dividends on the convertible

preference shares (“CPS”).

3.7 Taxation and deferred taxation
The income tax expense or income for the period is the tax payable on the current period’s taxable income.

This is based on the national income tax rate enacted or substantively enacted with any adjustment relating

to tax payable in previous years and changes in deferred tax assets and liabilities attributable to temporary

differences between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts in the Financial

Statements.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognised for temporary differences at the tax rates expected to be

applicable when the asset or liability crystallises based on current tax rates and laws that have been enacted

or substantively enacted by the reporting date. The relevant tax rates are applied to the cumulative amounts

of deductible and taxable temporary differences to measure the deferred tax asset or liability.

A deferred tax asset is regarded as recoverable and therefore recognised only when, on the basis of all

available evidence, it can be regarded as more likely than not that there will be suitable taxable profits against

which to recover carried forward tax losses and from which the future reversal of temporary differences can

be deducted. The carrying amount of deferred tax assets are reviewed at each reporting date.

3.8 Financial instruments
Recognition, initial measurement and derecognition
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised when the Group becomes a party to the contractual

provisions of the financial instrument and are measured initially at fair value adjusted for transaction costs.

Subsequent measurement of financial assets and financial liabilities is described below.

Financial assets are derecognised when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the financial asset

expire, or when the financial asset and substantially all the risks and rewards are transferred. A financial

liability is derecognised when it is extinguished, discharged, cancelled or expires.

Classification and subsequent measurement of financial assets
For the purpose of subsequent measurement financial assets are classified into the following categories

upon initial recognition:

Loans and receivables

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not

quoted in an active market. After initial recognition, these are measured at amortised cost using the effective

interest method, less provision for impairment. Discounting is omitted where the effect of discounting is

immaterial. The Group’s cash and cash equivalents, trade and most other receivables fall into this category

of financial instruments.

Trade and other receivables

Trade and other receivables do not carry any interest and are recognised at their original invoiced amounts,

less an allowance for any amounts that are not considered collectible. The carrying amount of the asset is

reduced through the use of an allowance account, and the amount of the loss is recognised in the profit or

loss within ‘cost of sales’. When a trade or other receivable is uncollectible, it is written off against the

allowance account for trade and other receivables. Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written

off are credited against ‘cost of sales’ in the profit or loss.
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Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash at bank and in hand and other short term highly liquid deposits

with original maturities of three months or less.

Classification and subsequent measurement of financial liabilities
The Group’s financial liabilities include trade and certain other payables. Financial liabilities are measured

subsequently at amortised cost using the effective interest rate.

Trade and other payables

Trade and other payables are recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost

using the effective interest method. These amounts represent liabilities for goods and services provided to

the Group prior to the end of the financial period, which are unpaid.

Borrowings

Borrowings are recognised initially at fair value, net of transaction costs incurred. Borrowings are

subsequently stated at amortised cost; any difference between the proceeds (net of transaction costs) and

the redemption value is recognised in profit or loss over the period of the borrowings using the effective

interest method.

Classification of Shares as Debt or Equity
When shares are issued, any component that creates a financial liability of the Group is presented as a

liability in the Statement of financial position; measured initially at fair value net of transaction costs and

thereafter at amortised cost until extinguished on conversion or redemption. The corresponding dividends

relating to the liability component are charged as interest expense in profit or loss. The initial fair value of the

liability component is determined using a market rate for an equivalent liability without a conversion feature.

The remainder of the proceeds on issue is allocated to the equity component and included in shareholders’

equity, net of transaction costs.

The carrying amount of the equity component is not remeasured in subsequent years. The Group’s ordinary

shares are classified as equity instruments. For the purposes of the disclosures given in note 21, the Group

considers its capital to comprise its ordinary share capital, share premium and accumulated retained earnings

plus its preference shares which are classified as a financial liability in the statement of financial position.

There have been no changes to what the Group considers to be capital since the prior year.

Preference Shares

The Group’s preference shares are reported under current and non-current liabilities. The corresponding

dividends on preference shares are charged as interest in profit or loss. Preference shares carry interest at

fixed rates.

3.9 Business combinations and goodwill
Business combinations are accounted for under IFRS 3 using the purchase method. Any excess of the

consideration of the business combination over the interest in the net fair value of the identifiable assets,

liabilities and contingent liabilities is recognised in the Statement of financial position as goodwill and is not

amortised. To the extent that the net fair value of the acquired entity’s identifiable assets, liabilities and

contingent liabilities is greater than the cost of the investment, a gain is recognised immediately in the profit

or loss.

Goodwill represents the future economic benefits arising from a business combination that are not individually

identified and separately recognised. Goodwill is carried at cost less accumulated impairment losses. Refer

to note 10 for a description of impairment testing procedures.

3.10 Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment, other than freehold land, are stated at cost or deemed cost less accumulated

depreciation and any impairment in value. Depreciation is provided at rates calculated to write off the cost
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less estimated residual value of each asset over its expected useful life, with effect from the first full year of

ownership, as follows:

Freehold properties To residual value over fifty years straight line

Leasehold properties Straight line over the length of the lease

Fixtures, fittings and equipment Between four and ten years straight line

Computer equipment Between two and five years straight line

No depreciation is charged on freehold land. Where there is no depreciation on historic freehold buildings

as a result of a high residual value/long useful lives, the freehold building is subject to an impairment review.

Residual values and useful lives are reviewed every year and adjusted if appropriate at each balance sheet

date.

An asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s carrying

amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount. Gains and losses on disposals are determined by

comparing proceeds with carrying amount. These are included in the profit or loss.

3.11 Investments in subsidiaries
The Group recognises its investments in subsidiaries at cost, less any provisions for impairment. Income is

recognised from these investments only in relation to distributions received from post-acquisition profits.

Distributions received in excess of post-acquisition profits are deducted from the cost of the investment.

3.12 Impairment of goodwill, property, plant and equipment and investments in subsidiaries
For impairment assessment purposes, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for which there are largely

independent cash inflows (cash-generating units). As a result, some assets are tested individually for

impairment and some are tested at cash-generating unit level. Goodwill is allocated to those cash-generating

units that are expected to benefit from synergies of a related business combination and represent the lowest

level within the Group at which management monitors goodwill.

Cash-generating units to which goodwill has been allocated (determined by the Group’s management as

equivalent to its operating segments) are tested for impairment at least annually. All other individual assets

or cash-generating units are tested for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate

that the carrying amount may not be recoverable.

An impairment loss is recognised for the amount by which the asset’s (or cash-generating unit’s) carrying

amount exceeds its recoverable amount, which is the higher of fair value less costs of disposal and value-

in-use. To determine the value-in-use, management estimates expected future cash flows from each

cash-generating unit and determines a suitable discount rate in order to calculate the present value of those

cash flows. The data used for impairment testing procedures are directly linked to the Group’s latest

approved budget, adjusted as necessary to exclude the effects of future reorganisations and asset

enhancements. Discount factors are determined individually for each cash-generating unit and reflect current

market assessments of the time value of money and asset-specific risk factors.

Impairment losses for cash-generating units reduce first the carrying amount of any goodwill allocated to

that cash-generating unit. Any remaining impairment loss is charged pro rata to the other assets in the cash-

generating unit. With the exception of goodwill, all assets are subsequently reassessed for indications that

an impairment loss previously recognised may no longer exist. An impairment loss is reversed if the asset’s

or cash-generating unit’s recoverable amount exceeds its carrying amount.

3.13 Inventories
Inventories are counted independently and stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Cost is

calculated using the First In First Out method. Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary

course of business, less estimated costs of completion and the estimated costs to sell.

3.14 Leasing
Leases in which a significant portion of the risks and rewards of ownership are not transferred to the Group

as lessee are classified as operating leases. These are the only types of lease utilised by the entity. Operating
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lease payments for assets leased from third parties are charged to profit or loss on a straight line basis over

the period of the lease, on an accrued basis.

3.15 Share-based employee remuneration
The Group operates equity-settled share-based remuneration plans for its employees. None of the Group’s

plans are cash-settled.

All goods and services received in exchange for the grant of any share-based payment are measured at

their fair values.

Where employees are rewarded using share-based payments, the fair value of employees’ services is

determined indirectly by reference to the fair value of the equity instruments granted. This fair value is

appraised at the grant date and excludes the impact of non-market vesting conditions (for example

profitability and sales growth targets and performance conditions). The fair value is determined by using the

Black-Scholes method.

All share-based remuneration is ultimately recognised as an expense in profit or loss with a corresponding

credit to retained earnings. If vesting periods or other vesting conditions apply, the expense is allocated over

the vesting period, based on the best available estimate of the number of share options expected to vest.

Non-market vesting conditions are included in assumptions about the number of options that are expected

to become exercisable. Estimates are subsequently revised if there is any indication that the number of share

options expected to vest differs from previous estimates. Any adjustment to cumulative share-based

compensation resulting from a revision is recognised in the current period. The number of vested options

ultimately exercised by holders does not impact the expense recorded in any period.

Upon exercise of share options, the proceeds received, net of any directly attributable transaction costs,

are allocated to share capital up to the nominal (or par) value of the shares issued with any excess being

recorded as share premium.

3.16 New and Revised Standards
IFRS in issue but not applied in the current financial statements
The following IFRS and IFRIC Interpretations have been issued but have not been applied by the Group in

preparing these financial statements, as they are not as yet effective. The Group intends to adopt these

Standards and Interpretations when they become effective, rather than adopt them early.

● IFRS 9, ‘Financial instruments’, effective date 1 January 2018

● IFRS 15, ‘Revenue from Contracts with Customers’, effective date 1 January 2018

● IFRS 16, ‘Leases’, effective date 1 January 2019

● Disclosure Initiative: Amendments to IAS 7: Statement of Cash Flows (effective: 1 January 2017, but

not yet adopted by the EU)

● Amendments to IAS 12: Recognition of Deferred Tax Assets for Unrealised Losses (effective: 1 January

2017, but not yet adopted by the EU).

The above standards are yet to be subject to a detailed review. IFRS 9 will impact both the measurement

and disclosure of financial instruments, IFRS 15 is not considered likely to impact on revenue recognition

and related disclosures and IFRS 16 will impact the treatment of leases currently treated as operating leases.

Beyond this, it is not practicable to provide a reasonable estimate of the effect of IFRS 9, IFRS 15 and IFRS

16 until a detailed review has been completed.

Significant estimates and judgements
The judgements, estimates and assumptions, which are considered to be significant, are as follows:

The Group determines whether goodwill is impaired on an annual basis and this requires an estimation of

the value in use of the cash-generating units to which the goodwill is allocated. This involves estimation of

future cash flows and choosing a suitable discount rate. Full details are supplied in note 10, together with

an analysis of the key assumptions.
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The assessment of fair values for the assets and liabilities recognised in the financial statements on the

acquisition of a business and additional consideration, and the date that control is obtained, require

significant judgement and estimate. Management assess fair values, particularly for property, plant and

equipment, with reference to current market prices. See note 25 for business combinations made in the

period.

Estimating fair value for share-based payment transactions requires determination of the most appropriate

valuation model, which depends on the terms and conditions of the grant. This estimate also requires

determination of the most appropriate inputs to the valuation model including the expected life of the share

option or appreciation right, volatility and dividend yield and making assumptions about them. The Group

initially measures the cost of equity-settled transactions with employees using the Black-Scholes model to

determine the fair value. The assumptions and models used for estimating fair value for share-based payment

transactions are disclosed in note 24.

In order to estimate the debt to equity split for the convertible preference shares the initial fair value of the

liability component is determined using a market rate for an equivalent liability without a conversion feature.

The discount rate used to fair value the convertible preference shares issued was 15 per cent. and for a

1 per cent. reduction in the discount rate the value of the debt element increases by £250,000 on an

aggregated basis.

Segmental reporting
The Group focuses its internal management reporting predominantly on revenue, adjusted EBITDA (being

earnings before exceptional items, share option charge, interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation)

and operating profit.

The Chief Operating Decision Maker (“CODM”) receives information on each pub and each pub is considered

to be an individual operating segment. In line with IFRS 8, each operating segment has the same

characteristics and therefore the pubs are aggregated to form the reportable segment below.

Revenue, and all the Group’s activities, arise wholly from the sale of goods and services within the United

Kingdom. All the Group’s non-current assets are located in the United Kingdom.

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

Revenue 15,261,070 20,311,512 27,762,513

Cost of sales (4,470,144) (5,626,180) (7,529,656)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Gross profit 10,790,926 14,685,332 20,232,857
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Operating expenses:

– operating expenses before adjusted items (8,842,749) (11,829,340) (16,150,167)

Adjusted EBITDA 1,948,177 2,855,992 4,082,690
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

– Depreciation and amortisation (1,954,992) (1,177,258) (1,528,659)

– Share option charge (191,448) (259,650) (310,479)

– exceptional items (412,288) (115,173) (691,185)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total operating expenses (11,401,477) (13,381,421) (18,680,490)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Operating (loss)/profit (610,551) 1,303,911 1,552,367
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––
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(Loss)/profit before tax
The (loss)/profit before taxation is stated after charging/(crediting):

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

Costs of inventories recognised as an expense 4,842,892 5,828,067 7,963,682

Staff costs (note 22) 6,089,309 8,021,244 10,848,862

Depreciation (note 11) 1,954,992 1,177,258 1,528,659

Exceptional costs (note 9) 412,288 115,173 691,185

Operating leases – land and buildings 388,634 599,811 962,350

Interest payable and similar charges
2014 2015 2016

£ £ £

On bank loans and overdrafts 138,692 341,425 380,067

On CPS and other loans 15,000 12,500 296,952

Accrued dividend on CPS – 86,200 294,396
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

153,692 440,125 971,415
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

During the period ended 28 December 2014 £67,217 of interest was capitalised, 2015: £nil and 2016: £nil.

Tax charge on (loss)/profit on ordinary activities
(a) Analysis of tax charge for the period
The tax charge for the Group is based on the (loss)/profit for the period and represents:

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

Current income tax:
Current income tax charge 20,298 – 35,498

Adjustments in respect of current income tax of

previous period (27,597) (20,298) (21,843)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total current income tax (7,299) (20,298) 13,655
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Deferred tax:
Origination and reversal of temporary differences 68,390 273,181 192,364

Adjustments in respect of deferred tax of previous period – – (400)

Change in corporation tax rate – – (8,939)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total deferred tax (note 19) 68,390 273,181 183,025
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total tax 61,091 252,883 196,680
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––
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(b) Factors affecting total tax for the period
The tax assessed for the period differs from the standard rate of corporation tax in the United Kingdom:

2014: 21.49 per cent.; 2015: 20.25 per cent. and 2016: 20.0 per cent. The differences are explained as

follows:

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

(Loss)/profit on ordinary activities before tax (764,243) 863,786 580,952
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

(Loss)/profit on ordinary activities multiplied by standard rate

of corporation tax in the United Kingdom of: 2014: 21.49%;

2015: 20.25% and 2016: 20.0% (164,236) 174,917 116,190
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Effect of:

Fixed asset differences 180,844 153,359 (26,732)

Items not deductible for tax purposes 30,734 (3,890) 184,754

Adjustment in respect of previous periods (39,322) (28,759) (19,949)

Adjustment in respect of previous periods – deferred tax – 24,566 (2,294)

Recognition of previously unrecognised tax losses – (24,700) –

Change in corporation tax rate 53,071 (42,610) (55,289)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total tax charge 61,091 252,883 196,680
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

It is estimated that the Group has losses available to carry forward against future trading profits as follows:

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

The Group had estimated tax losses carried forward 312,110 554,267 –
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Exceptional items
2014 2015 2016

£ £ £

Pre-opening costs 176,974 367,763 574,688

Net loss/(profit) on disposals 9,742 (288,127) –

Other non-recurring items 225,572 35,537 116,497
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

412,288 115,173 691,185
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

The other non-recurring items mainly comprise one-off turnover rents adjustment in 2014 (see note 31),

costs associated with aborted purchases and redundancy costs.
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Goodwill
2014 2015 2016

£ £ £

Cost brought forward 712,308 1,791,878 1,772,493

Additions (note 25) 1,200,000 – –

Disposal (note 26) – (19,385) –
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

At end of period 1,912,308 1,772,493 1,772,493
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Amortisation/impairment brought forward 120,430 – –

Provided during the period – – –

Disposal – – –
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

At end of period 120,430 – –
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Net book value at start of period 591,878 1,791,878 1,772,493
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Net book value at end of period 1,791,878 1,772,493 1,772,493
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

The goodwill disposal in 2015 relates wholly to the sale of the Church Street Town House.

The carrying value of goodwill included within the Group statement of financial position at each period end

is allocated to the cash-generating unit (“CGU”) of groupings of public houses as follows:

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

Freehold 1,407,262 1,387,877 1,387,877

Leasehold 384,616 384,616 384,616
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

1,791,878 1,772,493 1,772,493
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

The CGU’s recoverable amount has been determined as the higher of its fair value less costs to sell and

value in use based on an internal discounted cash flow evaluation.

The fair value less costs to sell is calculated based on the market value of the associated property and the

discounted operating cash flows based on management’s forecasts.

For the each period end the cash-generating unit recoverable amount was determined based on value-in-

use calculations, using cash flow projections based on one year budgets, extrapolated into perpetuity for

freehold properties and for the length of the lease for leasehold properties (with key assumptions for both

CGU’s being the long-term growth rate of 2 per cent. and pre-tax discount rate of 10 per cent.). Cash flows

for the businesses are based on management forecasts, which are approved by the Board and reflect

management’s expectations of sales growth, operating costs and margin based on past experience and

anticipated changes in the local market places.

Sensitivity to changes in key assumptions: impairment testing is dependent on management’s estimates

and judgements, in particular in relation to the forecasting of future cash flows, the long-term growth rate

and the discount rate applied to the cash flows.

The calculations show that a reasonably possible change, as assessed by the directors, would not cause

the carrying amount of the CGU to exceed its recoverable amount.
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Property, plant and equipment
Freehold & Fixtures,
leasehold fittings and
property computers Total

£ £ £
Cost
At 30 December 2013 17,615,998 3,988,586 21,604,584

Additions 1,188,274 2,691,789 3,880,063

Acquisitions (Note 25) 7,820,000 280,000 8,100,000

Disposals (Note 26) (1,457,534) (908,777) (2,366,311)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

At 28 December 2014 25,166,738 6,051,598 31,218,336

Additions 2,785,716 2,132,517 4,918,233

Acquisitions (Note 25) 2,925,000 – 2,925,000

Disposal (Note 26) (2,574,689) (98,798) (2,673,487)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

At 27 December 2015 28,302,765 8,085,317 36,388,082

Additions 6,521,782 3,782,291 10,304,073

Acquisitions (Note 25) 8,800,000 – 8,800,000
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

At 25 December 2016 43,624,547 11,867,608 55,492,155
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Depreciation
At 30 December 2013 864,690 709,889 1,574,579

Provided during the period 548,700 1,406,292 1,954,992

Disposals (335,946) (615,863) (951,809)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

At 28 December 2014 1,077,444 1,500,318 2,577,762

Provided during the period 145,749 1,031,509 1,177,258

Disposal (170,746) (46,894) (217,640)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

At 27 December 2015 1,052,447 2,484,933 3,537,380

Provided during the period 205,275 1,323,384 1,528,659

Reclassification (338,937) 338,937 –
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

At 25 December 2016 918,785 4,147,254 5,066,039
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Net book value
At 30 December 2013 16,751,308 3,278,697 20,030,005

––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

At 28 December 2014 24,089,294 4,551,280 28,640,574
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

At 27 December 2015 27,250,318 5,600,384 32,850,702
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

At 25 December 2016 42,705,762 7,720,354 50,426,116
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Inventories
2014 2015 2016

£ £ £

Finished goods and goods for resale 252,152 334,110 466,319
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

There has been no provision against inventory in any period.
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Trade and other receivables
2014 2015 2016

£ £ £

Trade receivables 32,464 59,681 106,057

Other receivables 300,624 385,819 406,160

Prepayments and accrued income 459,859 372,747 670,724
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

792,947 818,247 1,182,941
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Current trade and other payables
2014 2015 2016

£ £ £

Trade payables 1,112,303 1,879,143 2,541,494

Other taxation and social security 486,269 589,242 914,719

Corporation taxation – – 35,498

Accruals 231,418 703,667 918,607

Other payables 427,007 78,966 222,801
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

2,256,997 3,251,018 4,633,119
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Non-current other payables
2014 2015 2016

£ £ £

Trail commissions – 80,000 24,978
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Borrowings and financial liabilities
2014 2015 2016

£ £ £
Current borrowings and financial liabilities:
Debt element of the CPS – 327,600 294,396

Loans 550,000 – –
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

550,000 327,600 294,396
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Non-current borrowings and financial liabilities:
Bank loans 5,650,000 1,100,000 13,560,350

Debt element of the CPS (note 20) – 3,224,798 4,444,566
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

5,650,000 4,324,798 18,004,916
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

At 28 December 2014, a bank loan of £4,250,000 was outstanding in The City Pub Group PLC. Interest

was charged at 3.05 per cent. above base rate. The loan is repayable in December 2017. At 28 December

2014 The City Pub Company (West) Limited had a £3 million revolving debt facility at an interest rate of

3.05 per cent. above base rate, repayable in 2017; £1,400,000 of this was utilised at the period end. Barclays

Bank PLC had a fixed charge over certain freehold property as security in respect of these loans.

In addition, at the 28 December 2014 there were unsecured loans totalling £550,000 from London &

Metropolitan, which were repayable within 12 months of the balance sheet date. Interest accrued at 5 per

cent. per annum.

At 27 December 2015, a bank loan of £1,000,000 was outstanding in The City Pub Group PLC. Interest

was charged at 3.05 per cent. above base rate. The loan is repayable in December 2017. At 27 December

2015, The City Pub Company (West) Limited had a £3 million revolving debt facility at an interest rate of

3.05 per cent. above base rate, repayable in 2017; £100,000 of this was utilised at the period end. Barclays

Bank PLC had a fixed charge over certain freehold property as security in respect of these loans.
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The unsecured loans totalling £550,000 from London & Metropolitan were repaid during the period ended

27 December 2015.

At 25 December 2016 a bank loan of £7,500,000 was outstanding within The City Pub Group PLC and a

bank loan of £6,200,000 was outstanding within The City Pub Company (West) Limited. Barclays Bank PLC

had a fixed charge over certain freehold property as security in respect of these loans. Interest on each loan

is payable at LIBOR plus a margin, which varies dependant on the ratio of net debt to EBITDA. The loans

are repayable in June 2021. The total unamortised element of arrangement fees is £139,650. More details

of the terms of the Convertible Preference Shares are disclosed in note 20.

Financial instruments and risk management
Financial instruments by category:

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

Financial assets – loans and receivables
Trade and other receivables 832,801 451,833 625,835

Cash and cash equivalents 1,478,425 1,930,274 1,264,586
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

2,311,226 2,382,107 1,890,421
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Prepayments are excluded, as this analysis is required only for financial instruments.

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

Financial liabilities – held at amortised cost
Non-current
Borrowings 5,650,000 4,324,798 18,004,916

Other payables – 80,000 24,978
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

5,650,000 4,404,798 18,029,894
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Current
Current borrowings 550,000 327,600 294,396

Trade and other payables 2,039,023 1,964,442 2,877,913

Amounts due to group undertakings 250,153 250,153 252,827
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

2,839,176 2,542,195 3,425,136
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Statutory liabilities and deferred income are excluded from the trade payables balance, as this analysis is

required only for financial instruments.

There is no material difference between the book value and the fair value of the financial assets and financial

liabilities disclosed above.

The Group’s operations expose it to financial risks that include market risk and liquidity risk. The Directors

review and agree policies for managing each of these risks and they are summarised below. These policies

have remained unchanged from previous periods.

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

Cash at bank and short-term deposits
A1 1,440,424 1,845,362 1,203,698

Not rated 38,001 84,912 60,888
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

1,478,425 1,930,274 1,264,586
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

A1 rating means that the risk of default for the investors and the policy holder is deemed to be very low.

Not rated balances relate to petty cash amounts.
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Market Risk – cash flow interest rate risk
The Group had outstanding borrowing as disclosed in note 16. These were loans taken out with Barclays

to facilitate the purchase of additional public houses.

The Group’s policy is to minimise interest rate cash flow risk exposures on long-term financing. Longer-term

borrowings are therefore usually at fixed rates. The Group is exposed to changes in market interest rates

through bank borrowings at variable interest rates. Other borrowings are at fixed interest rates. The exposure

to interest rates for the Group’s cash at bank and short-term deposits is considered immaterial.

The following table illustrates the sensitivity of profit and equity to a reasonably possible change in interest

rates of +/- 1 per cent. These changes are considered to be reasonably possible based on observation of

current market conditions. The calculations are based on a change in the average market interest rate for

each period, and the financial instruments held at each reporting date that are sensitive to changes in interest

rates. All other variables are held constant.

Profit for the period Equity
1% –1% 1% –1%

As at 28 December 2014: (56,500) 56,500 (56,500) 56,500
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

As at 27 December 2015: (88,000) 88,000 (88,000) 88,000
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

As at 26 December 2016: (110,600) 110,600 (110,600) 110,600
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Liquidity risk
The Group actively maintains cash and banking facilities that are designed to ensure it has sufficient available

funds for operations and planned expansions. The table below analyses the Group’s financial liabilities into

relevant maturity groupings based on the remaining period at the balance sheet date to the contractual

maturity date. The amounts disclosed in the table are the contractual undiscounted cash flows.

Less than Between 1 Between 2
1 year and 2 years and 5 years Over 5 years

As at 28 December 2014:
Borrowings 550,000 – 5,650,000 –

Trade and other payables 2,671,532 – – –
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

As at 27 December 2015:
Borrowings 327,600 1,100,000 – 3,224,798

Trade and other payables 2,998,620 55,022 24,978 –
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

As at 26 December 2016:
Borrowings 294,396 – 13,560,350 4,444,566

Trade and other payables 4,065,196 24,978 – –
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Capital risk management
The Group manages its capital to ensure it will be able to continue as a going concern while maximising the

return to shareholders through optimising the debt and equity balance.

The Group monitors cash balances and prepare regular forecasts, which are reviewed by the board. In order

to maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Group may, in the future, return capital to shareholders, issue

new shares or sell assets to reduce debt.
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Fair value measurements of financial instruments
Financial assets and financial liabilities measured at fair value are required to be grouped into three Levels

of a fair value hierarchy. The three Levels are defined based on the observability of significant inputs to the

measurement, as follows:

● Level 1: quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets and liabilities;

● Level 2: inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or

liability, either directly or indirectly; and

● Level 3: unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.

There were no financial asset or liabilities measured at fair value as at 28 December 2014, 27 December

2015 or 25 December 2016.

Deferred tax
2014 2015 2016

£ £ £
Provision for deferred tax
Accelerated capital allowances 138,781 450,840 534,097

Tax losses carried forward and other deductions (60,890) (99,768) –
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

77,891 351,072 534,097
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Provision at the start of the period 9,501 77,891 351,072

Deferred tax charge for the period 68,390 273,181 183,025
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Provision at end of the period 77,891 351,072 534,097
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

The Directors believe that the Group will generate sufficient taxable profits in the future such that the tax

value of losses carried forward can be recognised in the current period.

Share capital
2014 2015 2016

£ £ £
Allotted called up and fully paid
25,845,808 ordinary shares of 50 pence each:

(2015: 25,820,808; 2014: 25,820,808) 12,910,404 12,910,404 12,922,904

1,200,000 B Ordinary shares of 1 pence each: 

2015 & 2014: nil) – – 12,000

20,532,906 CPS of 50 pence each;

(2015: 15,846,906; 2014 nil) – 7,923,432 10,246,454
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

During the 2016 period the Group issued 25,000 ordinary shares of £0.50 each at £0.78 per share (2015: nil;

2014: 8,324,624 of £0.50 per share at £1.20 per share. The premium arising on issue has been credited to

the share premium account less £547,107 share issue costs.), 4,686,000 convertible preference shares

(CPS) at £0.50 per share (2015: 15,846,906; 2014: nil) and 1,200,000 ordinary B shares of £0.01 each at

£0.16 per share (2015: nil; 2014: nil).

The CPS holders have a right to a 3p per preference share dividend payable twice annually in equal amounts

on 14 July and 14 January until 31 December 2018. Thereafter the dividend increases to 3.5p per preference

share. The CPS are convertible at a price of £1.60 into ordinary share using a conversion ratio of

3.2 preference share for every 1 new ordinary share issued on conversion based on a number of events.

The B Ordinary shareholders are not entitled to any rights in relation to any dividend, but are entitled to vote

upon any resolution at general meetings. On floatation or sale of the business at a price above £1.50 per

share, then the B ordinary shares will have the same value as the ordinary shares.
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Share capital, net of issue costs has been split between equity and debt as follows:

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

Equity Shares
Ordinary share of 50 pence each 12,910,404 12,910,404 12,929,904

Ordinary B shares of 1 pence each – – 192,000

Convertible preference shares (CPS) – 4,188,716 5,532,076
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Shares classified as financial liabilities
Debt element of CPS – 3,552,398 4,444,566

––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

The ordinary share capital account represents the amount subscribed for shares at nominal value.

2015 2016
2014 2015 Convertible 2016 2016 Convertible

Ordinary Ordinary preference Ordinary Ordinary preference
shares shares shares shares B shares shares

Number Number Number Number Number Number

At beginning of period 17,496,184 25,820,808 – 25,820,808 – 15,846,906

Issue of share capital

– CPS – – 15,846,906 – – 4,686,000

Issue of share capital

– Ordinary B shares – – – – 1,200,000 –

Issue of share capital

– Ordinary 8,324,624 – – – – –

Issue of share capital

– share options exercised – – – 25,000 – –
––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– –––––––––––

At end of period 25,820,808 25,820,808 15,846,906 25,845,808 1,200,000 20,532,906
––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– –––––––––––

Nature and purpose of reserves
The share premium account represents premiums received on the initial issuing of the share capital. Any

transaction costs associated with the issuing of shares are deducted from share premium, net of any related

income tax benefits.

Convertible Preference Shares represents the element of the financial instruments treated as equity.

Share-based payments reserve is used to recognise the grant date fair value of options issued to employees

but not exercised.

Retained earnings include all results as disclosed in the statement of comprehensive income.

Reserves
During the period ended 27 December 2015 the Group undertook a court sanctioned capital reduction,

resulting in a transfer from the share premium account to the profit and loss account.

Staff costs

Number of employees
The average monthly numbers of employees (including salaried Directors) during the period was:

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

Management and administration 23 33 48

Operation of Public Houses 216 285 344
–––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––

239 318 392
–––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––– ––––––––––
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Employment costs (including Directors)
2014 2015 2016

£ £ £

Wages and salaries 5,522,451 7,227,830 9,853,587

Social security costs 375,410 533,764 684,796

Share option charge 191,448 259,650 310,479
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

6,089,309 8,021,244 10,848,862
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Directors’ remuneration
Emoluments in respect of the Directors are as follows:

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

Remuneration for qualifying services 541,456 775,092 909,675
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Highest paid director 217,500 332,852 396,197
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Number of Directors with share options 3 4 4
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Share-based payments
The Group operates an equity settled share option plan known as the Enterprise Management Incentive

Share Option Plan. The Group is required to reflect the effects of share-based payment transactions in its

profit or loss and financial position. For the purposes of calculating the fair value of share options granted,

the Black Scholes Pricing Model has been used by the Group. Fair values have been calculated on the date

of grant. A key input into the model is the share price, on the date of grant of the options. The share price

has been estimated based on the most recent subscription for shares.

There were no options granted in 2016. The fair value of options granted in prior years and the assumptions

used in the calculation are shown below:

Year of grant 2014 2015 2016

Share price at grant (£) 1.20 1.40 –

Exercise price (£) 1.20 1.00 –

Number of options granted 720,000 1,230,000 –

Vesting period (years) 3 3 –

Option life (years) 10 10 –

Risk free rate 4% 4% –

Volatility 50% 50% –

Fair value (£) 0.75 0.75 –

A charge for share based payments has been reflected in the income statement as follows:

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

Share based payment charge 191,448 259,650 310,479
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––
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During the period no options were granted as summarised in the table below:

2014 2014 2015 2015 2016 2016
Weighted Weighted Weighted

average average average
Number of exercise Number of exercise Number of exercise

options price options price options price

Outstanding at start of 

period 865,000 0.74 1,530,000 0.97 2,555,000 0.97

Granted 720,000 1.20 1,230,000 1.00 – –

Exercised – – – – (25,000) 0.78

Expired (55,000) 0.50 (205,000) 1.08 (82,500) 1.01
––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– –––––––––––

Outstanding at end 

of period 1,530,000 0.97 2,555,000 0.97 2,447,500 0.97
––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– –––––––––––

Exercisable at end of 

period – – – – 760,000 0.78
––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– ––––––––––– –––––––––––

Business combinations
During the period ended 28 December 2014 the Group acquired five new pubs for a combined consideration

of £9,300,000, all of which have been treated as business combinations as they were operating as a

business at the point the Group acquired them. These acquisitions were made up of £525,000 for The Cock

& Bottle, £1,100,000 for Daly’s, £1,800,000 for Delaney’s, £1,375,000 for the Nell Gwynne and £4,500,000

for The Lion & Lobster.

During the period ended 27  December 2015 the Group acquired the two new sites for a combined

consideration of £2,925,000, which have been treated as business combinations as the pubs were operating

as a business at the point the Group acquired them. These acquisitions were made up of £725,000 for the

Westgate, Winchester and £2,200,000 for the Smuggler’s, Brighton.

During the period ended 25 December 2016 the Group has acquired three new sites for a combined

consideration of £8,800,000. The Cat & Mutton, Broadway Market in Hackney for £4,900,000, the Althorp,

Wandsworth Common for £2,500,000 and £1,400,000 for Inn on the Beach Ltd, which owns the freehold

of the Inn on the Beach, Hayling Island. The trade and assets of the Inn on the Beach Ltd were hived up

into The City Pub Company (West) PLC upon acquisition.

All of the above acquisitions were part of the Group’s continuing strategy to expand its pub portfolio via

selective quality acquisitions.

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

Fair value:

Property, plant and equipment acquired 8,100,000 2,925,000 8,800,000

Goodwill 1,200,000 – –
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Total 9,300,000 2,925,000 8,800,000
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Satisfied by:

Cash 9,300,000 2,925,000 8,800,000
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

9,300,000 2,925,000 8,800,000
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

All other pub acquisitions have been accounted for as property acquisitions.

Disposals
During the period ended 28 December 2014 the Group disposed of The Three Blackbirds in Cambridgeshire

and The Henley Brew House.
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During the period ended 27 December 2015 the Group disposed of The Church Street Townhouse in

Stratford-Upon-Avon.

The above disposals were made as part of the Group’s continuing strategy to improve its pub portfolio and

to create hubs of pubs in targeted locations.

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

Fair value:
Property, plant and equipment disposed 2,366,311 2,673,487 –

Accumulated depreciation (951,809) (217,640) –

Goodwill disposed – 19,385 –
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Total 1,414,502 2,475,232 –
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Satisfied by:
Cash received 1,460,000 2,850,000 –

Costs of disposal (55,240) (86,641) –

Loss on disposal 9,742 (288,127) –
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

1,414,502 2,475,232 –
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

The Directors do not believe the disposals represent a discontinued operation and as such the disposals

are considered part of continuing activities.

Financial commitments
The Group had commitments under non-cancellable operating leases in respect of land and buildings. The

Group’s future minimum operating lease payments are as follows:

2014 2015 2016
£ £ £

Within one year 541,068 891,053 987,053

Between one and five years 2,164,272 3,564,212 3,948,212

After five years 7,704,540 11,776,980 12,161,995
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

10,409,880 16,232,245 17,097,260
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Commercial operating leases are typically for 15 to 25 years, although certain leases have lease periods

extending up to 99 years.

Ultimate controlling party and related party transactions

(i) Ultimate controlling party and related party transactions

The Directors consider there to be no ultimate controlling party. The following related party transactions took

place during the period:

2014: £53,876; 2015: £64,381; 2016: £77,200 was paid to Brew Securities Limited for consultancy services,

a company of which David Bruce is a director. At the period end the outstanding balance was 2014: £nil;

2015: £nil; 2016: £nil.

2014: £83,798; 2015: £88,502; 2016: £103,200 was paid to Integra Consulting and Communications

Limited for consultancy services, a company of which John Roberts is a director. At the period end the

outstanding balance was 2014: £nil; 2015: £nil; 2016: £nil.

2014: £47,598; 2015: £55,448; 2016: £30,140 was paid to Intelligent Pub Accounting Limited for

consultancy services, a company of which James Watson is a director. At the period end the outstanding

balance was 2014: £nil; 2015: £nil; 2016: £nil.
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2014: £nil; 2015: £3,567; 2016: £5,254 was included within Other debtors relating to Alex Derrick.

2014: £nil; 2015: £2,034; 2016: £403 was included within Other debtors relating to Rupert Clark.

2014: £49,574; 2015: £11,689; 2016: £5,583 was included within Other debtors relating to Clive Watson.

2014: £79,980; 2015: £10,597; 2016: £12,733 was paid to Helen Watson who is related to Clive Watson.

At the period end Helen Watson owed £10,000 which is a float given to her by the Group to purchase

fixtures and fittings.

2014: £nil; 2015: £nil; 2016: £8,363 was owed to the Group at the period end by The Pioneer (City) Pub

Company of which David Bruce and James Watson are Directors.

(ii) Remuneration of Key Management Personnel

The Group consider that the Directors are their key management personnel and further detail of their

remuneration is disclosed in note 23.

No key personnel other than the directors have been identified in relation to the periods ended 28 December

2014, 27 December 2015 and 25 December 2016.

Post balance sheet events
The Group acquired the freehold site the Varsity, Southampton in April 2016. Following a major refurbishment,

this site reopened as the London Road Brew House at the end of January 2017.

In February 2017, the Group completed on the leasehold of Grapes in Oxford for the amount of £150,000,

the leasehold of the Three Crowns, Shoreditch for £570,000 and the leasehold of the Waterman, Cambridge

for £110,000. Grapes started trading straight away, but then had a small refurbishment in August 2017.

The Three Crowns opened at the end of March 2017 following a small refurbishment. The Waterman opened

at the end of July 2017 following a major refurbishment of the site.

The Petersfield, Cambridge reopened at the end of February 2017 following a major refurbishment, this site

was purchased in June 2016, as the Backstreet Bistro.

The Group also acquired Red Lion in Cambridge and Old Fire House in Exeter in July 2017 which started

trading straight away.

The Walrus in Brighton opened in June 2017 following a £2 million refurbishment.

The Group completed on the acquisition of Aragon House for £7.75 million, comprising £4.75 million in cash

and deferred consideration of £3 million, which is to be satisfied £2 million in cash and £1 million in shares.

Since the period end 25 December 2016 the Group exchanged on a new leasehold site in Cambridge

in October 2017 and exchange on the lease of a new site in Oxford.

Capital commitments
At the period end the Group has no capital commitments.

Adoption of IFRS in relation to the period from 30 December 2013 to 28 December 2014 –
restatement note
As explained in note 2 the financial statements for the period ended 25 December 2016 were the first

financial statements The City Pub Group PLC and The City Pub Company (West) Limited (together the

Group) respectively had prepared in accordance with IFRS. For periods up to and including the period ended

27 December 2015, the Group prepared its financial statements in accordance with UK Generally Accepted

Accounting Principles (UK GAAP).
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In preparing the 25 December 2016 financial statements in compliance with IFRS the comparative data for

the period from 29 December 2014 to the 27 December 2015 was transitioned to IFRS in accordance with

the requirements of IFRS 1. In preparing the 25 December 2016 financial statements, each entities’ opening

statement of financial position was prepared as at 29 December 2014, being the entity’s date of transition

to IFRS.

This Historical Financial Information requires the restatement of an earlier period from UK GAAP to IFRS,

being the period from 30 December 2013 to 28 December 2014. This period has been restated to IFRS as

outlined within the basis of preparation and shown within the reconciliation below, but does not represent

the Group’s first transition to IFRS.

This note explains the principal adjustments made by the Group in aggregating and restating its respective

UK GAAP financial statements, including the statement of financial position as at 30 December 2013 and

the financial statements for the period ended 28 December 2014. For the avoidance of doubt, as explained

in note 2, the aggregation of the two single entities is in compliance with SIR 2000 and does not represent

compliance with UK GAAP in all respects and has not previously been reported.

Estimates
The estimates at 30 December 2013 and at 28 December 2014 are consistent with those made for the

same dates in accordance with UK GAAP (after adjustments to reflect any differences in accounting policies).

The estimates used by the Group to present these amounts in accordance with IFRS reflect conditions at

30 December 2013, the date of restatement to IFRS, and as at 28 December 2014.

Notes to the reconciliation of equity as at 30 December 2013 and 28 December 2014 and total
comprehensive income for the year ended 28 December 2014

A Intangibles
Business combinations

Business combinations that took place since 30 December 2013, have been restated under IFRS 3. Under

UK GAAP, goodwill arising on business combinations is amortised. Under IFRS, goodwill is held at cost and

reviewed for impairment.

As a result amortisation that was charged under UK GAAP in the period from 30 December 2013 to

28 December 2014 has been adjusted for on restatement to IFRS.

B Deferred tax asset
On restating the 2013 balance sheet to IFRS the deferred tax asset previously recognised within other

receivables of £23,385 has been reclassified against the deferred tax liability.

C Turnover rents
On transition to IFRS a provision for turnover rents was required at the end of 29 December 2014, which

had previously been reported in the period ended 27 December 2015 under UK GAAP. On restatement of

the period from 30 December 2013 to 28 December 2014 the adjustment has been allocated further back

to the relevant period.
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Reconciliation of equity as at 30 December 2013 (prior to the date of transition to IFRS at
29 December 2014)

IFRS as at
Re- 30 December

UK GAAP measurements 2013
Notes £ £ £

Assets
Non-current
Intangible assets A 591,878 – 591,878

Property, plant and equipment 20,030,005 – 20,030,005
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Total non-current assets 20,621,883 – 20,621,883
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Current
Inventories 176,309 – 176,309

Trade and other receivables B 516,642 (23,385) 493,257

Cash and cash equivalents 477,766 – 477,766
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Total current assets 1,170,717 (23,385) 1,147,332
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Total assets 21,792,600 (23,385) 21,769,215
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables C (2,110,884) (60,455) (2,171,339)

Borrowings (3,975,843) – (3,975,843)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Total current liabilities (6,086,727) (60,455) (6,147,182)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Non-current
Borrowings – – –

Other payables – – –

Deferred tax liabilities B (32,886) 23,385 (9,501)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Total non-current liabilities (32,886) 23,385 (9,501)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Total liabilities (6,119,613) (37,070) (6,156,683)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Net assets 15,672,987 (60,455) 15,612,532
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Equity
Share capital 8,748,092 – 8,748,092

Share premium 8,062,339 – 8,062,339

Convertible preference share (CPS) – – –

Share-based payment reserve 36,502 – 36,502

Retained earnings C (1,173,946) (60,455) (1,234,401)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Total equity 15,672,987 (60,455) 15,612,532
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––
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Group reconciliation of equity as at 28 December 2014
IFRS as at

Re- 28 December
UK GAAP measurements 2014

Notes £ £ £
Assets
Non-current
Intangible assets A 1,379,098 412,780 1,791,878

Property, plant and equipment 28,640,574 – 28,640,574
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Total non-current assets 30,019,672 412,780 30,432,452
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Current
Inventories 252,152 – 252,152

Trade and other receivables 792,947 – 792,947

Cash and cash equivalents 1,478,425 – 1,478,425
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Total current assets 2,523,524 – 2,523,524
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Total assets 32,543,196 412,780 32,955,976
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables C (1,963,452) (293,545) (2,256,997)

Borrowings (550,000) – (550,000)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Total current liabilities (2,513,452) (293,545) (2,806,997)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Non-current
Borrowings (5,650,000) – (5,650,000)

Other payables – – –

Deferred tax liabilities (77,891) – (77,891)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Total non-current liabilities (5,727,891) – (5,727,891)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Total liabilities (8,241,343) (293,545) (8,534,888)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Net assets 24,301,853 119,235 24,421,088
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Equity
Share capital 12,910,404 – 12,910,404

Share premium 13,342,469 – 13,342,469

Convertible preference share (CPS) – – –

Share-based payment reserve 227,950 – 227,950

Retained earnings C (2,178,970) 119,235 (2,059,735)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Total equity 24,301,853 119,235 24,421,088
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––
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Reconciliation of total comprehensive income for the period ended 28 December 2014
IFRS for the

period ended
Re- 28 December

UK GAAP measurements 2014
Notes £ £ £

Revenue 15,261,070 – 15,261,070

Costs of sales (4,470,144) – (4,470,144)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Gross profit 10,790,926 – 10,790,926

Administrative expenses C & B (11,581,167) 179,690 (11,401,477)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Operating loss (790,241) 179,690 (610,551)

Reconciliation to adjusted EBITDA*
Operating loss (790,241) 179,690 (610,551)

Depreciation and amortisation A 2,367,772 (412,780) 1,954,992

Share option charge 191,448 – 191,448

Exceptional items C 330,221 82,067 412,288
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

*Earnings before exceptional items, share 
option charge, interest, taxation, depreciation
and amortisation 2,099,200 (151,023) 1,948,177

Finance costs (153,692) – (153,692)

Loss before tax (943,933) 179,690 (764,243)

Tax expense (61,091) – (61,091)
–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––

Loss for the period and total 
comprehensive income (1,005,024) 179,690 (825,334)

–––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––
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PART V

INTERIM RESULTS RELATING TO THE GROUP

This Part V contains in Section A, the accountant’s review report on unaudited financial information of the
Group and in Section B, the unaudited financial information

Section A – Accountant’s Review Report on Unaudited Interim Financial Information

The Directors
The City Pub Group plc
Essel House
2nd Floor
29 Foley Street
London
W1W 7TH

20 November 2017

Dear Sirs

The City Pub Group plc (the Company) and its subsidiary undertakings (together, the Group) –
Independent review report on the Unaudited Interim Financial Information

Introduction
We report on the unaudited interim financial information of the Group for the twenty six weeks ended 25 June
2017 as set out in Section B of Part V of the Company’s AIM admission document dated 20 November
2017 (the Admission Document) which comprises the Aggregated Statements of Comprehensive Income,
the Aggregated Statements of Financial Position, the Aggregated Statements of Changes in Equity, the
Aggregated Statements of Cashflows and the accompanying notes. We have read the other information
contained in the Admission Document and considered whether it contains any apparent misstatements or
material inconsistencies with the unaudited interim financial information.

This report is made solely to the Company in accordance with guidance contained in Independent Standard
on Review Engagements (UK) 2410, ‘Review of Interim Financial Information performed by the Independent
Auditor of the Entity’ issued by the Auditing Practices Board. Our review work has been undertaken so that
we might state to the Company those matters we are required to state to it in an independent review report
and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility
to anyone other than the Company for our review work, for this report, or for the conclusion we have formed
or for consenting to its inclusion in the Admission Document. We have not reviewed the financial information
for the 26 weeks 26 June 2016, which has been included for comparative purposes only, and accordingly
do not express an opinion thereon.

Directors’ responsibilities
The Admission Document and unaudited interim financial information is the responsibility of, and has been
approved by, the directors.

As disclosed in note 2 to the unaudited interim financial information, the first published annual financial
statements of the Group will be prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards
as adopted by the European Union (IFRS). As the legal formation of the Group has occurred on 20 November
2017 between entities which were under common management and control throughout the period of the
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unaudited interim financial information, the unaudited interim financial information has been prepared in
accordance with the ‘Entities Under Common Management and Control’ guidance set out in the Annexure
to Standards for Investment Reporting 2000 (Investment Reporting Standards Applicable to Public Reporting
Engagements on Historical Financial Information) and IFRS as disclosed in the basis of preparation in Note
2 the unaudited interim financial information.

Our responsibility
Our responsibility is to express to the Company a conclusion on the unaudited interim financial information,
for the purposes of the Admission Document, based on our review.

Scope of review
We conducted our review in accordance with International Standard on Review Engagements (UK) 2410,
‘Review of Interim Financial Information Performed by the Independent Auditor of the Entity’ issued by the
Auditing Practices Board for use in the United Kingdom. A review of interim financial information consists of
making enquiries, primarily of persons responsible for financial and accounting matters, and applying
analytical and other review procedures. A review is substantially less in scope than an audit conducted in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) and consequently does not enable us to obtain
assurance that we would become aware of all significant matters that might be identified in an audit.
Accordingly, we do not express an audit opinion.

Conclusion
Based on our review, nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that the unaudited interim
financial information for the twenty six weeks ended 25 June 2017 is not prepared, in all material respects,
in accordance with the basis of accounting described in Note 2 to the unaudited interim financial information.

Declaration
For the purposes of Paragraph (a) of Schedule Two of the AIM Rules for Companies we are responsible for
this report as part of the Admission Document and declare that we have taken all reasonable care to ensure
that the information contained in this report is, to the best of our knowledge, in accordance with the facts
and contains no omission likely to affect its import. This declaration is included in the Admission Document
in compliance with Paragraph (a) of Schedule Two of the AIM Rules for Companies.

Yours faithfully

GRANT THORNTON UK LLP
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Section B – Unaudited Interim Financial Information

UNAUDITED INTERIM AGGREGATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF THE GROUP FOR
THE 26 WEEKS ENDED 26 JUNE 2016 AND THE 26 WEEKS ENDED 25 JUNE 2017

Aggregated Statements of Comprehensive Income
For the 26 weeks ended 26 June 2016 and 25 June 2017

Notes 2016 2017
£ £

Revenue 3 12,201,660 16,297,090

Costs of sales (3,312,338) (4,334,171)
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Gross profit 3 8,889,322 11,962,919

Administrative expenses (8,410,529) (11,498,272)
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Operating profit 478,793 464,647

Reconciliation to adjusted EBITDA*
Operating profit 478,793 464,647

Depreciation 8 644,489 929,467

Share option charge 155,240 144,594

Exceptional items 4 336,968 872,009
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

*Earnings before exceptional items, share option charge,
interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation 1,615,490 2,410,717

Finance costs 5 (439,774) (542,833)
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Profit/(loss) before tax 39,019 (78,186)

Tax credit 6 51,799 31,274
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Profit/(loss) for the period and total comprehensive income 90,818 (46,912)
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

All activities comprise continuing operations. There are no recognised gains or losses other than those

passing through the statement of comprehensive income.

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this historical financial information.
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Aggregated Statements of Financial Position
As at 26 June 2016 and 25 June 2017

Notes 2016 2017
Assets £ £

Non-current
Intangible assets 7 1,772,493 1,902,494

Property, plant and equipment 8 47,701,447 52,528,067
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total non-current assets 49,473,940 54,430,561
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Current
Inventories 410,068 481,537

Trade and other receivables 9 935,119 1,383,769

Cash and cash equivalents 811,729 1,479,497
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total current assets 2,156,916 3,344,803
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total assets 51,630,856 57,775,364
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables 10 (3,261,683) (4,669,142)

Borrowings 11 (279,200) (315,640)
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total current liabilities (3,540,883) (4,984,782)
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Non-current
Borrowings 11 (16,716,487) (20,919,867)

Other payables (84,551) (21,272)

Deferred tax liabilities 12 (328,179) (518,499)
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total non-current liabilities (17,129,217) (21,459,638)
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total liabilities (20,670,100) (26,444,420)
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Net assets 30,960,756 31,330,944
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Equity
Share capital 12,910,404 12,934,904

Share premium – 187,000

Convertible preference share (CPS) 5,532,076 5,532,076

Share-based payment reserve 642,840 942,673

Retained earnings 11,875,436 11,734,291
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total equity 30,960,756 31,330,944
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this historical financial information.
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Aggregated Statements of Changes in Equity
For the 26 weeks ended 26 June 2016 and 25 June 2017

Convertible Share-
preference based 

Share Share share payment Retained
capital premium (“CPS”) reserve earnings Total

Balance at 
28 December 2015 12,910,404 – 4,188,716 487,600 11,784,618 29,371,338

Employee share-based 

compensation – – – 155,240 – 155,240

Issue of convertible 

preference shares 

treated as equity – – 1,343,360 – – 1,343,360
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Transactions with 
owners – – 1,343,360 155,240 – 1,498,600

–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Profit for the period – – – – 90,818 90,818
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Total comprehensive 
income for the period – – – – 90,818 90,818

–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Balance at 
26 June 2016 12,910,404 – 5,532,076 642,840 11,875,436 30,960,756

–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Employee share-based 

compensation – – – 155,239 – 155,239

Issue of share capital 

on private placement 24,500 187,000 – – – 211,500
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Transactions with 
owners 24,500 187,000 – 155,239 – 366,739

–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Profit for the period – – – – 293,454 293,454
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Total comprehensive 
income for the period – – – – 293,454 293,454

–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Balance at 
25 December 2016 12,934,904 187,000 5,532,076 798,079 12,168,890 31,620,949

–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Employee share-based 

compensation – – – 144,594 – 144,594

Dividends (note 14) – – – – (387,687) (387,687)
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Transactions with 
owners – – – 144,594 (387,687) (243,093)

–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Loss for the period – – – – (46,912) (46,912)
–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Total comprehensive 
income for the period – – – – (46,912) (46,912)

–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Balance at 
25 June 2017 12,934,904 187,000 5,532,076 942,673 11,734,291 31,330,944

–––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this historical financial information.
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Aggregated Statements of Cashflows
For the 26 weeks ended 26 June 2016 and 25 June 2017

Notes 2016 2017
£ £

Cash flows from operating activities
Profit/(loss) for the period 90,818 (46,912)

Taxation 6 (51,799) (31,274)

Finance costs 5 439,774 542,833
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Operating profit 478,793 464,647

Adjustments for:

Depreciation and impairment 8 644,489 1,379,467

Share-based payment charge 155,240 144,594

Change in inventories (75,958) (15,218)

Change in trade and other receivables (80,839) (168,380)

Change in trade and other payables 8,089 (641,568)
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Cash generated from operations 1,129,814 1,163,542

Tax paid – (24,970)
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Net cash from operating activities 1,129,814 1,138,572
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment 8 (6,695,234) (2,892,419)

Acquisition of new property sites 13 (8,800,000) (719,000)
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Net cash used in investing activities (15,495,234) (3,611,419)
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from issue of share capital 2,235,529 –

Repayment of borrowings (100,000) –

Proceeds from new borrowings 11,271,920 2,914,950

Interest paid (160,574) (227,192)
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Net cash from financing activities 13,246,875 2,687,758
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Net change in cash and cash equivalents (1,118,545) 214,911

Cash and cash equivalents at the start of the period 1,930,274 1,264,586
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period 811,729 1,479,497
––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this historical financial information.
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1 Nature of the business
The Aggregation comprises the results of The City Pub Group PLC (formerly The City Pub Company (East) PLC)

and The City Pub Company (West) Limited (formerly The City Pub Company (West) PLC). Each Company’s

principal activity is the management and operation of public houses, based on a geographical split. 

2 Basis of preparation
The unaudited aggregated historical financial information for the 26 weeks ended 26 June 2016 and 25 June

2017 and as at those dates has been prepared for inclusion in the AIM Admission Document dated

20 November 2017 on the basis of preparation and under the accounting policies set out in notes 2 and 3

to the audited aggregated historical financial information included in section B Part IV.

This unaudited aggregated historical financial information does not constitute statutory accounts within the

meaning of section 434 of the Companies Act 2006, is not a set of general purpose financial statements

under paragraph three of IFRS 1 – First Time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards and

does not comply with IAS 34 – Interim Financial Reporting.

The Directors of the Group are responsible for preparation of this unaudited aggregated historical financial

information.

3 Segmental analysis
The Group focuses its internal management reporting predominantly on revenue, adjusted EBITDA (being

earnings before exceptional items, share option charge, interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation)

and operating profit.

The Chief Operating Decision Maker (“CODM”) receives information on each pub and each pub is considered

to be an individual operating segment. In line with IFRS 8, each operating segment has the same

characteristics and therefore the pubs are aggregated to form the reportable segment below.

Revenue, and all the Group’s activities, arise wholly from the sale of goods and services within the

United Kingdom. All the Group’s non-current assets are located in the United Kingdom. 

2016 2017
£ £

Revenue 12,201,660 16,297,090 

Cost of sales (3,312,338) (4,334,171)
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Gross profit 8,889,322 11,962,919 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Operating expenses:

– operating expenses before adjusting items (7,273,832) (9,552,202)

Adjusted EBITDA 1,615,490 2,410,717 

– Depreciation and amortisation (644,489) (929,467)

– Share option charge (155,240) (144,594)

– exceptional items (336,968) (872,009)
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total operating expenses (8,410,529) (11,498,272)
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Operating profit 478,793 464,647 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

4 Exceptional items
2016 2017

£ £

Pre-opening costs 333,845 379,832 

Impairment of a pub site (note 8) – 450,000 

Other non-recurring items 3,123 42,177 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

336,968 872,009 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––
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5 Finance costs
2016 2017

£ £

On bank loans and overdrafts 158,305 227,192 

On CPS and other loans 2,269 – 

Accrued dividend on CPS 279,200 315,641 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

439,774 542,833 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

6 Tax charge on profit/(loss) on ordinary activities

(a) Analysis of tax charge for the period

The tax charge for the Group is based on the profit/(loss) for the period and represents:

2016 2017
£ £

Current income tax:

Current income tax credit (7,063) (15,676)

Adjustments in respect of current income tax of previous period (21,843) – 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Total current income tax (28,906) (15,676)
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Deferred tax:

Origination and reversal of temporary differences (18,176) (15,598)

Adjustments in respect of previous period (1,643) – 

Change in corporation tax rate (3,074) – 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Total deferred tax (note 12) (22,893) (15,598)
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Total tax credit (51,799) (31,274)
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

(b) Factors affecting total tax for the period

The tax assessed for the period differs from the standard rate of corporation tax in the United Kingdom

2016: 20.0%; 2017: 19.25%. The differences are explained as follows:

2016 2017
£ £

Profit/(loss) on ordinary activities before tax 39,019 (78,186) 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Profit/(loss) on ordinary activities multiplied by standard rate of 

corporation tax in the United Kingdom of 2016: 20.0%; 2017:19.25% 7,804 (15,051) 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Effect of:

Fixed asset differences (25,519) (16,558)

Items not deductible for tax purposes (1,975) 335 

Adjustment in respect of previous periods (23,486) – 

Change in corporation tax rate (8,623) – 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Total tax credit (51,799) (31,274) 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

It is estimated that the Group has losses available to carry forward against future trading profits

as follows:

2016 2017
£ £

The Group had estimated tax losses carried forward 514,383 – 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––
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7 Goodwill
2016 2017

£ £

Cost brought forward 1,772,493 1,772,493 

Additions – 130,001 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

At end of period 1,772,493 1,902,494 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Amortisation/impairment brought forward – – 

Provided during the period – – 

Disposal – – 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

At end of period – – 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Net book value at start of period 1,772,493 1,772,493 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Net book value at end of period 1,772,493 1,902,494 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

8 Property, plant and equipment

Fixtures, 
Freehold fittings 

& leasehold and 
property computers Total

£ £ £
Cost 
At 28 December 2015 28,302,765 8,085,317 36,388,082 

Additions 4,445,098 2,250,136 6,695,234 

Acquisitions (note 13) 8,800,000 – 8,800,000 
––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

At 26 June 2016 41,547,863 10,335,453 51,883,316 

Additions 2,076,684 1,532,155 3,608,839 

Acquisitions – – – 
––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

At 25 December 2016 43,624,547 11,867,608 55,492,155 

Additions 1,696,589 1,195,830 2,892,419 

Acquisitions (note 13) 387,149 201,850 588,999 
––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

At 25 June 2017 45,708,285 13,265,288 58,973,573 
––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Depreciation
At 28 December 2015 1,052,447 2,484,933 3,537,380 

Provided during the period 101,685 542,804 644,489 

Reclassification (338,937) 338,937 – 
––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

At 26 June 2016 815,195 3,366,674 4,181,869

Provided during the period 103,590 780,580 884,170 
––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

At 25 December 2016 918,785 4,147,254 5,066,039 

Provided during the period 130,041 799,426 929,467 

Impairment 237,000 213,000 450,000
––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

At 25 June 2017 1,285,826 5,159,680 6,445,506 
––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Net book value
At 28 December 2015 27,250,318 5,600,384 32,850,702 

––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

At 26 June 2016 40,732,668 6,968,779 47,701,447 
––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

At 25 December 2016 42,705,762 7,720,354 50,426,116 
––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

At 25 June 2017 44,422,459 8,105,608 52,528,067
––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––– ––––––––––––

During the period ended 25 June 2017 the group has made a provision for impairment against a Pub Site

in Bristol, due to poor performance and it has been reduced to its fair value less costs to sell.
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9 Trade and other receivables
2016 2017

£ £

Trade receivables 21,377 47,882

Other receivables 559,427 808,181 

Prepayments and accrued income 354,315 527,706 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

935,119 1,383,769 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

10 Current trade and other payables
2016 2017

£ £

Trade payables 1,712,823 1,572,806 

Other taxation and social security 320,458 1,078,853 

Corporation taxation 7,127 –

Accruals 891,937 1,512,095 

Other payables 329,338 505,388 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

3,261,683 4,669,142 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

11 Borrowings and financial liabilities
2016 2017

£ £

Current borrowings and financial liabilities:
Debt element of the Convertible Preference Shares 279,200 315,640 

Loans – – 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

279,200 315,640 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Non-current borrowings and financial liabilities:
Bank loans 12,271,921 16,475,301 

Debt element of the Convertible Preference Shares 4,444,566 4,444,566 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

16,716,487 20,919,867 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

At 26 June 2016 a bank loan of £7,000,000 was outstanding within The City Pub Group PLC and a bank loan

of £5,300,000 was outstanding within The City Pub Company (West) Limited. Barclays Bank PLC had a fixed

charge over certain freehold property as security in respect of these loans. Interest on each loan is payable at

LIBOR plus a margin, which varies dependant on the ratio of net debt to EBITDA. The loans are repayable in

June 2021. At 25 June 2017 a bank loan of £8,300,000 was outstanding within The City Pub Group PLC and

a bank loan of £8,300,000 was outstanding within The City Pub Company (West) Limited. The total

unamortised element of arrangement fees is £28,079 at 26 June 2016 and £124,699 at 25 June 2017.
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12 Deferred tax
2016 2017

£ £

Provision for deferred tax
Accelerated capital allowances 420,768 518,499 

Tax losses carried forward and other deductions (92,589) – 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

328,179 518,499 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Provision at the start of the period 351,072 534,097 

Deferred tax (release) / charge for the period (22,893) (15,598)
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Provision at 25 December 2016 328,179 518,499 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

The Directors believe that the Group will generate sufficient taxable profits in the future such that the tax

value of losses carried forward can be recognised in the current period. 

13 Business Combinations
During the period ended 26 June 2016 the Group has acquired three new sites for a combined consideration

of £8,800,000. The Cat & Mutton, Broadway Market in Hackney for £4,900,000, the Althorp, Wandsworth

Common for £2,500,000 and £1,400,000 for Inn on the Beach Ltd ,which owns the freehold of the Inn on

the Beach, Hayling Island. The trade and assets of the Inn on the Beach Ltd were hived up into The City

Pub Company (West) Limited upon acquisition. 

In February 2017, the Group completed on the leasehold of Grapes in Oxford for the amount of £150,000

and the leasehold of the Three Crowns, Shoreditch for £569,000.

All of the above acquisitions were part of the Group’s continuing strategy to expand its pub portfolio via

selective quality acquisitions.

2016 2017
£ £

Fair value:

Property, plant and equipment acquired 8,800,000 588,999 

Goodwill – 130,001 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Total 8,800,000 719,000 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

Satisfied by:

Cash 8,800,000 719,000 
–––––––––––– ––––––––––––

8,800,000 719,000 
–––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––

14 Dividends
The group declared a dividend of 1.5p per ordinary share during the period ended 25 June 2017, which

was approved at the Annual General Meeting on 17th May 2017. The dividend payable of £387,687 has

been accrued as at 25 June 2017 and deducted from retained earnings.

After the year end £226,785 of the dividend was paid in cash and £160,902 was distributed as a

scrip dividend.
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15 Post balance sheet events
The Group acquired Red Lion in Cambridge for £1,450,000, comprising £1,350,000 in cash and £100,000

in shares.

The Group also acquired Old Fire House in Exeter in July 2017, which started trading straight away, for

consideration of £3,100,000. £2,635,000 was paid on completion, with £155,000 payable on the first

anniversary of completion and the final £310,000 payable on the second anniversary. 

The Group completed on the acquisition of Aragon House which is a freehold pub for £7,750,000,

comprising £4,750,000 in cash and deferred consideration of £3,000,000 which is to be satisfied £2,000,000

in cash and £1,000,000 in shares.

Since the period end 25 June 2017 the Group exchanged on a new leasehold site in Cambridge in October

2017 and exchanged on the lease of a new site in Oxford.
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PART VI

UNAUDITED PRO FORMA STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS OF THE CITY PUB GROUP PLC

Set out below is the unaudited pro forma statement of net assets prepared to illustrate the effect on the net

assets of the merged group of The City Pub Group PLC and The City Pub Company (West) Limited and the

Placing as if the Placing had taken place on the 25 June 2017. It has been prepared, on the basis of the

notes set out below, for illustrative purposes only. Because of its nature, it addresses a hypothetical situation

and therefore this pro forma statement of net assets does not represent the actual financial position of the

merged group.

Fundraising
Aggregated Preference & bank Payment of Proforma
Group as at share finance transaction consolidated

25 June 2017 conversion repayment fees net assets
Note 1 Note 2 Note 3 Note 4

Assets
Non-current
Intangible assets 1,902,494 – – – 1,902,494 

Property, plant and equipment 52,528,067 – – – 52,528,067 
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total non–current assets 54,430,561 – – – 54,430,561 
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Current
Inventories 481,537 – – – 481,537 

Trade and other receivables 1,383,769 – – – 1,383,769 

Cash and cash equivalents 1,479,497 – 18,524,700 (2,086,000) 17,918,197
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total current assets 3,344,803 – 18,524,700 (2,086,000) 19,783,503
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total assets 57,775,364 – 18,524,700 (2,086,000) 74,214,064
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables (4,669,142) – – – (4,669,142)

Borrowings (315,640) – – – (315,640)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total current liabilities (4,984,782) – – – (4,984,782)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Non–current
Borrowings (20,919,867) 4,444,565 16,475,301 – –

Other payables (21,272) – – – (21,272)

Deferred tax liabilities (518,499) – – – (518,499)
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total non–current liabilities (21,459,638) 4,444,565 16,475,301 – 539,771
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Total liabilities (26,444,420) 4,444,565 16,475,301 – 5,524,553
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––

Net assets 31,330,944 4,444,565 35,000,001 (2,086,000) 68,689,511
––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– ––––––––––––– –––––––––––––
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The pro forma statement of net assets has been prepared on the basis of the notes below:

1. The net assets of The City Pub Group PLC as at 25 June 2017 have been extracted from the unaudited interim financial statements

of the six months then ended.

2. The preference share conversion represents the debt element of the convertible preference shares that will convert to Ordinary

Shares on Admission.

3. Represents the proceeds of £35 million from the Placing of 20,588,236 Ordinary Shares. This will pay down the borrowings to

zero and will leave a cash balance.

4. Represents the payment of the fees that will be due to the advisors and brokers on the transaction.

The pro forma statement of net assets does not constitute statutory accounts within the meaning of section 434(3) of the Companies

Act 2006. Apart from the items described above, no other adjustments have been made to reflect any issue of equity, trading

expenditure, changes in working capital, change in debt or other movements subsequent to 25 June 2017.

The following notes are not been reflected in the pro forma balance sheet as they do not directly relate to the transaction, but have

been shown for disclosure purposes.

In February 2017, the Group completed on the leasehold of the Waterman, Cambridge for £110,000. The Waterman opened at the

end of July 2017 following a major refurbishment of the site.

The Group also acquired Red Lion in Cambridge for £1,450,000 and Old Fire House in Exeter for £3,100,000 in July 2017, which both

started trading straight away.

In September 2017, the Group agreed to purchase Aragon House in Parsons Green, London for the sum of £7,750,000. The Group

paid £4,750,000 to complete on this transaction leaving a deferred consideration of £3,000,000 to be paid partly in cash and partly in

shares following the transaction at the end of November 2017.

Since the half year, the Group drew an additional £8,700,000 on the bank facility in order to fund these acquisitions. As at 31 October

2017, the Group had drawn £25,300,000 of the £30,000,000 facility.

The Group announced its maiden dividend of 1.5p per Ordinary Share earlier on this year. The dividend was paid out to Ordinary

Shareholders just after the half year end. The total amount of the dividend was £388,000 and some 41 per cent. of the dividend was

paid out via a scrip dividend with the issue of 100,372 new Ordinary Shares in the Group.

The Group’s portfolio is held on the balance sheet at historical cost. A valuation report of the Group’s portfolio (excluding Aragon House)

is set out in Part VII of this document.
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PART VII

SUMMARY VALUATION REPORT BY CBRE

CBRE Limited 

Henrietta House 

Henrietta Place

London W1G 0NB

Switchboard +44 20 7182 2000

Fax +44 20 7182 2273

Report Date 20 November 2017

Addressees The Directors

City Pub Group Plc

Essel House,

2nd Floor, 29 Foley Street, 

London

W1W 7TH

(the “Company”)

Liberum Capital Limited

Ropemaker Place

25 Ropemaker Street

London

EC2Y 9LY

Acting in its capacity as Nominated Adviser 

The Properties Portfolio of 32 Public Houses, as listed in the Schedule of Properties

below.

Ownership Purpose Owner occupation

Instruction To value the unencumbered freehold/leasehold interests (as

appropriate) in the Properties on the basis of Market Value as at the

Valuation Date in accordance with the terms of engagement entered

into between CBRE and the Addressees dated 29 September 2017.

This report represents a condensed Valuation Report to the

Addressees in respect of the same properties. The Aggregate

Market Value is the same in each report.

Purpose The Valuation has been prepared for a Regulated Purpose in

accordance with the RICS Valuation – Global Standards 2017 which

incorporate the International Valuation Standards and the RICS

Valuation – Professional Standards UK January 2014 (revised April

2015) (“the Red Book”). It is understood that our Valuation Report

and the Appendices to it (together the “Valuation Report”) is required

for inclusion in a Admission Document (the “Admission Document”),

which is to be published by the Company pursuant to a proposed

initial public offering of shares which are to admitted to and traded

on the AIM market on the London Stock Exchange.

The Valuation Date The effective date of the valuation is 11 October 2017.

Brief Summary of the Portfolio The Properties form a portfolio of 32 public houses described in the

Schedule of Properties (the “Portfolio”). The Properties are owned

and traded as public houses, with a predominantly premium, wet

led trading style. 18 of the properties are held Freehold, 1 Long

Leasehold and 13 leaseholds with less than 50 years unexpired.
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Report Format Appendix A of this Valuation Report contains the Schedule of

Properties and Market Values. Appendix B provided the Property

Details.

Compliance with We confirm that the valuations have been prepared in accordance

Valuation Standards with the RICS Valuation – Global Standards 2017 which incorporate

the International Valuation Standards and the RICS Valuation –

Professional Standards UK January 2014 (revised April 2015) (“the

Red Book”).

The valuations are compliant with the International Valuations

Standards and in accordance with paragraphs 128 to 130 of the

ESMA update (ESMA/201129/81) of the Committee of European

Securities Regulators’ (CESR) recommendations for the consistent

implementation of the European Commission regulation (EC)

n. 809/2004 implementing the Prospectus Directive and the UK

Stock Exchange requirements.

This Valuation is a professional opinion and is expressly not intended

to serve as a warranty, assurance or guarantee of any particular

value of the subject property. Other valuers may reach different

conclusions as to the value of the subject properties. This Valuation

is for the sole purpose of providing the intended user with the valuer’s

independent professional opinion of the value of each of the subject

properties as at the Valuation date.

Capacity of Valuer We confirm that we have undertaken the valuations acting as

External Valuer as defined in the RICS Valuation – Global Standards

2017.

We confirm we have sufficient current local and national knowledge

of the particular property market involved and have the skills and

understanding to undertake the valuations competently.

Where the knowledge and skill requirements of the Red Book have

been met in aggregate by more than one valuer within CBRE Ltd,

we confirm that a list of those valuers has been retained within the

working papers, together with confirmation that each named valuer

complies with the requirements of the Red Book.

Assumptions The Schedule to this Valuation Report comprises a summary of the

Properties valued. We have made various assumptions as to tenure,

letting, taxation, town planning and the condition and repair to

buildings and sites-including ground and groundwater

contamination-as detailed under Valuation Assumptions below and

mentioned elsewhere in our Valuation Report (the “Assumptions”).

If any of the information or assumptions on which the valuations are

based are subsequently found to be incorrect, the Valuation figures

may also be incorrect and should be reconsidered.

Variation from Standard None.

Assumptions

Trading Potential The definition of ‘Market Value’, together with our comments and

assumptions adopted for the Valuation – including trade related

Valuations – are detailed under Valuation Assumptions below.
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Aggregate Market Value Subject to the contents of this Valuation Report, we are of the

opinion that the aggregate of the Market Values, as defined in the

RICS Valuation – Global Standards 2017, of the freehold and

leasehold interests as at 11 October 2017 is:

£73,650,000
(Seventy Three Million, Six Hundred and 

Fifty Thousand Pounds).

exclusive of purchaser’s costs and VAT.

Where a property is owned through an indirect investment structure

or a joint tenancy in a trust for sale, our valuation represents the

relevant apportioned percentage of ownership of the value of the

whole property, assuming full management control. Our valuation

therefore is unlikely to represent the Market Value of the interests in

the indirect investment structure through which the property is held.

In each case in respect of these properties we have valued

100 per cent. of the ownership of each property.

We have valued the Properties individually and no account has been

taken of any discount or premium that may be negotiated in the

market if all or part of the portfolio was to be marketed

simultaneously, either in lots or as a whole.

Our opinion of Market Value is based upon the Scope of Work and

Valuation Assumptions attached, and has been primarily derived

using comparable recent market transactions on arm’s length terms.

There are no negative values to report.

The blended multiplier on our opinion of Fair Maintainable Operating

Profit (FMOP), based on the aggregate of the individual market

values as stated herein, equates to 7.20x. As noted above we have

valued the properties individually and this multiplier is provided for

information purposes only.

Long Short
Freehold Leasehold Leasehold* Total

£64,400,000 £1,750,000 £7,500,000 £73,650,000

*Less than 50 years

The Company has expressly instructed us not to disclose certain

information which is considered to be commercially sensitive, namely

the rental information and the individual values of the properties.

There are 8 properties of the 32 which individually have a value of

more than 5 per cent. of the aggregate of the individual market

values. The aggregate value of these properties represents 58.5 per

cent. of the aggregate of the market values across the portfolio.

These are as follows:
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CBRE SAY
Name Address Town Value

Phene 9 Phene Street London £7,920,000

Cat & Mutton 76 Broadway London £6,890,000

Market

Lighthouse 441 Battersea London £5,370,000

Park Road

Georgian Townhouse 30-34 Unthank Norwich £5,260,000

Road

Lion & Lobster 24 Sillwood Street Brighton £4,890,000

Cork 11-12 Westgate Bath £4,870,000

Buildings

Bath Brew House 14 James Street Bath £4,110,000

West

Walrus 10 Ship Street Brighton £3,740,000

Total 43,050,000

The Aggregate current rent of the 14 leasehold properties is

£1,213,500 per annum.

ESMA 130 (vi) ESMA 130 (vi) requires us to comment on any differences between

the valuation figure in this Valuation Report and the valuation figure

included in the Company’s latest published annual accounts.

We confirm that CBRE has not previously valued the properties. We

note from City Pub Group Plc that the valuation figures included in

the latest annual accounts for City Pub Co (East) Plc and City Pub

Co (West) Plc are Director valuations undertaken internally.

No Material Change We hereby confirm that as at the date of this report:

(i) we have not become aware (after having made enquiry of the
Company) of any material change since 11 October 2017 in
any matter relating to any property covered by our Valuation
Report which in our opinion would have a material effect on the
value as at today’s date, and

(ii) in relation to market conditions and movements in the property
markets in which the properties covered by our Valuation
Report are located, based on observed transactions involving
comparable properties which have occurred and independent
data published, in each case, since 11 October 2017 we do
not consider that the movement in respect of the subject
properties constitutes material change.

Independence The total fees, including the fee for this assignment, earned by CBRE
Ltd (or other companies forming part of the same group of
companies within the UK) from the Addressees (or other companies
forming part of the same group of companies) is less than 5.0 per
cent. of CBRE Ltd’s total UK revenues.

It is not anticipated that this will change in the financial year to
31 December 2017. 

We confirm that CBRE Ltd does not have any material interest in the
Company or any of the Properties.
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Disclosures CBRE Ltd has not had previous involvement in the Properties nor
any involvement with the Company.

We do not consider that any conflict of interest arises for us in
preparing the advice requested by the Company and the Company
has confirmed this to us.

Responsibility We are responsible for our Valuation Report and accept responsibility
for the information contained in our Valuation Report and confirm
that to the best of our knowledge (having taken all reasonable care
to ensure that such is the case), the information contained in our
Valuation Report is in accordance with the facts and contains no
omissions likely to affect its import.

No reliance may be placed upon this responsibility statement or the
contents of this Valuation Report by any party for any purpose other
than in connection with the Purpose of Valuation and, to the fullest
extent permitted by law, we accept no liability for any losses arising
as a result of such reliance.

Reliance This report is for the use only of the party to whom it is addressed
for the specific purpose set out herein and no responsibility is
accepted to any third party for the whole or any part of its contents
save as set out in “Responsibility” above.

Publication Neither the whole nor any part of our report nor any references
thereto may be included in any published document, circular or
statement nor published in any way without our prior written
approval.

Before this Valuation Report, or any part thereof, is disclosed orally

or otherwise to a third party, CBRE’s written approval of the form

and context of such publication or disclosure must first be obtained.

Such publication or disclosure will not be permitted unless where

relevant it incorporates the Assumptions referred to herein. For the

avoidance of doubt, such approval is required whether or not CBRE

is referred to by name and whether or not the contents of our

Valuation Report are combined with others.

Such publication of, or reference to this report will not be permitted

unless it contains a sufficient contemporaneous reference to any

departure from the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors Valuation

Standards or the incorporation of any special assumptions referred

to herein.
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SCOPE OF WORKS

Sources of Information We have carried out our work based upon information supplied to 

us by City Pub Company (East) Plc (now re-named City Pub Group

Plc) primarily comprising trading information (three full years

management accounts to FY 16 where available), title certificates

and tenancy information, which we have assumed to be correct

and comprehensive.

We have requested but not been provided with any legal, technical

or environmental due diligence reports.

Inspections We internally inspected all Properties between 3 October 2017 and

11 October 2017 (see Appendix B). The Company has advised us

of changes that have occurred to the Properties in the

intervening period.

Areas We have not measured the Properties but have relied upon the floor

areas where available provided to us by City Pub Company (East)

Plc (now named City Pub Group Plc), which we have assumed to

be correct and comprehensive. We understand that the areas

provided are on a Gross Internal Area basis.

Environmental Matters We have not undertaken, nor are we aware of the content of, any

environmental audit or other environmental investigation or soil

survey which may have been carried out on the Properties and which

may draw attention to any contamination or the possibility of any

such contamination.

We have not carried out any investigations into the past or present

uses of the Properties, nor of any neighbouring land, in order to

establish whether there is any potential for contamination and have

therefore assumed that none exists.

Repair and Condition We have not carried out building surveys, tested services, made

independent site investigations, inspected woodwork, exposed parts

of the structure which were covered, unexposed or inaccessible, nor

arranged for any investigations to be carried out to determine

whether or not any deleterious or hazardous materials or techniques

have been used, or are present, in any part of the Properties. We

are unable, therefore, to give any assurance that the Properties are

free from defect.

We have not undertaken planning enquiries.

We have assumed that, save as disclosed to us by the Company,

all buildings have been erected in accordance with planning

permissions and the Properties have the benefit of permanent

planning consents or existing use rights for their current use and that

no adverse planning conditions or restrictions apply.

Town Planning and Statutory

Requirements
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We have assumed that the Properties are not adversely affected by

any town planning or road proposals and that all buildings comply

with all statutory and local authority requirements including building,

fire, and health and safety regulation and are not subject to any

outstanding statutory notices as to their construction, use or

occupation.

Titles, Tenures and Lettings Details of title/tenure under which the Properties are held and of

lettings to which it is subject are as supplied to us. We have not

generally examined nor had access to all the deeds, leases or other

documents relating thereto. Where information from deeds, leases

or other documents is recorded in this report, it represents our

understanding of the relevant documents. We should emphasise,

however, that the interpretation of the documents of title (including

relevant deeds, leases and planning consents) is the responsibility

of your legal adviser.

We have not conducted credit enquiries on the financial status of

any tenants. We have, however, reflected our general understanding

of purchasers’ likely perceptions of the financial status of tenants.
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VALUATION ASSUMPTIONS

Introduction An Assumption is defined in the Red Book Glossary and 4 to be a

“supposition taken to be true” (an “Assumption”).

Assumptions are facts, conditions or situations affecting the subject

of, or approach to, a valuation that it has been agreed need not be

verified by the valuer as part of the valuation process. Assumptions

are made when it is reasonable for the valuer to accept that

something is true without the need for specific investigation.

The Company has confirmed and we confirm that our Assumptions

are correct as far as the Company and we, respectively, are aware.

In the event that any of these Assumptions prove to be incorrect

then our valuations should be reviewed. The principal Assumptions

which we have made are stated within this Valuation Report.

For the avoidance of doubt, the Assumptions made do not affect

compliance with the approach to Market Value under the Red Book.

Basis of Value Each valuation has been prepared on the basis of Market Value,

which is defined in the Red Book as:

“The estimated amount for which an asset or liability should

exchange on the Valuation date between a willing buyer and a willing

seller in an arm’s-length transaction, after proper marketing and

where the parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and

without compulsion.”

The valuation represents the figure that would appear in a

hypothetical contract of sale at the valuation date. No adjustment

has been made to this figure for any expenses of acquisition or

realisation – nor for taxation which might arise in the event of

a disposal.

No account has been taken of any inter-company leases or

arrangements, nor of any mortgages, debentures or other charge.

No account has been taken of the availability or otherwise of capital

based Government or European Community grants.

VAT All rents and capital values stated in this report are exclusive of VAT.

Trade Related Valuations We have had regard to the RICS Valuation Practice Guidance

Application (VGPA) 4 on the Valuation of individual trade related

properties. Key considerations are set out below.

The essential characteristics of properties that are normally sold on

the basis of their trading or underlying trading potential is that they

are designed, or adapted, for a specific use and the resulting lack of

flexibility usually means that the value of the Property interest is

intrinsically linked to the returns that an owner can generate from

that use.
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The Valuation of the operational entity usually includes:

(a) the legal interest in the land and buildings;

(b) the trade inventory, usually comprising all trade fixtures, fittings,

furnishings and equipment; and

(c) the market’s perception of the trading potential, together with

an assumed ability to obtain/renew existing licences, consents,

certificates and permits.

The Valuation excludes consumables and stock in trade and any

antiques, fine art and chattels.

The Valuation includes trade items and equipment that are essential

to the running of the operational entity but which either are owned

separately from the land and buildings or are leased – see under

Trading Properties heading below.

Unless we state otherwise, our Valuation is based on an estimate of

the maintainable level of trade (Fair Maintainable Turnover (“FMT”))

and future profitability (Fair Maintainable Operating Profit (“FMOP”))

that a competent operator of a business conducted on the premises

acting in an efficient manner (the Reasonably Efficient Operator

(REO”)) would expect to achieve. The concept involves estimating

the market’s perception of the earnings potential of the Property

having regard to its inherent characteristics and prevailing market

conditions rather than the actual level of trade under the existing

ownership. Therefore, any personal goodwill that is created by the

current owner or management is excluded.

FMT assumes that the Property is properly equipped, repaired,

maintained and decorated. FMOP is stated prior to depreciation and

finance costs relating to the asset itself, and any rent if leasehold. In

valuing leasehold property, we reflect the rent liabilities.

Rental Values Unless stated otherwise rental values indicated in our report are

those which have been adopted by us as appropriate in assessing

the capital value and are not necessarily appropriate for other

purposes, nor do they necessarily accord with the definition of

Market Rent in the Red Book, which is as follows:

“The estimated amount for which an interest in real property should

be leased on the Valuation date between a willing lessor and a willing

lessee on appropriate lease terms in an arm’s-length transaction,

after proper marketing and where the parties had each acted

knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion.”.

Environmental Matters In the absence of any information to the contrary, we have assumed

that:

(a) the properties are not contaminated and are not adversely

affected by any existing or proposed environmental law;

(b) any processes which are carried out on the properties which

are regulated by environmental legislation are properly licensed

by the appropriate authorities.
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(c) in England and Wales, the properties possess current Energy

Performance Certificates (EPCs) as required under the

Government’s Energy Performance of Buildings Directive – and

that they have an energy efficient standard of ‘E’, or better. We

would draw your attention to the fact that under the Energy

Efficiency (Private Rented Property) (England and Wales)

Regulations 2015 it will be unlawful for landlords to rent out a

business premise from 1st April 2018 – unless the site has

reached a minimum EPC rating of an ‘E’, or secured a relevant

exemption. In Scotland, we have assumed that the Properties

possess current Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs) as

required under the Scottish Government’s Energy Performance

of Buildings (Scotland) Regulations – and that they meet energy

standards equivalent to those introduced by the 2002 building

regulations. We would draw your attention to the fact the

Assessment of Energy Performance of non- domestic

Buildings (Scotland) Regulations 2016 came into force on 1st

September 2016. From this date, building owners are required

to commission an EPC and Action Plan for sale or new rental

of non-domestic buildings bigger than 1,000 sq m that do not

meet 2002 building regulations energy standards. Action Plans

contain building improvement measures that must be

implemented within 3.5 years, subject to certain exemptions.

(d) the properties are either not subject to flooding risk or, if they

are, that sufficient flood defences are in place and that

appropriate building insurance could be obtained at a cost that

would not materially affect the capital value.

High voltage electrical supply equipment may exist within, or

in close proximity of, the properties. The National Radiological

Protection Board (NRPB) has advised that there may be a risk,

in specified circumstances, to the health of certain categories

of people. Public perception may, therefore, affect marketability

and future value of the property. Our Valuation reflects our

current understanding of the market and we have not made a

discount to reflect the presence of this equipment.

Repair and Condition In the absence of any information to the contrary, we have assumed

that:

(a) there are no abnormal ground conditions, nor archaeological

remains, present which might adversely affect the current or

future occupation, development or value of the properties;

(b) the properties are free from rot, infestation, structural or latent

defect;

(c) no currently known deleterious or hazardous materials or

suspect techniques have been used in the construction of, or

subsequent alterations or additions to, the properties; and

(d) the services, and any associated controls or software, are in

working order and free from defect.

We have otherwise had regard to the age and apparent general

condition of the properties. Comments made in the property

details do not purport to express an opinion about, or advise

upon, the condition of uninspected parts and should not be
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taken as making an implied representation or statement about

such parts.

Unless stated otherwise within this report, and in the absence of any

information to the contrary, we have assumed that:

(a) the properties possess a good and marketable title free from

any onerous or hampering restrictions or conditions;

(b) the buildings have been erected either prior to planning control,

or in accordance with planning permissions, and have the

benefit of permanent planning consents or existing use rights

for their current use;

(c) the properties are not adversely affected by town planning or

road proposals;

(d) the buildings comply with all statutory and local authority

requirements including building, fire and health and

safety regulations;

(e) only minor or inconsequential costs will be incurred if any

modifications or alterations are necessary in order for occupiers

of the properties to comply with the provisions of the Disability

Discrimination Act 1995 (in Northern Ireland) or the Equality Act

2010 (in the rest of the UK);

(f) all rent reviews are upward only and are to be assessed by

reference to full current market rents;

(g) there are no tenant’s improvements that will materially affect

our opinion of the rent that would be obtained on review

or renewal;

(h) tenants will meet their obligations under their leases, and are

responsible for insurance, payment of business rates, and all

repairs, whether directly or by means of a service charge;

(i) there are no user restrictions or other restrictive covenants in

leases which would adversely affect value;

(j) where more than 50 per cent. of the floorspace of the

properties are in residential use, the Landlord and Tenant Act

1987 (the “Act”) gives certain rights to defined residential

tenants to acquire the freehold/head leasehold interest in the

properties. Where this is applicable, we have assumed that

necessary notices have been given to the residential tenants

under the provisions of the Act, and that such tenants have

elected not to acquire the freehold/head leasehold interest.

Disposal on the open market is therefore unrestricted;

(k) where appropriate, permission to assign the interest being

valued herein would not be withheld by the landlord where

required;

(l) vacant possession can be given of all accommodation which

is unlet or is let on a service occupancy; and

(m) Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) – or, in Scotland, Land and

Buildings Transaction Tax (LABTT) – will apply at the rate

currently applicable.

Title, Tenure, Lettings, 

Planning, Taxation and 

Statutory & Local 

Authority requirements
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APPENDIX A: SCHEDULE OF PROPERTIES

Ref Address Tenure

1 Alfies, 157 High Street, Winchester, SO23 9BA Short Leasehold

2 Althorp, 20 Bellevue Road, London, SW17 7EB Freehold

3 Bath Brew House, 14 James Street West, Bath, BA1 2BX Freehold

4 Cambridge Brew House, 1 King Street, Cambridge, CB1 1LH Long Leasehold

5 Cat & Mutton, 76 Broadway Market, London, E8 4QJ Freehold

6 Cock & Bottle , 17 Needham Road, London, W11 2RP Short Leasehold

7 Cork, 11-12 Westgate Buildings, Bath, BA1 1EB Freehold

8 Daly’s Wine Bar & Temple Brew House, 210 Strand & 46 Essex Street, Short Leasehold

London, WC2R 1AP & WC2R 3JF

9 George Street Social, 35 New Inn Hall Street, Oxford, OX1 2DH Short Leasehold

10 Georgian Townhouse, 30-34 Unthank Road, Norwich, NR2 2RB Freehold

11 Grapes (Beerd), 7 George Street, Oxford, OX1 2AT Short Leasehold

12 Inn On The Beach, 97 Seafront, Hayling Island, PO11 0AS Freehold

13 King Street Brew House, Ground Floor & Basement, Bristol, BS1 4RR Short Leasehold

14 Lighthouse, 441 Battersea Park Road, London, SW11 4LR Freehold

15 Lion & Lobster, 24 Sillwood Street, Brighton, BN1 2PS Freehold

16 London Road Brew House, 67-75 London Road, Southampton, SO15 2AB Freehold

17 Mill , 14 Mill Lane, Cambridge, CB2 1RX Short Leasehold

18 Nell Gwynne, 1-2 Bull Inn Court, London, WC2R 0NP Freehold

19 Old Bicycle Shop, 104 Regents Street, Cambridge, CB2 1DP Freehold

20 Old Fire House, 50 New Road, Exeter, EX4 4EP Freehold

21 Petersfield, 2 Sturton Street, Cambridge, CB1 2QA Freehold

22 Phene, 9 Phene Street, London, SW3 5NY Freehold

23 Prince Street Social, 37-41 Prince Street, Bristol, BS1 4PS Short Leasehold

24 Punt Yard, 6-8 Quayside, Cambridge, CB5 8AB Short Leasehold

25 Red Lion, 27 High Street, Cambridge, CB24 9JD Freehold

26 Roundhouse, 2 Northside, London, SW18 2SS Short Leasehold

27 St Aldates Tavern, 108 St Aldates, Oxford, OX1 1BU Short Leasehold

28 St Andrews Brew House, 39-41 St. Andrews Street, Norwich, NR2 4TP Freehold

29 Three Crowns, 8 East Road, London, N1 6AD Short Leasehold

30 Walrus, 10 Ship Street, Brighton, BN1 1AD Freehold

31 Waterman & No. 30, 32 Chesterton Road, Cambridge, CB4 3AX Short Leasehold

32 Westgate, 2 Romsey Road, Winchester, SO23 8TP Freehold
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APPENDIX B: PROPERTY DETAILS

Pub Town Location & Description Tenure Inspection Date

10/10/2017

04/10/2017

04/10/2017

05/10/2017

The property is situated towards the

lower end of the High Street, close to

the Guildhall. Alfies is a mid-terraced

licenced premises of brick construction

with painted elevations. The business is

focused on the local late night market

and the pub is very popular with

students. The Property is laid out to

provide accommodation on ground and

first floor levels. The licenced areas

include a series of outdoor rooms onto

a rear court-yard section.

The Subject Property

is held short

leasehold until

September 2029.

Approximately 11.74

years unexpired. The

rent is next reviewed

in September

2019.The passing

rent is £80,000.

Alfies Winchester

LondonAlthorp The Althorp is in a prominent position

on the B237 Bellevue Road at its

junction with St James Drive, in a

predominantly residential area, made up

of a mix of residential and commercial

uses. The property is an end of terrace

pub of brick construction with painted

and rendered elevations under a part

pitched, part flat roof. The business is

focused on the local market. The

Property is laid out to provide

accommodation on basement, ground

and first floor level.

Freehold

BathBath Brew

House

Bath Brew House is in a prominent

location on James Street West, on the

western fringe of the city centre. The

Bath Brew House is a town centre pub

which offers well configured

accommodation, along with a large beer

garden that is almost entirely covered by

a marquee during the winter months.

The business is focused around its

destination craft beer offer and caters

for Bath’s student population and it’s

locals. The Property is laid out to

provide accommodation on basement,

ground and first floor.

Freehold

The Subject Property

is held long leasehold

until March 2070.

Approximately 52.23

years unexpired. The

rent is next reviewed

in July 2021. The rent

is reviewed to 50 per

cent. of Market

Rent.The passing rent

is £40,000.

The Cambridge Brew House is located

in a prominent position on King Street, a

traditional drinking circuit in Cambridge

town centre in a predominantly leisure

and residential location. The Cambridge

Brew House is a large brick built brew

pub with a broad offer configured

across two floors, with a small first floor

beer terrace. The business is craft beer

led with sport, food and two function

rooms. The property is laid out to

provide accommodation on ground and

two upper floors.

CambridgeCambridge

Brew House
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Cat & Mutton London The Cat & Mutton is situated in a

prominent position at the northern end

of Broadway Market next to London

Fields, a secondary high street location

made up of a mix of residential and

commercial uses. The Cat and Mutton

is a traditional corner pub of brick

construction and offers well configured

trading accommodation over two floors.

The business is focused on the local

market targeting an affluent young

demographic. The Property is laid out to

provide accommodation on basement,

ground and two upper floor levels.

Freehold

Cock & Bottle London The Cock and Bottle is well positioned

on Artesian Road which runs north of

and parallel to Westbourne Grove. The

immediate surrounding area is

dominated by terraced three storey

period houses, along with local retail

and service providers. The Cock and

Bottle is an attractive corner building

arranged over three floors, providing

traditional public house accommodation

with ground floor bar, first floor

restaurant and managers flat above.

The Subject Property

is held short

leasehold until

January 2045.

Approximately 27.08

years unexpired. The

rent is next reviewed

in January 2020.The

passing rent is

£121,000.

Cork Bath The Cork occupies a prominent position

in a city centre location. It is double

fronted with entrances at the southern

end of Westgate Buildings and on

James Street West. The Bath Brew

House is a town centre pub and bar

which offers trading accommodation

over 2 floors along with a beer garden

to the rear. The business is on the local

circuit and caters for Bath’s student

population and its locals. The Property

is laid out to provide accommodation on

basement, ground, first and lower

ground floor levels. The main entrance is

off Westgate Buildings at ground floor

level with the beer garden and access at

lower ground level facing James Street

West.

Freehold
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09/10/2017

The Subject Property

is held short

leasehold until

September 2030.

Approximately 12.68

years unexpired. The

rent is next reviewed

in September

2020.The passing

rent is £100,000.

The George Street Social is a café and

bar located in a prominent corner

position on George Street, at the corner

of New Inn Hall Street (which leads to

the newly redeveloped Westgate St).

George Street Social is an open plan,

two storey property which trades as an

all day café and bar including a good

food offer. The property is laid out to

provide accommodation on ground and

first floors.

OxfordGeorge Street

Social

Daly’s Wine

Bar & Temple

Brew House

London Daly’s Wine Bar & Temple Brew House

are situated in a prominent position on

the corner of the Strand and Essex

Street, to the north west of Temple and

just off the Aldwych. Daly’s Wine Bar &

Temple Brew House trades as two

separate operations. Daly’s Wine Bar

operates on the ground floor and

Temple Brew House operates in the

basement. The two businesses both

focus on after work trade with Daly’s

offering a strong food and wine offer

and the Temple Brew House focusing

on craft beer. The Property is laid out to

provide accommodation on basement

and ground floor levels.

The Subject Property

is held short

leasehold until June

2034. Approximately

16.48 years

unexpired. The rent is

next reviewed in June

2019.The passing

rent is £135,000.

Georgian

Townhouse

Norwich The Georgian Townhouse is prominently

located to the west of the city centre,

just outside the inner ring road (the

B1108). The A11 city access lies just to

the south and it is a 10 minute drive to

the central city facilities. The Georgian

Townhouse comprises three former

residential houses and a link building to

form the property. It is brick built and is

constructed over two storeys under

pitched mixed material roofs. There is a

conservatory to the rear. The property

provides a large bar and dining space,

large trade garden and 22 double/ twin

ensuite guest rooms.

Freehold

Grapes (Beerd) Oxford The Grapes is located on George

Street, a popular leisure circuit and busy

location near to the junction with

Cornmarket Street (the main high street)

and also Gloucester Green where the

bus station is located. The Grapes is a

very small, but well configured

traditional public house which does not

benefit from any outdoor seating. The

business is focussed on the real ale and

craft beer market. The property is laid

out to provide accommodation on

basement, ground and first floors.

The Subject Property

is held short

leasehold until July

2037. Approximately

19.52 years

unexpired. The rent is

next reviewed in July

2017.The passing

rent is £60,000.
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09/10/2017

09/10/2017

Hayling Island The property is situated on Hayling

Island beach with uninterrupted views of

the Solent. There are grassed areas to

the north. Hayling town centre is

approximately 800 metres to the east of

the property. The Inn on the Beach is a

detached 2 storey public house with

panoramic views of the Solent. Set on

the beach front with concrete sea

defences. There is a car park to the

front. The majority of the public areas

are at first floor to benefit the coastal

views.

FreeholdInn On The

Beach

King Street

Brew House

Bristol King Street Brew house is in a

prominent position on King Street, at it’s

junction with the Welsh Back, in a city

centre location made up of a mix of A3

and A4 uses. The King Street Brew

House is a town centre pub and micro

brewery. The business is focused

around its craft beer offer and caters for

Bristol’s student population, it’s locals

and other destination weekend trade

including stag and hen parties. The

Property is laid out to provide

accommodation on basement and

ground floor levels.

The Subject Property

is held short

leasehold until

October 2040.

Approximately 22.81

years unexpired. The

rent is next reviewed

in October 2020.The

passing rent is

£95,000.

Lighthouse London The Lighthouse is situated in a

prominent location fronting the A3220 at

it’s junction with the A3025. The

immediate area is predominantly

residential in nature with some

commercial uses. Immediately opposite

is a residential estate agency office. The

Lighthouse offers well configured

accommodation along with a good

sized beer garden. The business is

focused on the local market with a food

and entertainment offer. The Property is

laid out to provide accommodation on

basement, ground, first and second

floors.

Freehold

Lion & Lobster Brighton The Lion and Lobster is in a back street,

residential location, but just to the south

of Western Road, the main thoroughfare

between Hove and Brighton. The Lion &

Lobster has a very strong local following

and offers a traditional pub and

restaurant environment with a late night

licence. The property is laid out to

provide accommodation on basement

and two upper floors.

Freehold
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03/10/2017

04/10/2017

03/10/2017

Southampton London Road is situated to the north of

the central commercial area. The

property is situated towards the north

end of London Road, close to the club

and student circuit. London Road Brew

House comprises an end of terrace unit

with dual entrance from London Road.

The three storey property is of brick

construction. The property has a micro-

brewery situated to side of the trade

accommodation. There is a mezzanine

area with staircase access.

FreeholdLondon Road

Brew House

Mill Cambridge The Mill is in a prominent position on a

busy pedestrian thoroughfare facing the

river Cam and the Coe Fen, it is located

on the corner of Granta Place and Mill

Lane and is surrounded predominantly

by University buildings as well as

restaurants, pubs and a hotel. The Mill

is a well known, popular pub which

offers small but well configured

accommodation internally and although

it does not have a beer garden, it

benefits from the high number of

drinkers who visit Coe Fen in summer.

The business is wet led and popular

with local and tourist trade alike. The

Mill is laid out to provide

accommodation on basement, ground

and first floor levels.

The Subject Property

is held short

leasehold until

February 2037.

Approximately 19.11

years unexpired. The

rent is next reviewed

in February 2017.The

landlord has a rolling

option to determine

the lease from 2017

on 6 months notice.

Compensation is

limited to the previous

years rent paid.The

passing rent is

£130,000. A turnover

rent is also payable.

Nell Gwynne London The Nell Gwynne is a well known back

street pub, just off the Strand close to

the Adelphi Theatre. The Nell Gwynne is

a small traditional lock up pub. The

business caters to theatre goers and

professionals after work. The Property is

laid out to provide accommodation on

basement and ground floor levels.

Freehold

Old Bicycle

Shop

Cambridge The Old Bicycle shop is in a prominent

position on Regent Street, the main

road through the city centre, near to it’s

junction with the A603 in a

predominantly retail and restaurant

location. The Old Bicycle Shop is an all

day café, bar and restaurant concept in

a former retail unit. It is well configured

with a narrower entrance and bar area,

opening up to a large restaurant at the

rear and small outdoor terrace. The

Property is laid out to provide

accommodation on basement, ground

and two upper floor levels.

Freehold
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04/10/2017
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04/10/2017

04/10/2017

Exeter The Old Fire House is in a prominent

position on New North Road in a city

centre fringe location. The Old Fire

House is an unusual pub which offers

accommodation arranged in two joined

buildings around a central walled

courtyard. The business is focused on

the local and student market with a

strong food offer. The Property is laid

out to provide accommodation on

ground and two upper floor levels. The

beer terrace is within a central walled

courtyard.

FreeholdOld Fire House

Petersfield Cambridge The Petersfield is a corner property in a

residential neighbourhood within the city

centre. It is surrounded by residential

but is near to Mill Road, a busy

commercial street. The Petersfield is a

well configured traditional pub, with an

attractive terrace to the rear. The

business is focused on craft beer and

has a strong gastro food offer. The

Property is laid out to provide

accommodation on ground, basement

and two upper floor levels.

Freehold

Phene London The Phene is located in a residential

position. To the north a couple of

minutes walk away is the King’s Road,

the nearest section of which is

characterised by a mix of uses,

including sandwich shops, a fire station

and various pubs and restaurants. The

nearest London Underground station is

Sloane Square, 10 minutes walk away.

The Phene is a semi detached corner

brick building principally over three

storeys, with a single storey rear

extension and adjoining conservatory.

The business is focused on the local

market but benefits from significant

destination trade.

Freehold

Prince Street

Social

Bristol Prince Street Social is situated in a

prominent location on Princes Street.

This is a city centre location between

the Kings Street and Harbourside

circuits. Princes Street Social is a

modern gastro pub which offers well

configured accommodation. The

business is focused on the local market

with a strong food offer. The Property is

laid out to provide accommodation on

basement and ground floor levels.

The Subject Property

is held short

leasehold until

November 2040.

Approximately 22.86

years unexpired. The

rent is next reviewed

in November

2020.The passing

rent is £60,000.
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10/10/2017

Cambridge The Punt Yard is located in a riverside

square of restaurants opposite

Magdalene college and next to

Magdalene Street. The area

predominantly comprises bars and

restaurants, in addition to university

buildings and residential. The Punt Yard

is a bar and restaurant which offers well

configured, open plan accommodation

along with outside seating to front and

rear. The business provides a craft beer

and pizza offer. The property is laid out

to provide accommodation on ground

floor only.

The Subject Property

is held short

leasehold until

January 2032.

Approximately 14.08

years unexpired. The

rent is next reviewed

in August 2022.The

passing rent is

£75,000.

Punt Yard

Red Lion Cambridge The Red Lion is on the main street

through Histon in a mixed retail and

residential location. The Red Lion is a

traditional pub which offers

accommodation split across two areas

with a central bar servery. The business

is focussed on real ale and is highly

decorated with brewing memorabilia.

The property is laid out to provide

accommodation on ground and first

floor levels.

Freehold

Roundhouse London The Roundhouse is in a prominent

position on the A3 close to its junction

with Spencer Park B234 in a

predominantly residential area. It lies just

to the south of St John’s Hill. The

property comprises a prominent end of

terrace corner unit. The business is

focussed on the local community. The

Property comprises the basement and

ground floor only of a three storey

building. The upper floors have been

converted into residential

accommodation and do not form part of

the demise.

The Subject Property

is held short

leasehold until July

2025. Approximately

7.58 years unexpired.

The rent is next

reviewed in August

2020.The passing

rent is £75,000.

St Aldates

Tavern

Oxford The Aldates Tavern is a in a prominent

position on A420 near it’s junction with

the High Street in a predominantly retail

location. The Aldates Tavern is a large

traditional pub, long and rectangular

internally with a first floor function room.

The business is focussed on the

university society and local business

trade. The property is laid out to provide

accommodation on basement, ground

and two upper floors.

The Subject Property

is held short

leasehold until July

2022. Approximately

4.53 years unexpired.

The rent is next

reviewed in July

2017.The passing

rent is £90,000. A

turnover rent is also

payable.
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05/10/2017

09/10/2017

04/10/2017

10/10/2017

Norwich St Andrew’s Brew House is situated a

short distance from the prime city

centre uses, on the edge of a

pedestrianised area. It is some two

minutes walk from the bar and

restaurant area of Tombland and the

retail centre. Both the Cathedral and

castle are within walking distance. St

Andrew’s Brew House is an end of

terrace, prominent pub. It consists of

two integrated buildings of three and

four storeys respectively, under a part

pitched and part flat roof. The business

is focused around its craft beer offer.

FreeholdSt Andrews

Brew House

Three Crowns London Three Crowns is in a prominent position

just north of the Old Street roundabout

on New North Road, close to its

junction with City Road. The Three

Crowns is a modern upmarket lock up

pub. The business forms part of

Shoreditch’s established circuit. The

business is wet led, but has a strong

food offer. The Property is laid out to

provide accommodation on basement

and ground floor levels.

The Subject Property

is held short

leasehold until

November 2031.

Approximately 13.88

years unexpired. The

rent is next reviewed

in May 2018.The

passing rent is

£75,000.

Walrus Brighton The Walrus is in the city centre on a side

street from the main retail core. The

Walrus is a very large traditional

building, offering three levels with

different offers on each – a music

venue, traditional pub and a restaurant.

The property is laid out to provide

accommodation on basement, ground

and two upper floors.

Freehold

Waterman &

No. 30

Cambridge The Waterman is located in a prominent

position on Chesterton Road, at it’s

junction with Victoria Avenue where is

bridges the river Cam. It is in a mixed

retail, leisure and residential location.

The Waterman offers a traditional pub,

upper floor lettings rooms, an adjoining

all day café and a outdoor terrace and

function room. The property is laid out

to provide accommodation on ground

and first floors.

The Subject Property

is held short

leasehold until

February 2042.

Approximately 24.12

years unexpired. The

rent is next reviewed

in February 2022.The

passing rent is

£77,500.
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10/10/2017FreeholdThe Westgate is situated towards the

top end of the High Street. Romsey

Road is a main thoroughfare to the City

and provides indirect access to the train

station and town centre car parks. The

Westgate comprises a prominent

corner/end of terrace licenced premises

with letting rooms on the upper floors

and a small courtyard to rear. There are

three types of letting rooms (Snug,

Comfy and Suite). The property is laid

out to provide accommodation on

basement, ground and three upper

floors.

WinchesterWestgate



PART VIII

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE PLACING

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON THE PLACING FOR INVITED PLACEES PROCURED BY
THE JOINT BROKERS ONLY.

MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO TAKE PART IN THE PLACING. THESE TERMS
AND CONDITIONS ARE FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY AND ARE DIRECTED ONLY AT: (A)
PERSONS IN MEMBER STATES OF THE EEA WHO ARE QUALIFIED INVESTORS AS DEFINED IN
SECTION 86(7) OF FSMA (“QUALIFIED INVESTORS”), BEING PERSONS FALLING WITHIN THE
MEANING OF ARTICLE 2(1)(E) OF THE EU PROSPECTUS DIRECTIVE INCLUDING ANY RELEVANT
IMPLEMENTING DIRECTIVE MEASURE IN ANY MEMBER STATE; (B) IN THE UNITED KINGDOM,
QUALIFIED INVESTORS WHO ARE PERSONS WHO (I) FALL WITHIN ARTICLE 19(5) OF THE
FINANCIAL SERVICES AND MARKETS ACT 2000 (FINANCIAL PROMOTION) ORDER 2005 (THE
“FINANCIAL PROMOTION ORDER”); (II) FALL WITHIN ARTICLE 49(2)(A) TO (D) (HIGH NET WORTH
COMPANIES, UNINCORPORATED ASSOCIATIONS, ETC) OF THE FINANCIAL PROMOTION
ORDER; OR (III) ARE PERSONS TO WHOM IT MAY OTHERWISE BE LAWFULLY COMMUNICATED
(ALL SUCH PERSONS TOGETHER BEING REFERRED TO AS “RELEVANT PERSONS”). THESE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS MUST NOT BE ACTED ON OR RELIED ON BY PERSONS WHO ARE
NOT RELEVANT PERSONS. ANY INVESTMENT OR INVESTMENT ACTIVITY TO WHICH THESE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS RELATES IS AVAILABLE ONLY TO RELEVANT PERSONS AND WILL
BE ENGAGED IN ONLY WITH RELEVANT PERSONS.

EACH PLACEE SHOULD CONSULT WITH ITS OWN ADVISERS AS TO LEGAL, TAX, BUSINESS
AND RELATED ASPECTS IN RELATION TO ANY PURCHASE OF PLACING SHARES.

1. Details of the Placing
The Company will allot and issue 20,588,236 New Ordinary Shares pursuant to the Placing, raising proceeds

of £35 million before commissions and other estimated fees and expenses of approximately £2.1 million.

The Selling Shareholders will sell 6,838,787 Sale Shares pursuant to the Placing.

The Joint Brokers have conditionally placed the New Ordinary Shares and Sale Shares at the Placing Price

with certain institutional and qualified professional investors in circumstances which do not give rise to a

public offer in respect of which the Company would be obliged to publish a prospectus. The Placing Shares

will, in aggregate, represent 48.57 per cent. of the issued share capital of the Group on Admission.

Further details, terms and conditions of the Placing are set out in paragraphs 2 to 10 (inclusive) of this

Part VIII (Terms and Conditions of the Placing).

2. Introduction
Each person that is invited to and which confirms its agreement (whether orally or in writing) to either of the

Joint Brokers to acquire Placing Shares under the Placing (the “Placee”) will be irrevocably bound by these

terms and conditions and will be deemed to have accepted them.

The Joint Brokers may require any Placee to agree to such further terms and/or conditions and/or give such

additional warranties and/or representations as they may, in their absolute discretion, see fit and/or may

require such Placee to execute a separate placing letter.

Upon being notified of the Placing Price and its allocation of Placing Shares in the Placing, a Placee shall be

contractually committed to acquire and pay for the number of Placing Shares allocated to them at the Placing

Price (“Placing Participation”) and, to the fullest extent permitted by law, will be deemed to have agreed

not to exercise any rights to rescind or terminate or otherwise withdraw from such commitment. Dealing

may not begin before any notification is made.
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In the event that the Joint Brokers have procured acceptances from Placees in connection with the Placing

prior to the date of the despatch of the Admission Document to a Placee, the Joint Brokers will, prior to

Admission, request confirmation from any such Placee that its Placing Participation as agreed in any earlier

commitment remains firm and binding upon these terms and conditions and referable to the contents of

the Admission Document of which these terms and conditions form part. Upon such confirmation being

given (whether orally, in writing or by conduct (including, without limitation, by receipt of the relevant placing

proceeds by the Joint Brokers)) any agreement made in respect of the Placing Shares shall be varied,

amended and/or ratified in accordance with these terms and conditions and based upon this Admission

Document and no reliance may be placed by a Placee on any earlier version or draft of this document,

including any pathfinder or P-Proof.

3. Agreement to subscribe for or acquire Placing Shares
Application will be made to the London Stock Exchange for the admission of the Placing Shares to be issued

pursuant to the Placing to trading on AIM. Except as otherwise set forth herein, it is anticipated that dealings

in the Placing Shares will commence on AIM at 8.00 a.m. on 23 November 2017 for normal account settlement

and that Admission will become effective on that date. The Placing Shares will not be admitted to trading on

any stock exchange other than AIM. Each Placee will be deemed to have read these terms and conditions in

their entirety. The Joint Brokers are acting for the Company and are acting for the Selling Shareholders and no

one else in connection with the Placing and will not regard any other person (whether or not a recipient of

these terms and conditions) as a client in relation to the Placing and, to the fullest extent permitted by law and

applicable FCA rules, neither the Joint Brokers nor any of their affiliates will have any liability to Placees or to

any person other than the Company and the Selling Shareholders in respect of the Placing.

The Company reserves the right, in its sole and absolute discretion, to scale back applications in such

amounts as it considers appropriate. Each of the Joint Brokers and the Company also reserves the right to

decline, in whole or in part, any application for Placing Shares pursuant to the Placing. Accordingly, applicants

for Placing Shares may, in certain circumstances, not be allotted and/or sold the number of Placing Shares

for which they have applied. The balance of subscription monies in the event of scaling back (or unsuccessful

applications) will be posted to applicants by cheque (or, in the case of payment by electronic transfer,

transferred to the bank from which payment was made), without interest, at the applicant’s own risk.

The Placing Shares will rank equally in all respects with the Existing Ordinary Shares of the Group on

Admission, including the right to receive dividends or other distributions, if any.

4. Conditions
Each Placee’s Placing Participation is in all respects conditional upon:

(a) the Placing Agreement becoming unconditional in all respects and not having been terminated in

accordance with its terms; and

(b) Admission having become effective,

in each case by 23 November 2017 or such later time and/or date as the Company and each of the Joint

Brokers agree, but in any event being no later than 7 December 2017.

Pursuant to the Placing Agreement, the Joint Brokers have agreed, on behalf of and as agents for the

Company, to use reasonable endeavours to procure subscribers or purchasers for the Placing Shares at

the Placing Price, subject to these terms and conditions. For the avoidance of doubt, the Placing will not be

underwritten and no commissions are payable to a Placee in respect of their Placing Participation.

The Placing Agreement will (inter alia) contain certain warranties from the Company and the Directors and

certain indemnities given by the Company for the benefit of the Joint Brokers. The Joint Brokers may, in

their absolute discretion, terminate the Placing Agreement if prior to Admission, inter alia, a force majeure

event occurs, there is a material breach of any of the warranties or undertakings or any fact or circumstance

arises which causes a warranty to become untrue, inaccurate or misleading in any material respect or the

Company or the Company’s directors fail to comply with their respective obligations under the Placing

Agreement in any material respect. The exercise by the Joint Brokers of any right of termination or any right

of waiver exercisable by the Joint Brokers contained in the Placing Agreement or the exercise of any
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discretion under the Admission Document and the Terms and Conditions set out herein is within the absolute
discretion of the Joint Brokers acting in good faith and they will not have any liability to a Placee whatsoever
in connection with any decision to exercise or not exercise any such rights.

By accepting the Placing Shares referred to in the Admission Document, each Placee agrees that the Joint
Brokers without having any liability to them, may, in their absolute discretion, exercise the right, (i) not to
enter into the Placing Agreement; (ii) to extend the time for fulfilment of any of the conditions in the Placing
Agreement (provided that the Placee’s commitment is not extended beyond 7 December 2017), (iii) to waive,
in whole or in part, fulfilment of certain of the conditions; or (iv) to terminate the Placing Agreement, in each
case without consulting such Placee.

If: (a) any of the conditions in the Placing Agreement are not satisfied (or, where relevant, waived); (b) the
Placing Agreement is terminated; or (c) the Placing Agreement does not otherwise become unconditional
in all respects, the Placing will not proceed and all funds delivered by a Placee to either of the Joint Brokers
will be returned to such Placee at their risk without interest, their rights and obligations hereunder shall cease
and determine at such time and no claim shall be made by such Placee in respect thereof.

None of the Company, the Directors, any Selling Shareholder or either of the Joint Brokers owes any
fiduciary duty to any Placee in respect of the representations, warranties, undertakings or indemnities in
the Placing Agreement.

5. Settlement
The Company has applied for the Ordinary Shares to be held in CREST and settlement of the Placing Shares
will take place in CREST.

Placing Shares will be delivered direct into the Placee’s CREST account, provided payment has been made
in terms satisfactory to one of the Joint Brokers and the details provided by the Placee have provided
sufficient information to allow the CREST system to match to the CREST account specified. Placing Shares
comprised in the Placee’s Placing Participation are expected to be delivered to the CREST account which
a Placee specifies by telephone to the Placee’s usual sales contact at one of the Joint Brokers.

If the Placee does not provide any CREST details or if the Placee provides insufficient CREST details to
match within the CREST system to your details, the Joint Brokers may, at their discretion, deliver the Placee’s
Placing Participation in certificated form provided payment has been made in terms satisfactory to the Joint
Brokers and all conditions in relation to the Placing have been satisfied or waived.

Subject to the conditions set out above, payment in respect of the Placee’s Placing Participation is due as
set out below. Placees should provide their settlement details in order to enable instructions to be
successfully matched in CREST. The relevant settlement details are as follows:

CREST participant ID of Liberum: LBQAQ
CREST participant ID of Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG: 5KQAQ

Expected Trade date: Monday 20 November 2017
Settlement date: Thursday 23 November 2017
ISIN code for the Placing Shares: GB00BYWRS683
Deadline for Placee to input instructions into CREST: 10.00 a.m. Wednesday 22 November 2017

In the event that the Placing Agreement does not become unconditional in all respects or is terminated, the
Placing will not proceed. Once the Placing Shares are allotted and issued, such Placing Shares will be
admitted to CREST with effect from Admission. It is expected that dealings on AIM in the Placing Shares
will commence at 8.00 a.m. on 23 November 2017.

6. Payment for Placing Shares
In the event of any failure by any Placee to pay for its Placing Participation as so directed and/or by the time
required by the Joint Brokers, the relevant Placee shall be deemed hereby to have appointed each of the
Joint Brokers (jointly and severally) or any nominee of the Joint Brokers as its agent to use its reasonable
endeavours to sell (in one or more transactions) any or all of the Placing Shares in respect of which payment
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shall not have been made as directed by the Joint Brokers and to indemnify each of the Joint Brokers and

its affiliates on demand in respect of any liability for stamp duty and/or stamp duty reserve tax or any other

liability whatsoever arising in respect of any such sale or sales. A sale of all or any of such Placing Shares

shall not release the relevant Placee from the obligation to make such payment for Placing Shares to the

extent that the Joint Brokers or their nominee has failed to sell such Placing Shares at a consideration which

after deduction of the expenses of such sale and payment of stamp duty and/or stamp duty reserve tax as

aforementioned, is equal to or exceeds the Placing Price per Placing Share.

7. Selling and Transfer Restrictions

General

7.1 The distribution of this document and the offer of the Placing Shares in certain jurisdictions may be

restricted by law. This document does not constitute an offer or invitation to acquire, underwrite or

dispose of, or any solicitation of any offer or invitation to acquire, underwrite or dispose of, any Ordinary

Shares or other securities of the Company to any person in any jurisdiction to whom it is unlawful to

make such offer, invitation or solicitation in such jurisdiction, and therefore persons into whose

possession this document comes should inform themselves about and observe any restrictions, and

must be persons who are able to lawfully receive this document in their jurisdiction (all such persons

being “Relevant Persons”), including those set out in paragraphs that follow. Any failure to comply

with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the securities laws of any such jurisdiction.

7.2 No action has been or will be taken in any jurisdiction that would permit a public offering of the Placing

Shares, or possession or distribution of this document or any other offering material in any country or

jurisdiction which action for that purpose is required. Accordingly, the Placing Shares may not be offered

or sold, directly or indirectly, and neither this document nor any other offering material or advertisement

in connection with the Placing Shares may be distributed or published in or from any country or

jurisdiction except in circumstances that will result in compliance with any and all applicable rules and

regulations of any such country or jurisdiction.

7.3 In particular, neither this document, nor these terms and conditions, constitutes an offer or invitation

(or a solicitation of any offer or invitation) to acquire, underwrite or dispose of, or otherwise deal in, any

Ordinary Shares or other securities of the Company in the United States, Canada, Australia, the

Republic of South Africa, Japan or New Zealand, or in any other jurisdiction in which any such offer,

invitation or solicitation is or would be unlawful (“Excluded Jurisdiction”). The offer and sale of

Ordinary Shares has not been, and will not be, registered under the applicable securities laws of

Canada, Australia, Japan, New Zealand or the Republic of South Africa. Subject to certain exemptions,

the Ordinary Shares may not be offered to, or sold within, Canada, Australia, Japan, New Zealand or

the Republic of South Africa or to any national, resident or citizen of Canada, Australia, Japan,

New Zealand or the Republic of South Africa.

7.4 Prospective investors must inform themselves as to: (a) the legal requirements within their own countries

for the purchase, holding, transfer, redemption or other disposal of the Ordinary Shares; (b) any foreign

exchange restrictions applicable to the purchase, holding, transfer, redemption or other disposal of

the Ordinary Shares which they might encounter; and (c) the income and other tax consequences

which may apply in their own countries as a result of the purchase, holding, transfer, redemption or

other disposal of the Ordinary Shares.
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EEA

7.5 In relation to each Member State, no Placing Shares have been offered or will be offered pursuant to

the Placing to the public in that Member State, except that offers of Placing Shares may be made to

the public in that Member State at any time under the following exemptions under the Prospectus

Directive, if they are implemented in that Member State:

(a) to any legal entity which is a “qualified investor” as defined under the Prospectus Directive;

(b) to fewer than 150 natural or legal persons (other than “qualified investors” as defined under the

Prospectus Directive); or

(c) in any other circumstances falling within Article 3(2) of the Prospectus Directive, provided that no

such offer of Placing Shares shall result in a requirement for the publication of a prospectus

pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Directive or any measure implementing the Prospectus

Directive in a Member State and each person who initially acquires any Placing Shares or to whom

any offer is made under the Placing will be deemed to have represented, acknowledged and

agreed that it is a “qualified investor” within the meaning of the law in that Member State

implementing Article 2(1)(e) of the Prospectus Directive.

7.6 The expression an “offer of any shares to the public” in relation to any Placing Shares in any Member

State means a communication to persons in any form and by any means presenting sufficient

information on the terms of the offer and the Placing Shares to be offered, so as to enable a Placee to

decide to acquire any Placing Shares, as the same may be varied for that Member State by any

measure implementing the Prospectus Directive in that Member State.

7.7 In the case of any Placing Shares being offered to a financial intermediary as that term is used in Article

3(2) of the Prospectus Directive, such financial intermediary will also be deemed to have represented,

acknowledged and agreed that the Placing Shares acquired by it in the Placing have not been acquired

on a non-discretionary basis on behalf of, nor have they been acquired with a view to their offer or

resale to persons in circumstances which may give rise to an offer of any Ordinary Shares to the public

other than their offer or resale in a Member State to “qualified investors” as so defined or in

circumstances in which the prior consent of each of the Joint Brokers has been obtained to each such

proposed offer or resale. The Group and the Joint Brokers and their respective affiliates, and others

will rely upon the truth and accuracy of the foregoing representation, acknowledgement and agreement.

Notwithstanding the above, a person who is not a “qualified investor” and who has notified the Joint

Brokers of such fact in writing may, with the prior consent of the Joint Brokers, be permitted to acquire

Placing Shares in the Placing.

United States

7.8 The Placing Shares have not been and will not be registered under the US Securities Act, or with any

securities regulatory authority of any State or other jurisdiction of the United States and, subject to

certain exceptions, may not be offered or sold within the United States. The Placing Shares are being

sold outside of the United States in reliance on Regulation S.

8. Representations and Warranties
By agreeing to acquire or subscribe for Placing Shares, each Placee who confirms their agreement to acquire

or subscribe for Placing Shares will (for itself and any person(s) procured by it to acquire or subscribe for

Placing Shares and any nominee(s) for any such person(s)) be deemed to irrevocably agree, undertake,

represent, warrant and acknowledge to each of the Company, the Registrar and the Joint Brokers that:

8.1 the exercise by either of the Joint Brokers of any rights or discretion under the Placing Agreement shall

be within the absolute discretion of the Joint Brokers and the Joint Brokers need not have any reference

to a Placee and shall have no liability to a Placee whatsoever in connection with any decision to exercise

or not to exercise any such right. Each Placee agrees that it has no rights against either of the Joint

Brokers, the Company and any of their respective directors and employees under the Placing

Agreement pursuant to the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999;

8.2 in agreeing to acquire or subscribe for Placing Shares under the Placing, it is relying solely on this

document and any supplementary admission document issued by the Company and not on any other
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information given, or representation or statement made at any time (including, without limitation, the

roadshow presentation prepared by the Company or research by any party containing information

about the Company), by any person concerning the Company, the Placing Shares, the Placing or

Admission. It agrees that none of the Company, the Joint Brokers nor any of their affiliates, nor any of

their respective directors, officers, agents or employees, will have any liability for any other information

or representation. It irrevocably and unconditionally waives any rights it may have in respect of any

other information, representation or statements;

8.3 it acknowledges that the content of this document is exclusively the responsibility of the Company and

the Board and none of the Joint Brokers nor any person acting on its behalf nor any of its affiliates

makes any representation, express or implied, nor accepts any responsibility whatsoever for the

contents of this document nor for any information, representation or statement made or purported to

be made by them or on its or their behalf in connection with the Company, the Placing Shares, the

Placing or Admission;

8.4 it will indemnify on an after-tax basis and hold harmless the Company and the Joint Brokers and

their respective affiliates and any person acting on their behalf from any and all costs, claims, liabilities

and expenses (including legal fees and expenses) arising out of or in connection with any breach of

the representations, warranties, acknowledgements, agreements and undertakings in these terms

and conditions;

8.5 if the laws of any territory or jurisdiction outside the United Kingdom are applicable to its agreement

to acquire Placing Shares under the Placing, it undertakes, represents and warrants that it is a person

to whom the Placing Shares may be lawfully offered under that other jurisdiction’s laws and regulations

has complied with all such laws, obtained all governmental and other consents which may be required,

complied with all requisite formalities and paid any issue, transfer or other taxes due in connection with

its application in any territory and that it has not taken any action or omitted to take any action which

will result in the Company or the Joint Brokers or any of their respective affiliates or any of their

respective officers, agents, employees or affiliates acting in breach of the regulatory or legal

requirements, directly or indirectly, of any territory or jurisdiction outside the United Kingdom in

connection with the Placing;

8.6 it does not have a registered address in, and is not a citizen, resident or national of, any jurisdiction in

which it is unlawful to make or accept an offer of the Placing Shares and it is not acting on a

nondiscretionary basis for any such person;

8.7 it is liable for any capital duty, stamp duty, stamp duty reserve tax and all other stamp, issue, securities,

transfer, registration, documentary or other duties or taxes (including any interest, fines or penalties

relating thereto) payable outside the United Kingdom by it or any other person on the acquisition by it

of any Placing Shares or the agreement by it to acquire any Placing Shares;

8.8 it agrees that, having had the opportunity to read this document, it shall be deemed to have had notice

of all information, undertakings, representations and warranties contained in this document, that it is

acquiring Placing Shares solely on the basis of this document and no other information and that in

accepting a participation in the Placing it has had access to all information it believes necessary or

appropriate in connection with its decision to acquire Placing Shares;

8.9 it has carefully read and understands this document in its entirety and acknowledges that it is acquiring

Placing Shares on the terms, and subject to the conditions, set out in this Part VIII (Terms and
Conditions of the Placing) and the Articles as in force at the date of Admission, and that such agreement

is legally binding and irrevocable, and is not capable of termination or rescission in any circumstances

save for fraud, whether concluded by telephone or otherwise. Such Placee agrees that these terms

and conditions represent the whole and only agreement between the Placee, the Joint Brokers and

the Company in relation to the Placee’s participation in the Placing and supersede any previous

agreement between any of such parties in relation to such participation. Accordingly, all other terms,

conditions, representations, warranties and other statements which would otherwise be implied (by

law or otherwise) shall not form part of these terms and conditions. Such Placee agrees that none of

the Company, the Joint Brokers nor any of their respective officers or directors will have any liability for

any such other information or representation and irrevocably and unconditionally waives any rights it

may have in respect of any such other information or representation;
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8.10 that, save in the event of fraud on the part of the Joint Brokers, none of the Joint Brokers, their ultimate

holding companies nor any direct or indirect subsidiary undertakings of such holding companies, nor

any of their respective directors, officers and employees shall be responsible or liable to a Placee or

any of its clients for any matter arising out of either of the Joint Brokers’ role whether as nominated

adviser, sole bookrunner or broker, or otherwise in connection with the Placing and that where any

such responsibility or liability nevertheless arises as a matter of law, the Placee and, if relevant, its

clients, will, to the fullest extent permitted by law, immediately waive any claim against any of such

persons which the Placee or any of its clients may have in respect thereof;

8.11 it acknowledges that no person is authorised in connection with the Placing to give any information or

make any representation other than as contained in this document and, if given or made, any

information or representation must not be relied upon as having been authorised by either of the Joint

Brokers or the Company;

8.12 it is not applying as, nor is it applying as nominee or agent for, a person who is or may be liable to

notify and account for tax under the Stamp Duty Reserve Tax Regulations 1986 at any of the increased

rates referred to in section 67, 70, 93 or 96 (depository receipts and clearance services) of the Finance

Act 1986;

8.13 it has such knowledge, sophistication and experience in financial and business matters that it is capable

of evaluating the merits and risks of its subscription for the Placing Shares and it is able to bear the

economic risk and financial risk (including sustaining a complete loss) of the acquisition of such

Placing Shares;

8.14 it has investigated independently and made its own assessment and satisfied itself concerning the

relevant tax, legal, currency and other economic considerations relevant to its investment in the Placing

Shares, including any federal, state and local tax consequences, affecting it in connection with its

purchase and any subsequent disposal of the Placing Shares;

8.15 it is duly incorporated and validly existing under the laws of its jurisdiction of incorporation;

8.16 it has the power under its constitutional documents and has obtained all necessary consents and

authorities (including, without limitation, all relevant members’ resolutions) to acquire and pay for the

Placing Shares comprised in the manner proposed and to enter into and perform its obligations

pursuant to these terms and conditions, and there are no governmental or regulatory consents or other

third party approvals, authorisations or orders required in order for it to acquire and pay for the Placing

Shares in the manner proposed and to enter into and perform its obligations pursuant to these terms

and condition that have not been or will not prior to Admission have been obtained;

8.17 the agreement to acquire or subscribe for the Placing Shares and payment therefor will comply with

and will not violate any agreements to which it is a party or by which it or any of its properties or assets

is bound and which is material to its participation and its obligations in respect thereof and will constitute

its valid and legally binding agreement and it has the funds available to make payment for the full

amount in respect of the Placing Shares as and when due;

8.18 it accepts and acknowledges that (i) the Placing Shares have not been and will not be registered under

the US Securities Act or with any securities regulatory authority of any State or other jurisdiction of the

United States, and may not be offered, sold, transferred or delivered directly in or into the United States

except pursuant to an effective registration statement under the US Securities Act, an exemption from,

or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the US Securities Act and any

applicable state securities laws and, in connection with any such transfer, the Group will have the right

to obtain, as a condition to transfer, a legal opinion of counsel, in form and by counsel reasonably

satisfactory to the Group, that no such US Securities Act registration is or will be required along with

appropriate certifications by the transferee as to appropriate matters. No representation has been

made as to the availability of any exemption under the US Securities Act for the reoffer, resale, transfer

or delivery of the Placing Shares; (ii) the Company has not filed a prospectus or similar document with

any applicable securities regulatory authority of any province or territory of Canada, no document in

relation to the Placing has been or will be lodged with, or registered by, the Australian Securities and

Investments Commission and no registration statement has been, the Japanese Ministry of Finance in

relation to the Placing Shares the Financial Markets Authority in New Zealand or will be filed with
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Financial Services Board of the Republic of South Africa; and (iii) the Placing Shares have not been,

and will not be, registered under the securities laws of any Excluded Jurisdiction and, subject to certain

exceptions, the Placing Shares may not be offered or sold directly or indirectly within Canada, Australia,

Japan, New Zealand, the Republic of South Africa or any other Excluded Jurisdiction or to or for the

account or benefit of any national, citizen or resident of such countries or of the Excluded Jurisdictions;

8.19 it will not offer, sell, renounce, transfer or deliver, directly or indirectly, any of the Placing Shares in

Australia, Canada, Japan or Republic of South Africa or to any national, resident or citizen of Australia,

Canada, Japan or Republic of South Africa other than as may be permitted under the applicable law

in the relevant jurisdiction and it acknowledges that the Placing Shares have not been and will not be

registered under the applicable securities laws of Australia, Canada, Japan or Republic of South Africa

and that the same are not being offered for subscription or sale, and may not, directly or indirectly, be

offered, sold, transferred or delivered, in Australia, Canada, Japan or Republic of South Africa other

than as may be permitted under the applicable law in the relevant jurisdiction;

8.20 it accepts and acknowledges that there will be no public offer in the United States and the Ordinary

Shares are offered by way of a placing of the Ordinary Shares to certain institutional and professional

investors in the United Kingdom and elsewhere outside of the United States in reliance on

Regulation S;

8.21 it acknowledges and agrees that it will not offer or sell any of the Placing Shares, directly or indirectly,

in or into the United States except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to,

the registration requirements of the US Securities Act;

8.22 it has not distributed, forwarded, transferred or otherwise transmitted this Admission Document or any

other presentation or offering materials concerning the Placing Shares within the United States, nor

will it do any of the foregoing, and it understands that the information in this Admission Document,

including financial information, may be materially different from any disclosure that would be provided

in a registered offering in the United States;

8.23 if it is located in the United Kingdom, it is (i) a person whose ordinary activities involve it in acquiring,

holding, managing or disposing of investments (as principal or agent) in the course of its business and

a “Qualified Investor” (as defined above) and it will acquire, manage and dispose of the Placing Shares

(as principal or agent) for the purposes of its business and (ii) not intending to offer or sell or otherwise

deal with the Placing Shares in any way which would result in an offer to the public in the

United Kingdom within the meaning of FSMA or in any other jurisdiction or require registration or

prospectus publication or similar actions in any other jurisdiction;

8.24 if it is receiving the offer in circumstances under which the laws or regulations of a jurisdiction other

than the United Kingdom would apply, that it is a person to whom the Placing Shares may be lawfully

offered under that other jurisdiction’s laws and regulations; 

8.25 it is capable of being categorised as a person who is a “professional client” or an “eligible counterparty”

within the meaning of Chapter 3 of the FCA’s Conduct of Business Sourcebook;

8.26 to the extent that it is located outside the United Kingdom but in the EEA it is a “qualified investor” as

defined under the Prospectus Directive;

8.27 if it is outside the United Kingdom, neither this document nor any other offering, marketing or other

material in connection with the Placing constitutes an invitation, offer or promotion to, or arrangement

with, it or any person for whom it is procuring to acquire Placing Shares pursuant to the Placing unless,

in the relevant territory, such offer, invitation or other course of conduct could lawfully be made to it or

such person and such documents or materials could lawfully be provided to it or such person and

Placing Shares could lawfully be distributed to and acquired and held by it or such person without

compliance with any unfulfilled approval, registration or other regulatory or legal requirements;

8.28 it acknowledges that it is an “investment professional” (within the meaning of Article 19(5) of the

Financial Promotion Order) or a “high net worth company” (within the meaning of Article 49(2) of the

Financial Promotion Order) and a “Qualified Investor” (as defined above);
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8.29 it confirms that it has only communicated or caused to be communicated and will only communicate

or cause to be communicated any invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity (within the

meaning of section 21 of FSMA) relating to the Placing Shares in circumstances in which it is permitted

to do so pursuant to section 21 of FSMA;

8.30 it acknowledges that after giving effect to its acquisition of the Placing Shares, it will inform the Company

and either of the Joint Brokers if such acquisition will cause it to be required to make a notification to

the Company in accordance with Rule 5.1.2R of the Disclosure and Transparency Rules;

8.31 it acknowledges that none of the Joint Brokers nor any of their directors, officers, agents or employees

or its affiliates nor any person acting on its behalf is making any recommendations to it, advising it

regarding the suitability of any transactions it may enter into in connection with the Placing or providing

any advice in relation to the Placing and participation in the Placing is on the basis that it is not and will

not be a client of either of the Joint Brokers nor any of their affiliates and that neither the Joint Brokers

or any of their affiliates do not have any duties or responsibilities to it for providing protection afforded

to their respective clients or for providing advice in relation to the Placing nor, if applicable, in respect

of any representations, warranties, undertaking or indemnities otherwise required to be given by it in

connection with its application under the Placing;

8.32 it acknowledges that where it is acquiring Placing Shares for one or more managed, discretionary or

advisory accounts, it is authorised in writing for each such account: (i) to acquire the Placing Shares

for each such account; (ii) to make on each such account’s behalf the representations, warranties and

agreements set out in this document; and (iii) to receive on behalf of each such account any

documentation relating to the Placing in the form provided by the Company and/or the Joint Brokers.

It agrees that the provision of this paragraph shall survive any resale of the Placing Shares by or on

behalf of any such account;

8.33 it acknowledges that neither the Placee nor, as the case may be, their clients, expect the Joint Brokers

to have any duties or responsibilities to the Placee similar or comparable to the duties of “best

execution” and “suitability” imposed by The Conduct of Business Source Book contained in The FCA’s

Handbook of Rules and Guidance, and that the Joint Brokers are not acting for the Placee or its clients,

and that the Joint Brokers will not be responsible to the Placee or its clients for providing the protections

afforded to its customers;

8.34 it irrevocably appoints any Director, duly authorised officer or employee and any director of either of

the Joint Brokers to be its agent and on its behalf (without any obligation or duty to do so), to sign,

execute and deliver any documents and do all acts, matters and things as may be necessary for, or

incidental to, its acquisition of all or any of the Placing Shares for which it has given a commitment

under the Placing, in the event of its own failure to do so;

8.35 it accepts that if the Placing does not proceed or the relevant conditions to the Placing Agreement are

not satisfied or the Placing Shares for which valid application are received and accepted are not

admitted to listing and trading on AIM for any reason whatsoever, then none of the Company and the

Joint Brokers or any of their affiliates, nor persons controlling, controlled by or under common control

with any of them nor any of their respective employees, agents, directors, officers, members,

stockholders, partners or representatives, shall have any liability whatsoever to it or any other person;

8.36 it may lawfully acquire the Placing Shares comprising its Placing Participation and has complied with,

and will comply with, all applicable provisions of FSMA with respect to anything done by it in relation

to the Placing Shares in, from or otherwise involving, the United Kingdom;

8.37 in connection with its participation in the Placing (i) it has complied with its obligations in connection

with money laundering and terrorist financing under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002, the Terrorism

Act 2000 (as amended), the Terrorism Act 2006 and the Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and

Transfer of Funds (Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017 and (ii) it is not a person: (a) with whom

transactions are prohibited under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 or any economic sanction

programmes administered by, or regulations promulgated by, the Office of Foreign Assets Control of

the U.S. Department of the Treasury; (b) named on the Consolidated List of Financial Sanctions Targets

maintained by HM Treasury of the United Kingdom; or (c) subject to financial sanctions imposed

pursuant to a regulation of the European Union or a regulation adopted by the United Nations (together,
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the Regulations); and, if making payment on behalf of a third party, that satisfactory evidence has been

obtained and recorded by it to verify the identity of the third party as required by the Regulations and,

if making payment on behalf of a third party, that satisfactory evidence has been obtained and recorded

by it to verify the identity of the third party as required by the Regulations and has obtained all

governmental and other consents (if any) which may be required for the purpose of, or as a

consequence of, such purchaser, and it will provide promptly to the Joint Brokers such evidence, if

any, as to the identity or location or legal status of any person which the Joint Brokers may request

from it in connection with the Placing (for the purpose of complying with such Regulations or

ascertaining the nationality of any person or the jurisdiction(s) to which any person is subject or

otherwise) in the form and manner requested by the Joint Brokers on the basis that any failure by it to

do so may result in the number of Placing Shares that are to be purchased by it or at its direction

pursuant to the Placing being reduced to such number, or to nil, as the Joint Brokers may decide at

their sole discretion;

8.38 it holds harmless and will indemnify each of the Joint Brokers and/or the Company against any liability,

loss or cost ensuing due to the failure to process this application, if such information as has been

required has not been provided by it or has not been provided on a timely basis;

8.39 it acknowledges and agrees that information provided by it to the Company or the Registrar will be

stored on the Registrar’s computer system and manually. It acknowledges and agrees that for the

purposes of the Data Protection Act 1998 (the “Data Protection Law”) and other relevant data

protection legislation which may be applicable, the Registrar is required to specify the purposes for

which it will hold personal data. The Registrar will only use such information for the purposes set out

below (collectively, the “Purposes”), being to: (i) process its personal data (including sensitive personal

data) as required by or in connection with its holding of Placing Shares, including processing personal

data in connection with credit and money laundering checks on it; (ii) communicate with it as necessary

in connection with its affairs and generally in connection with its holding of Placing Shares; (iii) provide

personal data to such third parties as the Registrar may consider necessary in connection with its

affairs and generally in connection with its holding of Placing Shares or as the Data Protection Law

may require, including to third parties outside the United Kingdom or the EEA; and (iv) without limitation,

provide such personal data to the Company, the Joint Brokers and their respective associates for

processing, notwithstanding that any such party may be outside the United Kingdom or the EEA;

8.40 in providing the Registrar with information, it hereby represents and warrants to the Registrar that it

has obtained the consent of any data subjects to the Registrar and their respective associates holding

and using their personal data for the Purposes (including the explicit consent of the data subjects for

the processing of any sensitive personal data for the Purposes). For the purposes of this document,

“data subject”, “personal data” and “sensitive personal data” shall have the meanings attributed to

them in the Data Protection Law;

8.41 the representations, undertakings and warranties contained in this document are irrevocable. It

acknowledges that the Joint Brokers, the Company and their directors, officers, agents and employees

and their respective affiliates will rely upon the truth and accuracy of the foregoing representations and

warranties and it agrees that if any of the representations or warranties made or deemed to have been

made by its acquisition for Placing Shares is no longer accurate, it shall promptly notify each of the

Joint Brokers and the Company;

8.42 where it or any person acting on behalf of it is dealing with the Joint Brokers, any money held in an

account with the Joint Brokers on behalf of it and/or any person acting on behalf of it will not be treated

as client money within the meaning of the relevant rules and regulations of the FCA which therefore will

not require the Joint Brokers to segregate such money, as that money will be held by the Joint Brokers

under a banking relationship and not as trustee;

8.43 any of its clients, whether or not identified to the Joint Brokers or any of its affiliates or agents, will

remain its sole responsibility and will not become clients of the Joint Brokers or any of its affiliates or

agents for the purposes of the rules of the FCA or for the purposes of any other statutory or

regulatory provision;
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8.44 it accepts that the allocation of Placing Shares shall be determined by the Company (in consultation

with the Joint Brokers) in its absolute discretion and that such persons may scale down any Placing

commitments for this purpose on such basis as it may determine; and

8.45 time shall be of the essence as regards its obligations to settle payment for the Placing Shares and to

comply with its other obligations under the Placing.

9. Supply and Disclosure of Information
If either of the Joint Brokers or the Company or any of their agents request any information in connection

with a Placee’s agreement to acquire Placing Shares under the Placing in order to comply with any relevant

legislation, such Placee must promptly disclose it to them.

10. Miscellaneous
10.1 The rights and remedies of the Joint Brokers and the Company under these terms and conditions are

in addition to any rights and remedies which would otherwise be available to each of them and the

exercise or partial exercise of one will not prevent the exercise of others.

10.2 On application, if a Placee is an individual, that Placee may be asked to disclose in writing, or orally,

his or her nationality and if a Placee is a discretionary fund manager, that Placee may be asked to

disclose in writing or orally the jurisdiction in which its funds are managed or owned. All documents

provided in connection with the Placing will be sent at the Placee’s risk. They may be returned by post

to such Placee at the address notified by such Placee.

10.3 All documents will be sent at the Placee’s risk. They may be sent by post to such Placee at an address

notified to either of the Joint Brokers.

10.4 Each Placee agrees to be bound by the Articles (as amended from time to time) once the Placing

Shares, which the Placee has agreed to acquire pursuant to the Placing, have been acquired by

the Placee.

10.5 The contract to acquire or subscribe for Placing Shares under the Placing and the appointments and

authorities mentioned in this document and all disputes arising out of, or in connection with, its subject

matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims) will be governed by, and construed

in accordance with, the laws of England and Wales. For the exclusive benefit of each of the Joint

Brokers and the Company, each Placee irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of the courts of England

and Wales and waives any objection to proceedings in any such court on the ground of venue or on

the ground that proceedings have been brought in an inconvenient forum. This does not prevent an

action being taken against a Placee in any other jurisdiction.

10.6 In the case of a joint agreement to acquire Placing Shares under the Placing, references to a “Placee”

in these terms and conditions are to each of the Placees who are a party to that joint agreement and

their liability is joint and several.

10.7 The Joint Brokers and the Company each expressly reserve the right to modify the Placing (including,

without limitation, their timetable and settlement) at any time before allocations are determined. Each

Placee agrees that its obligations pursuant to these terms and conditions are not capable of termination

or rescission.

10.8 The Placing is subject to the satisfaction of the conditions contained in the Placing Agreement and the

Placing Agreement not having been terminated. Further details of the terms of the Placing Agreement

are contained in paragraph 15.1 of Part IX (Additional Information) of this document.

10.9 Monies received from applicants pursuant to the Placing will be held by either of the Joint Brokers until

such time as the Placing Agreement becomes unconditional in all respects. If the Placing Agreement

does not become unconditional in all respects by 8.00 a.m. on 23 November 2017, or such later date

as the Company and the Joint Brokers may agree in writing (not being later than 8.00 a.m. on

7 December 2017), application monies will be returned without interest at the risk of the applicant.
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PART IX

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. Responsibility
The Company whose registered office appears on page 10 of this document and the Directors, whose

names, business address and functions are also set out on page 10 of this document, accept responsibility

for the information contained in this document, including individual and collective responsibility for the

Company’s compliance with the AIM Rules for Companies. To the best of the knowledge and belief of the

Company and the Directors (each of whom has taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case),

the information contained in this document is in accordance with the facts and does not omit anything likely

to affect the import of such information.

2. Incorporation and General
2.1 The Company was incorporated in England and Wales on 18 October 2011 under the name The City

Pub Company (East) PLC and with registered number 07814568 as a public company with limited

liability under the Companies Act. The Company changed its name to The City Pub Group plc on

31 October 2017. 

2.2 The Company is a public limited company and accordingly, the liability of its members is limited.

2.3 The principal legislation under which the Company was formed and operates is the Companies Act. 

2.4 The registered office and principal place of business of the Company is at Essel House, 2nd Floor,

29 Foley Street, London, W1W 7TH. It is domiciled in England and Wales.

2.5 The business of the Company and its principal activity is to own and operate an estate of predominantly

free-of-tie, managed pubs across southern England. The Group’s activities and operations are carried

on by the Company and by The City Pub Company (West), a wholly owned subsidiary of the Company.

2.6 The Company is the holding company of the Group and, at the date of this document, it has the

following subsidiaries:

Percentage
of issued

share capital
or interest

held and
Registered Principal Country of proportion of

Name Number Activity Status Incorporation voting power

The City Pub Company (West) 07814571 Owns and operates an Active England 100%

estate of managed pubs & Wales

Flamequire Limited* 01834157 Owned and operated the Active England 100%

Old Firehouse prior to & Wales

acquisition by CPCW

Inn on the Beach Limited* 06900660 Owned and operated the Dormant England 100%

Inn on the Beach prior & Wales

to acquisition by CPCW

The Fat Pheasant Pub 07286820 Owned and operated Active England 100%

Company Limited The Fat Pheasant prior & Wales

to acquisition by CPCW

Ace High Enterprises 06806409 Owned and operated Active England 100%

Limited the Phene prior & Wales

to acquisition by CPCW

* it is intended to apply for Flamequire Limited and Inn on the Beach Limited to be struck off the register as soon as practicable

after registration of relevant title has been completed into the name of CPCW and for The Fat Pheasant Pub Company Limited

and Ace High Enterprises Limited to be struck off at the same time.
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3. Share Capital
3.1 The Company was incorporated on 18 October 2011 with an issued share capital of 2 ordinary shares

of £1 each paid up as to £0.50 per share.

3.2 Between 9 December 2011 and 31 December 2013 the Company issued an aggregate of 8,748,090

ordinary shares of £0.50 each full paid in the capital of the Company.

3.3 Between 1 January 2014 and 30 September 2015 the Company issued an aggregate of 4,162,313

ordinary shares of £0.50 each fully paid in the capital of the Company. 

3.4 Between 1 October 2015 and 30 May 2016 the Company issued an aggregate of 10,266,453

convertible cumulative preference shares of £0.50 each fully paid in the capital of the Company. 

3.5 On 2 December 2015 the Company cancelled the sum standing to the credit of the share premium

account of the Company. 

3.6 Between 1 June 2016 and 28 July 2016 the Company issued an aggregate of 25,000 ordinary shares

of £0.50 each fully paid in the capital of the Company. 

3.7 On 21 December 2016 the Company issued 600,000 B ordinary shares of £0.01 each fully paid in the

capital of the Company.

3.8 On 26 June 2017 the Company issued 62,500 ordinary shares of £0.50 each fully paid in the capital

of the Company to M & L Taverns Limited as part of the consideration for the acquisition of the Red

Lion referred to in paragraph 16.12 of Part IX of this document.

3.9 On 30 June 2017 the Company issued 50,186 ordinary shares of £0.50 each fully paid to those holders

of ordinary shares who elected to receive a scrip dividend of ordinary shares in lieu of the dividend

payable on the Ordinary Shares of 1.5 pence per Ordinary Share in issue on 31 May 2017. 

3.10 On 10 July 2017, the Company issued 44,291 ordinary shares of £0.50 each fully paid to those holders

of Preference Shares of £0.50 each in the capital of the Company who elected to receive Ordinary

Shares in lieu of the dividend payable on the Preference Shares on 14 July 2017.

3.11 On 25 October 2017 the Company purchased 12,500 ordinary shares of £0.50 each fully paid in the

capital of the Company from Amy Gregory pursuant to a share buyback agreement entered into

between (1) Amy Gregory and (2) the Company dated 25 October 2017. 

3.12 On 25 October 2017 the Company purchased 31,250 ordinary shares of £0.50 each fully paid in the

capital of the Company from M & L Taverns Limited pursuant to a share buyback agreement entered

into between (1) M & L Taverns Limited and (2) the Company dated 25 October 2017. 

3.13 On 1 November 2017 the Company issued 13,048,632 ordinary shares of £0.50 each fully paid in the

capital of the Company to the holders of ordinary shares of £0.50 each in the capital of The City Pub

Company (West) in implementation of the Scheme. 

3.14 On 1 November 2017 the Company issued 600,000 B ordinary shares of £0.01 each fully paid in the

capital of the Company to the holders of B ordinary shares of £0.01 each in the capital of The City Pub

Company (West) in implementation of the Scheme.

3.15 On 1 November 2017 the Company issued 10,266,453 preference shares of £0.50 each fully paid in

the capital of the Company to the holders of convertible preference shares of £0.50 each in the capital

of The City Pub Company (West) in implementation of the Scheme. 

3.16 On 7 November 2017, the Company allotted up to 644,123 ordinary shares of £0.50 each fully paid

in the capital of the Company as part of the consideration due in connection with the acquisition of the

premises known as Aragon House, 247 – 249 New Kings Road, Fulham, London, SW6 4XG.

3.17 On 17 November 2017, conditional inter alia on Admission, the Company allotted 291,176 ordinary

shares of £0.50 each fully paid in the capital of the Company in lieu of cash bonuses due to certain
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directors and key employees under the bonus schemes of the Company and The City Pub Company

(West).

3.18 On 17 November 2017, conditional inter alia, on Admission the Company allotted 58,800,000 B

ordinary shares of £0.01 each in the capital of the Company by way of bonus issue to the holders of

B Ordinary Shares of £0.01 each in the capital of the Company as at 29 September 2017.

3.19 On 17 November 2017, conditional on Admission, the Company allotted 1,230,000 ordinary shares of

£0.50 each fully paid in the capital of the Company in connection with the conditional exercise of EMI

options.

3.20 On 17 November 2017, conditional inter alia on Admission, the Company consolidated 60,000,000 B

ordinary shares of £0.01 each fully paid in the capital of the Company and divided them into 1,200,000

B ordinary shares of £0.50 each and redesignated each of such B ordinary shares of £0.50 each into

ordinary shares of £0.50 each in the capital of the Company. 

3.21 On 17 November 2017, conditional inter alia on Admission, the Company re-designated 20,532,906

preference shares of £0.50 each fully paid in the capital of the Company into 6,416,534 ordinary shares

of £0.50 each and 705,818,600 Deferred Shares of £0.01 each on the basis of 1 ordinary share of

£0.50 each with the balance remaining into deferred shares of £0.01 each for every 3.2 preference

shares of £0.50 each held. 

3.22 On 17 November 2017, conditional inter alia on Admission, the Company purchased the 705,818,600

deferred shares of £0.01 each arising on the redesignation of the preference shares referred to in

paragraph 3.21 above for an aggregate consideration of £0.01. 

3.23 Under the Previous Articles, the Preference Shares carry the right to convert into Ordinary Shares on

the basis of one new Ordinary Share for every 3.2 Preference Shares held. Conversion notices could

be served by a holder of Preference Shares bi-annually (to take effect on 14 July or 14 January),

following a change of control of the Company and following Admission. Conditional conversion notices

could also be served allowing the Preference Shares to convert conditional on Admission. The Board

has the right to request holders of Preference Shares to serve a conversion notice on the occurrence

of any of such events and following conversion of at least 75% of the Preference Shares into Ordinary

Shares. The amendments to the Existing Articles approved at meetings on 25 October 2017 allow the

Preference Shares to be converted conditional on Admission. Conversion notices can be served or

requested provided the market value of the Ordinary Shares is at least £1.60 per Ordinary Share at the

relevant time. 

At the date of this document 20,532,906 Preference Shares are in issue which will be redesignated as

6,416,534 Ordinary Shares and 705,818,600 Deferred Shares as part of the Reorganisation.

3.24 Under the Previous Articles, in the event of an Admission and providing the “Equity Hurdle” is met (the

Equity Hurdle being, inter alia, a Placing Price of not less than £1.50 per Ordinary Share) all of the

B Ordinary Shares, at the discretion of the Directors, are either (i) bought back by the Company within

three months of Admission for a price equal to the Placing Price or (ii) converted into Ordinary Shares

on the basis of one new Ordinary Share for every one B Ordinary Share held, conditional on Admission.

The Directors exercised their discretion to convert the B Ordinary Shares into Ordinary Shares.

The Previous Articles entitle the Company to request such other reorganisation necessary to effect

such conversion including to adjust the nominal value of any Share. The bonus issue of B Ordinary

Shares was effected for the sole purpose of enabling the nominal value of the B Shares to match the

nominal value of the Ordinary Shares following such one for one conversion. 
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3.25 The issued share capital of the Company as it is expected to be immediately prior to Admission and

as it will be immediately following the Placing and Admission is set out below:-

Immediately following
Present Admission

Aggregate Aggregate
Nominal Nominal

Number Value (£) Number Value (£)

Ordinary Shares 35,879,097* 17,939,548.50 56,467,333 28,233,666.50

* Assuming (i) completion of the Reorganisation (ii) issue of Ordinary Shares in lieu of part of cash bonus referred to in paragraph

7.3 of Part IX of this document at £1.70 per Ordinary Share (iii) exercise of EMI Options referred to in paragraph 7.3 of Part IX of

this document and (iv) excluding any proposed Sale Shares.

3.26 The Ordinary Shares shall have the rights and be subject to the restrictions referred to in paragraph 4

of Part IX of this document.

3.27 The Ordinary Shares to be issued under the Placing will rank pari passu in all respects with the Existing

Ordinary Shares and will rank in full for all dividends and other distributions declared, made or paid in

respect of the Ordinary Shares after Admission.

3.28 Save as disclosed in paragraph 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 of Part IX of this document, no share or loan capital

of the Company has been issued or is now proposed to be issued, fully or partly paid, either for cash

or for a consideration other than cash.

3.29 Save for the issue of the Placing Shares, the Bonus Shares and the Exercised Options, no share or

loan capital of the Company or any of its subsidiaries is proposed to be issued or is under option or is

agreed conditionally or unconditionally to be put under option, nor are there any outstanding convertible

securities, exchangeable securities or securities with warrants issued by the Company.

3.30 Save as set out in this document, no commission, discount, brokerage or any other special term has

been granted by the Company or any subsidiary or is now proposed in connection with the issue or

sale of any part of the share or loan capital of the Company.

3.31 By:

3.31.1 ordinary resolution passed at a general meeting of the Company on 9 December 2011 the

Directors were authorised for the purposes of section 551 of the Companies Act to allot

shares in the capital of the Company up to an aggregate nominal amount of £6,000,000,

such authorisation to expire on the later of 15 months from 9 December 2011 and the next

annual general meeting unless previously revoked, varied or extended; 

3.31.2 special resolution passed at a general meeting of the Company on 9 December 2011 in

accordance with section 570(1) of the Companies Act the Directors were given the power to

allot shares in the capital of the Company for cash as if sub-section 561 of the Companies

Act did not apply to such allotment, and so that reference to allotment shall be construed

with section 560 of the Companies Act; and the Company will be entitled to make offers or

agreements before the expiry of the authority which would require equity securities or right to

be allotted after the expiry of the resolution; 

3.31.3 ordinary resolution passed at a general meeting of the Company on 21 March 2013 the

Directors were authorised for the purposes of section 551 of the Companies Act to allot

shares in the capital of the Company up to an aggregate nominal amount of £6,000,000,

such authorisation to expire on the date of the next annual general meeting unless previously

revoked, varied or extended; 

3.31.4 special resolution passed at a general meeting of the Company on 21 March 2013 in

accordance with section 570(1) of the Companies Act the Directors were authorised during

the period of passing the resolution and expiring on the date of the next annual general
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meeting of the Company to allot shares in the capital of the Company for cash as if section

561(1) of the Companies Act did not apply to any such allotment;

3.31.5 ordinary resolution passed at a general meeting of the Company on 16 June 2014 the

Directors were authorised for the purposes of section 551 of the Companies Act to allot

shares in the capital of the Company up to an aggregate nominal amount of £3,000,000,

such authorisation to expire on the date of the next annual general meeting unless previously

revoked, varied or extended;

3.31.6 special resolution passed at a general meeting of the Company on 16 June 2014 in

accordance with section 570(1) of the Companies Act the Directors were authorised during

the period of passing the resolution and expiring on the date of the next annual general

meeting of the Company to allot shares in the capital of the Company for cash as if section

561(1) of the Companies Act did not apply to any such allotment; 

3.31.7 ordinary resolution passed at a general meeting of the Company on 17 July 2015 the Directors

were authorised for the purposes of section 551 of the Companies Act to allot shares in the

capital of the Company up to an aggregate nominal amount of £7,500,000 to expire on the

later of 15 months from 17 July 2015 and the next annual general meeting to be held in 2016

save that the Company will be entitled to make offers or agreements before the expiry of the

authority which would require equity securities or right to be allotted after its expiry;

3.31.8 special resolution passed at a general meeting of the Company on 17 July 2015 in

accordance with section 570(1) of the Companies Act the Directors were authorised during

the period of passing the resolution and expiring (unless previously revoked, varied or

extended by the Company in general meeting) on the date falling 15 months after the passing

of the resolution or, if earlier at the conclusion of the general meeting of the Company to be

held in 2016, to allot shares in the capital of the Company for cash as if section 561(1) of the

Companies Act did not apply to any such allotment; 

3.31.9 ordinary resolution passed at a general meeting of the Company on 26 May 2016 the

Directors were authorised for the purposes of section 551 of the Companies Act to allot

shares in the capital of the Company up to an aggregate nominal amount of £3,816,000

(being the aggregate of (i) the nominal value of the ordinary shares to be reserved to satisfy

the exercise of EMI share options, (ii) the nominal value of the ordinary shares to be reserved

to satisfy the exercise of any options pursuant to Company’s CSOP, plus (iii) the nominal value

of the B ordinary shares that the Board wish to reserve to satisfy any allotment of B ordinary

shares plus (iv) the amount the Board wishes to have at its disposal for share placings, rights

issues and offers) to expire on the later of 15 months from 26 May 2016 and the next annual

general meeting to be held in 2017 save that the Company will be entitled to make offers or

agreements before the expiry of the authority which would require equity securities or right to

be allotted after the expiry of the resolution. 

3.31.10 special resolution passed at a general meeting of the Company on 26 May 2016 in

accordance with section 570(1) of the Companies Act the Directors were authorised during

the period of passing the resolution and expiring (unless previously revoked, varied or

extended by the Company in general meeting) on the date falling 15 months after the passing

of the resolution or, if earlier at the conclusion of the general meeting of the Company to be

held in 2017, to allot shares in the capital of the Company for cash as if section 561(1) of the

Companies Act did not apply to any such allotment; 

3.31.11 ordinary resolution passed at a general meeting of the Company on 17 May 2017 the

Directors were authorised for the purposes of section 551 of the Companies Act to allot

shares in the capital of the Company up to an aggregate nominal amount of £3,752,266.50

(being the aggregate of (i) the nominal value of the ordinary shares to be reserved to satisfy

the exercise of EMI share options, (ii) the nominal value of the ordinary shares to be reserved

to satisfy the exercise of any options pursuant to Company’s CSOP, plus (iii) the nominal value

of the ordinary shares of £0.50 each in the capital of the Company to the holders of Ordinary

Shares who elected to take up their rights to the scrip dividend of the Company (iv) the

amount the Board wishes to have at its disposal for share placings, rights issues and offers)
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to expire on the later of 15 months from 17 May 2017 and the next annual general meeting

to be held in 2018 save that the Company will be entitled to make offers or agreements before

the expiry of the authority which would require equity securities or right to be allotted after

the expiry of the resolution;

3.31.12 special resolution passed at a general meeting of the Company on 17 May 2017 in

accordance with section 570(1) of the Companies Act the Directors were authorised during

the period of passing the resolution and expiring (unless previously revoked, varied or

extended by the Company in general meeting) on the date falling 15 months after the passing

of the resolution or, if earlier at the conclusion of the general meeting of the Company to be

held in 2018, to allot shares in the capital of the Company for cash as if section 561(1) of the

Companies Act did not apply to any such allotment; 

3.31.13 ordinary resolution passed at a general meeting on 25 October 2017 the Directors were

authorised for the purposes of section 551 of the Companies Act to allot shares in the capital

of the Company up to an aggregate nominal amount of (1) £11,663,542.50 in connection

with the implementation of the all share merger of the Company and CPCW pursuant to

scheme of arrangement of CPCW under Part 26 of the Companies Act 2006 dated 2 October

2017 and (2) £496,250 in connection with the issue of replacement share options to the

holders of EMI share options and CSOP share options in CPCW to expire on 31 December

2018 or, if earlier, conclusion of the annual general meeting of the Company in 2018 save

that the Company will be entitled to make offers or agreements before the expiry of the

authority which would require equity securities or right to be allotted after the expiry of

the resolution; and

3.31.14 special resolution passed at a general meeting on 25 October 2017 the Directors in

accordance with sections 570 and 573 of the Companies Act were authorised to allot shares

in the capital of the Company for cash or by way of treasury shares as if section 56(1) of the

Companies Act did not apply to any such allotment. 

3.32 By:

3.32.1 ordinary resolution, passed at a general meeting of the Company held on 25 October 2017,

conditional, inter alia, on Admission, the Directors were generally and unconditionally

authorised in accordance with section 551 of the Companies Act to exercise all the powers

of the Company to allot relevant securities:

(a) up to an aggregate nominal amount of £15,000,000 in connection with the Placing;

(b) up to an aggregate nominal amount of £3,666,777.50 in connection with any employee

share option scheme or arrangement;

(c) up to an aggregate nominal amount of £171,875 in connection with the allotment of

ordinary shares to members of the Company’s management team at the Placing Price;

(d) up to an aggregate nominal amount of £347,222.50 in connection with the acquisition of

the premises known as Aragon House, 247-249 New King’s Road, Fulham, London

SW6 4XG; and

(e) otherwise than pursuant to sub paragraphs (a) and (d) above, up to an aggregate nominal

amount of £10,890,000, (subject to scaling back, if required, so as to represent no more

than one third of the Enlarged Share Capital); 

such authority to expire unless sooner revoked or altered by ordinary resolution of the

Company, on 31 December 2018 or, if earlier, conclusion of the annual general meeting of

the Company in 2018 (save that the Directors may before such expiry make an offer or

agreement which would or might require shares to be allotted after such expiry and the

Directors may allot shares in pursuance of such offer or agreement as if the authority had

not expired);

3.32.2 special resolution passed at a general meeting of the Company held on 25 October 2017,

conditional, inter alia, on Admission, the Directors were empowered pursuant to section 570

of the Companies Act to allot equity securities (as defined in Section 560 of the Companies
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Act) for cash pursuant to the authority referred to in paragraph 3.32.1 above as if Section

561(1) of the Companies Act did not apply to any such allotment, such power being limited to:

(a) the allotment and issue of up to 30,000,000 New Ordinary Shares in connection with

the Placing;

(b) the allotment and issue of up to 7,333,555 New Ordinary Shares in connection with any

employee share option scheme or arrangement;

(c) the allotment and issue of up to 343,750 New Ordinary Shares to members of the

Company’s management team in lieu of cash bonuses due to them;

(d) the allotment and issue of up to 694,445 New Ordinary Shares in connection with the

acquisition of the premises known as Aragon House, 247-249 New Kings Road, Fulham,

London, SW6 4XG;

(e) the allotment of equity securities in connection with a rights issue or similar offer in favour

of holders of Ordinary Shares where the equity securities respectively attributable to the

interests of all such holders are proportionate (as nearly as may be) to the respective

numbers of Ordinary Shares held by them subject only to such exclusions or other

arrangements as the Directors may consider appropriate to deal with fractional

entitlements or legal, regulatory or practical difficulties under the laws of, or the

requirements of, any regulatory body or stock exchange in any territory or otherwise; and

(f) the allotment (otherwise than pursuant to sub paragraph (a), (b), (c), (d) or (e) above) of equity

securities up to an aggregate nominal amount of £1,650,050 (subject to scaling back, if

required, so as to represent no more than five per cent of the Enlarged Share Capital); 

such power being expressed to expire unless sooner revoked or altered by ordinary resolution of the

Company, on 31 December 2018 or, if earlier, on conclusion of the annual general meeting of the

Company in 2018 (save that the Company may before such expiry make an offer or agreement which

would or might require relevant securities to be allotted after such expiry and the Directors may allot

relevant securities in pursuance of such offer or agreement as if the authority had not expired).

3.33 The Preference Shares have a right to receive a fixed cash dividend of 6 per cent. payable half yearly

in January and July. The dividend on the Preference Shares accruing from 1 July 2017 to the date of

Admission will be paid to the holders of Preference Shares (who hold Preference Shares immediately

prior to Admission) in January 2018. This accrued dividend amounts in aggregate to £246,394.87.

Subject to this and following redesignation of the Preference Shares, conditional on Admission no

further dividends on the Preference Shares shall accrue or become payable. 

3.34 Save as set out in paragraph 3.34 of Part IX of this document, no shares of the Company are currently

in issue with a fixed date on which entitlement to a dividend arises and there are no arrangements in

force whereby future dividends are waived or agreed to be waived.

3.35 The Ordinary Shares are in registered form and capable of being held in uncertificated form. Application

has been made to CRESTCo for the Ordinary Shares to be enabled for dealing through CREST as a

participating security. None of the Ordinary Shares are being marketed or made available in whole or

in part to the public in conjunction with the application for Admission other than pursuant to the Placing.

The New Ordinary Shares to be issued pursuant to the Placing are being issued at a price of 170 pence

per share, representing a premium of 120 pence over the nominal value of £0.50 each. The expected

issue date is 23 November 2017.

3.36 There are no shares held by or on behalf of the Company in itself and no shares in the Company held

by any other member of the Group.

3.37 The Company does not have in issue any securities not representing share capital.

3.38 Save as disclosed in paragraph 3 of Part IX of this document, no person has any acquisition right over,

and the Company has no obligation over, its unissued share capital and the Company has not given

any undertaking to increase its capital.

3.39 The currency of the Placing is in pounds sterling.
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3.40 The proposed issue of New Ordinary Shares pursuant to the Placing will be carried out by virtue of the

authorities contained in paragraph 3.32 above and in accordance with the expected timetable of events

set out on page 8.

3.41 The provisions of section 561 of the Companies Act (to the extent not disapplied pursuant to section

570 of the Companies Act) confer on Shareholders rights of pre-emption in respect of the allotment of

equity securities and sales of equity securities held in treasury which are or are to be paid in cash, and

apply to the unissued share capital of the Company to the extent not disapplied as described in this

paragraph 3. Subject to certain limited exceptions, and save pursuant to any disapplication which is

for the time being in effect, unless the approval of Shareholders in a general meeting is obtained, the

Company must normally offer Ordinary Shares to be issued for cash to the holders of existing Ordinary

Shares on a pro rata basis.

4. Articles of Association 
The Articles contain inter alia, provisions to the following effect;

4.1 Objects

Section 31 of the Companies Act provides that the objects of a company are unrestricted unless any

restrictions are set out in its articles. The Articles contain no restriction on the objects of the Company.

4.2 Capital structure

The share capital of the Company is represented by an unlimited number of Ordinary Shares having

the rights described in the Articles.

4.3 Voting rights

On a show of hands every member who (being an individual) is present in person or by proxy or (being

a corporation) is present by a duly authorised representative, not being himself a member entitled to

vote, shall have one vote, and on a poll every member shall have one vote for every Ordinary Share of

which he is the holder. Votes may be given personally or by proxy. A proxy need not be a member of

the Company.

In the case of a poll every member has one vote for every share held by him and his voting rights may

be exercised by one or more proxies.

4.4 Dividends

Subject to the Companies Act and as set out in the Articles, the Company may by ordinary resolution

declare dividends but no dividend shall exceed the amount recommended by the Directors. No dividend

may be paid otherwise than in accordance with the Companies Act. The Directors may at any time

declare and pay such interim dividends as they think fit.

Except as otherwise provided by the rights attached to the shares, all dividends shall be declared and

paid according to the amounts paid up or credited as paid on the nominal amount of the shares on

which the dividend is paid but (for the purposes of this Article only) no amount paid on a share in

advance of calls shall be treated as paid on the share. All dividends shall be apportioned and paid

proportionately to the amounts paid up on the nominal amount of the shares during any portion or

portions of the period in respect of which the dividend is paid; but, if any share is issued on terms

providing that it shall rank for dividend as from a particular date, that share shall rank for

dividend accordingly.
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Any dividend or other moneys payable in respect of a share may be paid:

4.4.1 in cash;

4.4.2 by cheque or warrant sent by post to the address in the Register of the person entitled to the

moneys or, if two or more persons are the holders of the share or are jointly entitled to it by

reason of the death or bankruptcy of the holder or otherwise by operation of law, to the address

in the Register of that one of those persons who is first named in the Register in respect of the

joint holding or to such person and to such address as the person or persons entitled to the

moneys may in writing direct. Every such cheque or warrant shall be made payable to the person

or persons entitled to the moneys or to such other person as the person or persons so entitled

may in writing direct and shall be sent at the risk of the person or persons so entitled;

4.4.3 by bank transfer to such account (of a type approved by the Directors) as the person or persons

entitled to the moneys may in writing direct; or

4.4.4 by such other method of payment approved by the Directors as the person or persons entitled

to the moneys may in writing agree to.

4.5 Redemption

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act and the Articles, the Company can issue shares which

are required to be redeemed and shares which may be redeemed at the option of the Company or the

relevant member.

4.6 Variation of class rights

Whenever the capital of the Company is divided into different classes of shares, the rights attached to

any class of the shares in issue may from time to time be varied or abrogated, whether or not the

Company is being wound up, with the sanction of a special resolution passed at a separate meeting

of holders of the issued shares of the class held in accordance with the Articles (but not otherwise).

The special rights conferred on the holders of any shares or class of shares shall, unless otherwise

provided by the Articles or the terms of issue of the shares concerned, be deemed to be varied by a

reduction of capital paid up on those shares but shall be deemed not to be varied by the creation or

issue of further shares ranking pari passu with them or subsequent to them. The rights conferred on

the holders of shares shall be deemed not to be varied by the creation or issue of any further shares

ranking in priority to them nor shall any consent or sanction of the holders of Ordinary Shares be

required to any variation or abrogation effected by a resolution on which only the holders of Ordinary

Shares are entitled to vote.

4.7 Alteration of Capital

The Company may by ordinary resolution increase its share capital, consolidate and divide all or any

of its share capital into shares of a larger nominal value, sub-divide all or any of its shares into shares

of a smaller nominal value and cancel any shares not taken, or agreed to be taken, by any person.

The Company may, subject to the Companies Act, by special resolution reduce or cancel its share

capital or any capital redemption reserve or share premium account.

Subject to and in accordance with the provisions of the Companies Act, the Company may purchase

its own shares (including any redeemable shares), provided that the Company shall not purchase any

of its shares unless such purchase has been sanctioned by a special resolution passed at a separate

meeting of the holders of any class of shares convertible into equity share capital of the Company.

4.8 Issue of shares

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act and without prejudice to any rights attaching to any

existing shares, shares may be issued with such rights or restrictions as the Company may, by ordinary

resolution, determine or in the absence of such determination, or as far as any such resolution does

not make specific provision, as the Directors may determine.
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4.9 Form and transfer of shares

The Directors may issue shares as certificated or uncertificated shares, subject to any restrictions on

transfers described below:

A share held in certificated form may be transferred by an instrument of transfer in any usual form or

in any other form which the Directors may approve, which shall be executed by or on behalf of the

transferor and, unless the share is fully paid, by or on behalf of the transferee. A share held in

uncertificated form may be transferred by means of a relevant system. The transferor shall be deemed

to remain the holder of the share until the transferee is entered on the Register as its holder.

Every member (other than a person who is not entitled to a certificate under the Companies Act) is

entitled, on becoming a holder of any shares in certificated form and without payment, to a certificate

for all shares of each class held by him in certificated form. If a share certificate is worn out, defaced,

lost, destroyed or stolen it may be renewed without fee but on such terms as to evidence and indemnity

as the Directors requires. In the case of loss, theft, or destruction, the person to whom the new

certificate is issued may be required to pay any exceptional out of pocket expenses incidental to the

investigation of evidence of loss, theft or destruction and the preparation of an appropriate form

of indemnity.

The Directors may, in the case of shares held in certificated form, in their absolute discretion refuse to

register the transfer of a share which is not fully paid provided that, where any such shares are admitted

to the Official List or admitted to trading on AIM, such discretion may not be exercised in such a way

as to prevent dealings in the shares of that class from taking place on an open and proper basis.

The Directors may also refuse to register a transfer of shares held in certificated form unless the

instrument of transfer is:

4.9.1 duly stamped or duly certified or otherwise shown to the satisfaction of the Directors to be

exempt from stamp duty, lodged at the transfer office or at such other place as the Directors

may appoint and (save in the case of a transfer by a person to whom no certificate was issued

in respect of the shares in question) accompanied by the certificate for the shares to which it

relates, and such other evidence as the Board may reasonably require to show the right of the

transferor to make the transfer and, if the instrument of transfer is executed by some other

person on his behalf, the authority of that person so to do;

4.9.2 in respect of only one class of shares; and

4.9.3 in favour of not more than four transferees.

If the Directors refuse to register a transfer of shares held in certificated form, it shall as soon as

practicable and in any event within two months after the date on which the transfer was lodged with

the Company send to the transferee notice of the refusal together with its reasons for the refusal.

No fee shall be charged for the registration of any instrument of transfer or other document relating to

or affecting the title to any share or for making any entry in the Register affecting the title to any share.

The Company shall be entitled to retain any instrument of transfer which is registered, but (except in

the case of fraud) any instrument of transfer which the Directors refuse to register shall be returned to

the person lodging it when notice of the refusal is given.

For all purposes of these Articles relating to the registration of transfers of shares, the renunciation of

the allotment of any shares by the allottee in favour of some other person shall be deemed to be a

transfer and the Directors shall have the same powers of refusing to give effect to such a renunciation

as if it were a transfer.

If a member dies the survivor or survivors where he was a joint holder, and his personal representatives

where he was a sole holder or the only survivor of joint holders, shall be the only persons recognised

by the Company as having any title to his interest; but nothing contained in these Articles shall release

the estate of a deceased member from any liability in respect of any share which had been held

(whether solely or jointly) by him.
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4.10 Calls

Subject to the terms of allotment, the Directors may from time to time make calls upon the members

in respect of any moneys unpaid on their shares including any premium and each member shall (subject

to being given at least 14 clear days’ notice specifying where and when payment is to be made) pay

to the Company the specified amount called on his shares. If any sum called in respect of a share is

not paid before or on the day appointed for payment thereof, the person from whom it is due and

payable shall pay interest on the amount unpaid from the day it became due and payable until it is

paid. Interest shall be paid at a rate fixed by the terms of allotment of the share or in the notice of the

call; or if no rate is fixed, at the appropriate rate per annum from the day appointed for the payment

thereof to the time of the actual payment. Directors may at their discretion waive payment of any such

interest in whole or in part.

4.11 Forfeiture

If a member fails to pay any call or instalment of a call on the day appointed for payment of such call

or instalment, the Directors may serve a notice on him requiring payment of so much of the amount

unpaid together with any interest which may have accrued and any expenses which have been incurred

by the Company due to the default. The notice shall name the place where payment is to be made

and shall state that if the notice is not complied with the shares in respect of which the call was made

will be liable to be forfeited.

A forfeited share may be sold, re-allotted or otherwise disposed of on such terms and in such manner

as the Directors determine and at any time before a sale or disposition the forfeiture may be cancelled

on such terms as the Directors think fit.

A person whose shares have been forfeited shall cease to be a member in respect of the forfeited

shares, but shall, notwithstanding such forfeiture, remain liable to pay to the Company all moneys

which at the date of forfeiture were payable by him to the Company in respect of the shares, together

with all expenses and interest from the date of forfeiture or surrender until payment, but his liability shall

cease if and when the Company receives payment in full of the unpaid amount.

A statutory declaration in writing that the declarant is a director or the secretary of the Company, and

that the particular share of the Company has been duly forfeited on a date stated in the declaration,

shall be conclusive evidence of the facts therein stated as against all persons claiming to be entitled

to the forfeited share.

4.12 Disclosure of interests

The Company may give notice to any member or any person whom the Company knows or has

reasonable cause to believe (a) to be interested in the Company’s shares or (b) to have been so

interested at any time in the three years immediately preceding the date on which the notice is issued.

The notice may require the person (a) to confirm that fact or (as the case may be) to state whether or

not it is the case and (b) if he holds, or has during that time held, any such interest, to give such further

information as may be required in accordance with section 793 of the Companies Act (including

particulars of the interest (present or past) and the identity of the persons interested in the shares

in question).

If the Company has served a disclosure notice on a member or any other person appearing to be

interested in shares referred to in the disclosure notice, and the Company has not received the

information required in the disclosure notice within fourteen days after service of the disclosure notice,

the Directors may determine that the member holding the specified shares shall be subject to

restrictions in respect of those shares (including restrictions as to voting, right to transfer the shares

and right to receive dividends).

4.13 Directors

Unless otherwise determined by the Board, the number of Directors shall be not less than two.

The Directors may be paid all reasonable travelling, hotel and other expenses as they may incur in

connection with their attendance at meetings of the Board or of committees of the Board or general
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meetings or separate meetings of the holders of any class of shares or debentures of the Company or

otherwise in connection with the discharge of their duties.

The Board may provide benefits, whether by the payment of gratuities or pensions or by insurance or

otherwise, for any director, employee or former employee who has held but no longer holds any office

or employment with the Company or with anybody corporate which is or has been a subsidiary

undertaking or a predecessor in business of the Company or of any subsidiary undertaking, and for

any member of his family (including a spouse and a former spouse) or any person who is or was

dependent on him and may (as well before as after he ceases to hold such office or employment)

contribute to any fund and pay premiums for the purchase or provision of any such benefit. The power

conferred by the Companies Act to make provision for the benefit of persons employed or formerly

employed by the Company or any of its subsidiaries, in connection with the cessation or the transfer

to any person of the whole or party of the undertaking of the Company or any subsidiary shall be

exercised by the Board.

At the first annual general meeting of the Company all of the Directors must retire from office. At every

subsequent annual general meeting any Directors who were appointed since the last general meeting

or who were not appointed or reappointed at one of the preceding two annual general meetings must

retire. A Director who retires at an annual general meeting shall be eligible for re-election. The Directors

are not subject to a mandatory retirement age.

4.14 Directors’ interests

A Director who to his knowledge is in any way directly or indirectly interested in a contract or

arrangement or proposed contract or arrangement with the Company shall disclose the nature of his

interest at a meeting of the Board.

A Director may not vote (or be counted in the quorum) in respect of any resolution of the Directors or

committee of the Directors concerning a contract, arrangement, transaction or proposal to which the

Company is or is to be a party and in which he has an interest which (together with any interest of any

person connected with him) is, to his knowledge, a material interest (otherwise than by his interest in

shares or debentures or other securities of or otherwise in or through the Company). This is subject to

certain exceptions including (i) where the contract, arrangements, transaction or proposal concerns

general employee privileges or insurance policies for the benefit of Directors or (ii) in circumstances

where a Director acts in a personal capacity in the giving of a guarantee, security or indemnity for the

benefit of the Company or any of its subsidiary undertakings.

Any Director may act by himself or his firm in a professional capacity for the Company, other than as

auditor, and he or his firm shall be entitled to remuneration for professional services as if he were not

a Director.

4.15 Disclosure of interests

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, and provided that he has disclosed to the Board the

nature and extent of any interest of his in accordance with the Articles, a Director notwithstanding

his office:

4.15.1 may be a party to or otherwise interested in any transaction or arrangement with the Company

or in which the Company is otherwise interested;

4.15.2 may be a Director or other officer of, or employed by or party to any transaction or arrangement

with, or otherwise interested in any body corporate promoted by the Company or in which the

Company is otherwise interested; and

4.15.3 shall not be, by reason of his office, accountable to the Company for any benefits derived from

any such office or employment or from any transaction or arrangement or from any interest in

any such body corporate and no such transaction or arrangement shall be liable to be avoided

on the grounds of any such interest or benefit.
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4.16 Authorisation of interests

The Directors may authorise, to the fullest extent permitted by law, any matter proposed to them which

would otherwise result in a director infringing his duty under the Companies Act to avoid a situation in

which he has, or can have, a direct or indirect interest that conflicts, or possibly may conflict, with the

interests of the Company and which may reasonably be regarded as likely to give rise to a conflict

of interest.

Authorisation of a matter is effective only if (i) the matter has been proposed to the Directors at a

meeting of the Directors or for the authorisation of the directors by resolution in writing and in

accordance with the Board’s normal procedures or in such other manner as the Board may approve,

(ii) any requirement as to quorum at the meeting of the Directors at which the matter is considered is

met without counting the Director in question and any other interested Director; and (iii) the matter has

been agreed to without the Director in question and any other interested director voting or would have

been agreed to if their votes had not been counted.

An interest of a person connected (within the meaning ascribed by section 252 of the Companies Act)

with a Director shall be treated as an interest of the director.

4.17 Borrowing powers

The Directors may exercise all the powers of the Company to borrow money and to give guarantees,

hypothecate, mortgage, charge or pledge the assets, property and undertaking of the Company or

any part thereof and to issue debentures and other securities whether outright or as collateral security

for any debt, liability or obligation of the Company or of any third party.

4.18 Annual General Meetings and General Meetings

An annual general meeting shall be held at such time and place as the Board may determine. The

Board may call general meetings and, on the requisition of members pursuant to the provisions of the

Companies Act, shall forthwith convene a general meeting. If there are not sufficient Directors capable

of acting to call a general meeting, any Director may call a general meeting. If there is no Director able

to act, any two members may call a general meeting for the purpose of appointing Directors.

No business shall be transacted at any general meeting unless a quorum is present when the meeting

proceeds to business. A quorum is two members present in person or by proxy and entitled to vote

upon the business to be transacted at the meeting.

A general meeting and a meeting called for the passing of a special resolution shall be called by at

least 21 days’ clear notice in writing. A meeting of the Company other than an annual general meeting

or a meeting for the passing of a special resolution shall be called by not less than 14 days’ clear

notice. The notice shall specify the place, the day and the time of the meeting and, in the case of

special business, the general nature of that business. A notice calling an annual general meeting shall

specify the meeting as such and a notice for the passing of a special resolution shall specify the

intention to propose the resolution as a special resolution and the terms of the resolution. Every member

entitled to attend and vote is entitled to appoint one or more proxies to attend, vote and speak instead

of him and that a proxy need not be a member. To determine which persons are entitled to attend or

vote at a meeting and how many votes a person may cast, the Company may specify in the notice a

time, not more than 48 hours before the time fixed for the general meeting (not taking into account

non-working days) by which a person must be entered in the Register in order to have the right to

attend or vote at the meeting or appoint a proxy to do so.

The accidental omission to give notice of a meeting, or to send an instrument of proxy or invitation to

appoint a proxy as provided by these Articles, to any person entitled to receive notice, or the non-

receipt of notice of a meeting or instrument of proxy or invitation to appoint a proxy by such a person,

shall not invalidate the proceedings at that meeting.

Every notice of meeting shall state with reasonable prominence that a member entitled to attend and

vote is entitled to appoint one or more proxies to attend, vote and speak instead of him and that a

proxy need not be a member.
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4.19 Annual Accounts and Financial Statements

Save as provided in the Articles, a copy of the annual accounts of the Company together with a copy

of the auditors’ report and the directors’ report and any other documents required to accompany or

to be annexed to them shall, not less than 21 clear days before the date of the general meeting at

which copies of those documents are to be laid, be sent to every member and to every debenture

holder of the Company and to every other person who is entitled to receive notices from the Company

of general meetings.

Copies of the documents referred to in the Articles need not be sent:

4.19.1 to a person who is not entitled to receive notices of general meetings and of whose address

the Company is unaware; or

4.19.2 to more than one of the joint holders of shares or debentures in respect of those shares

or debentures.

provided that any member or debenture holder to whom a copy of such documents has not been sent

shall be entitled to receive a copy free of charge on application at the Office.

The Company may send a summary financial statement to any of the persons otherwise entitled to be

sent copies of the documents referred to in the Articles instead of or in addition to those documents

and, where it does so, the statement shall be delivered or sent to such person not less than 21 clear

days before the general meeting at which copies of those documents are to be laid.

4.20 Winding up

If the Company is wound up, the liquidator may, with the sanction of a special resolution of the

Company and any other sanction required by the Companies Act, divide among the members in specie

the whole or any part of the assets of the Company and may, for that purpose, value any assets and

determine how the division shall be carried out as between the members or different classes of

members. The liquidator may, with the like sanction, vest the whole or any part of the assets in trustees

upon such trusts for the benefit of the members as he with the like sanction determines, but no member

shall be compelled to accept any assets upon which there is a liability.

4.21 Untraceable shareholders

The Company shall be entitled to sell at the best price reasonably obtainable any member’s shares or

the shares to which a person is entitled by virtue of transmission on death or bankruptcy or otherwise

by operation of law if:

4.21.1 for a period of twelve years, no cash dividend payable in respect of the shares has been

claimed, no cheque or warrant sent by the Company through the post in a pre-paid envelope

addressed to the member or to the person entitled to the shares at his address on the Register

or (if different) the last known address given by the member or the person so entitled to which

cheques and warrants are to be sent has been paid, each attempt to make a payment in

respect of the shares by means of bank transfer or other method for the payment of dividends

or other moneys in respect of shares has failed and no communication has been received by

the Company from the member or the person so entitled (in his capacity as member or

person entitled);

4.21.2 in such period of twelve years at least three dividends (whether interim or final) have become

payable on the shares;

4.21.3 the Company has at the expiration of the said period of twelve years by advertisement in both

a national newspaper and in a newspaper circulating in the area in which the address referred

to in the Articles is located given notice of its intention to sell such shares; and

4.21.4 during the period of three months following the publication of the said advertisements the

Company has received no communication in respect of such share from such member or

person entitled.

If at any time during or after the said period of twelve years further shares have been issued in right of

those held at the commencement of that period or of any issued in right during that period and, since
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the date of issue, the requirements of the Articles have been satisfied in respect of such further shares,

the Company may also sell the further shares.

To give effect to a sale pursuant to the preceding Article the Board may authorise any person to execute

an instrument of transfer or otherwise affect the transfer of the shares to be sold. If the shares

concerned are in uncertificated form, in accordance with the Regulations, the Company may issue a

written notification to the Operator requiring conversion of the shares into certificated form. The

purchaser shall not be bound to see to the application of the purchase moneys and the title of the

transferee to the shares shall not be affected by any irregularity in or invalidity of the proceedings relating

to the sale. The net proceeds of sale shall belong to the Company which shall be obliged to account

to the former member or other person previously entitled to the shares for an amount equal to the net

proceeds, which shall be a debt of the Company, and shall enter the name of such former member or

other person in the books of the Company as a creditor for such amount. No trust shall be created

and no interest shall be payable in respect of the debt, and the Company shall not be required to

account for any money earned on the net proceeds, which may be employed in the business of the

Company or invested in such investments for the benefit of the Company as the Board may from time

to time determine.

5. Takeover Code, Mandatory Bids, Squeeze Out and Sell Out and Notification of Major
Interests in Ordinary Shares

Other than as provided by the Takeover Code and Chapter 28 of the Companies Act, there are no rules or

provisions relating to mandatory bids and/or squeeze out and sell out rules that apply to the Ordinary Shares

of the Company.

Mandatory Bid

The Takeover Code applies to the Company. Under the Takeover Code, if an acquisition of Ordinary Shares

were to increase the aggregate interest in shares of the acquirer and any parties acting in concert with it to

Ordinary Shares carrying 30 per cent. or more of the voting rights in the Company, the acquirer and,

depending on the circumstances, its concert parties (if any) would be required (except with the consent of

the Takeover Panel) to make a cash offer for the Ordinary Shares not already owned by the acquirer and its

concert parties (if any) at a price not less than the highest price paid for Ordinary Shares by the acquirer or

its concert parties (if any) during the previous 12 months. A similar obligation to make such a mandatory

cash offer would also arise on the acquisition of Ordinary Shares by a person holding together with its concert

parties (if any) Ordinary Shares carrying at least 30 per cent., but not more than 50 per cent., of the voting

rights in the Company if the effect of such acquisition were to increase the percentage of the aggregate

voting rights held by the acquirer and its concert parties (if any).

Squeeze Out

Under the Companies Act, if a “takeover offer” (as defined in section 974 of the Companies Act) is made by

an offeror to acquire all of the shares in the Company not already owned by it and the offeror were to acquire,

or contract to acquire, not less than 90 per cent. in value of the ordinary shares which are the subject of

such offer and not less than 90 per cent. of the voting rights carried by those shares, the offeror could then

compulsorily acquire the remaining shares. The offeror would do so by sending a notice to outstanding

shareholders before the end of the 3 month period beginning on the day after the last day on which the

offer can be accepted. The notice must be made in the prescribed manner. Six weeks later, the offeror would

send a copy of the notice to the Company together with an instrument of transfer executed in respect of

the outstanding ordinary shares on behalf of the holder in favour of the offeror and pay the consideration for

those ordinary shares. The Company would hold the consideration on trust for outstanding shareholders.

The consideration offered to those shareholders whose ordinary shares are compulsorily acquired under

the Companies Act must, in general, be the same as the consideration that was available under the original

offer unless a member can show the offer value is unfair.

(A) Sell-out Rules

The Companies Act gives minority shareholders a right to be bought out in certain circumstances by

a person who has made a takeover offer. If a takeover offer related to all the shares in the Company

and at any time before the end of the period within which the offeror could be accepted, the offeror
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holds, or has agreed to acquire, not less than 90 per cent. in value of the ordinary shares and not less

than 90 per cent. of the voting rights in the Company, any holder of ordinary shares to which the offer

relates who has not accepted the offer can, by a written communication to the offeror, require it to

acquire that holder’s ordinary shares.

The offeror is required to give each Shareholder notice of his right to be bought out within one month

of that right arising. The offeror may impose a time limit on the rights of minority shareholders to be

bought out but that period cannot end less than three months after the end of the acceptance period

or, if later, three months after the date specified in the notice given by the offeror. If a Shareholder

exercises his rights, the offeror is entitled and bound to acquire those ordinary shares on the terms of

the offer or on such other terms as may be agreed.

(B) Notification of Major Interests in Ordinary Shares

Chapter 5 of the Disclosure and Transparency Rules makes provisions regarding notification of certain

shareholdings and holdings of financial instruments.

Where a person holds voting rights in the Company as a Shareholder through direct or indirect holdings

of financial instruments, then that person has an obligation to make a notification to the FCA and the

Company of the percentage of voting rights held where that percentage reaches, exceeds or falls

below three per cent. or any whole percentage point above three per cent.

The requirement to notify also applies where a person is an indirect Shareholder and can acquire,

dispose of or exercise voting rights in certain cases.

Shareholders are encouraged to consider their notification and disclosure obligations carefully as a

failure to make any required notification to the Company may result in disenfranchisement pursuant to

the Articles (see paragraph 4.12 above).

6. Directors
6.1 The Directors of the Company and their respective functions are set out in Part II of this document.

6.2 The Directors currently hold and have held the following directorships and/or been a partner in the

following partnerships within the five years prior to the date of this document in addition to their

directorships of the Company:

Previous directorships and
Current directorships and interests in partnerships held in

Name interests in partnerships the last five years

Clive Royston Watson Abbeyheath Limited The Brighton Pier Group plc

Ace High Enterprises Limited LNL Estates Limited

The City Pub Company Tomahawk Pubs Limited

(West) Limited The Capital Pub

Bar & Kitchen Limited Company Limited

Epsom College Capital Pub Company

The Fat Pheasant Pub Company Ltd Trading Limited

Kayfold Limited Gynaecology Cancer

Research Fund

The West Berkshire Brewery plc

Tarquin Owen Williams Flamequire Limited

Inn on the Beach Limited

The City Pub Company (West)

Limited

Rupert James Lindsay Clark The Fat Pheasant Pub Company Ltd
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Previous directorships and
Current directorships and interests in partnerships held in

Name interests in partnerships the last five years

Alexander John Derrick Flamequire Limited The Capital Pub

Inn on the Beach Limited Company Limited

The City Pub Company (West)

Limited

Alexander David The Pioneer (City) Pub

Michael Bruce Company Limited

Maverick Pubs Limited

The Summit (City) Pub Company

Limited

Maverick Pubs (Holdings) Limited

The Renegade Pub Co. 1 Limited

The Liberty (City) Pub Company

Limited

Phoenix (City) Pub Company Limited

Renegade Brewery Limited

The Galaxy (City) Pub Company

Limited

The Sovereign (City) Pub Company

Limited

The Renegade Pub Co 2 Limited

The West Berkshire Brewery plc

Brew Securities Ltd

Ace High Enterprises Limited

The City Pub Company (West)

Limited

Country Food & Dining (2) Limited

Country Food & Dining (3) Limited

Country Food & Dining (4) Limited

The Burlington Arms Pub Co Ltd 

Richard John Roberts Old Dairy Brewery Limited The Sovereign (City) Pub

The City Pub Company (West) Company Limited

Limited The Pioneer (City) Pub

Integra Consulting & Company Limited

Communications Limited The Galaxy (City) Pub

Company Limited

Webtab UK Limited

Richard Prickett European Sales Company Limited Landore Resources (UK) Limited

Asian Growth Properties Limited

City Natural Resources High Yield

Trust Plc

The Pioneer (City) Pub Company

Limited

Landore Resources Limited

Landore Resources Canada Inc.

Lamaune Iron Inc.

6.3 R Prickett was a director of London Securities Plc which agreed a corporate voluntary arrangement

(CVA) with its creditors and shareholders on 16 October 1992 for a 2 year period. The shares were

never suspended from trading on the London Stock Exchange during the CVA and Mr Prickett resigned

as a director in July 1994. The CVA was completed in November 1994 as agreed. Assets were sold

and proceeds used to repay secured creditors. No payment was made to unsecured creditors

or shareholders.

Mr Prickett was appointed a non-executive director of Cloud Cover Limited in June 1996 and resigned

in November 1996. On 12 June 1997, approximately six months after his resignation, Cloud Cover

went into liquidation.
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Mr Prickett was a director of Brancote Australia NL at the time it was placed into voluntary

administration on 3 March 2000. The company was subsequently placed in creditors voluntary

liquidation. The company’s sole creditor at such time was Brancote Holdings plc, which subsequently

wrote off the outstanding debt due from Brancote Australia NL. The liquidation has since been finalised

and the company has been struck off.

Mr Prickett was non-executive chairman of The Romanian Property Fund which went into liquidation

in November 2011.

6.4 Save as set out in paragraph 6.3 above, at the date of this document none of the Directors:

6.4.1 has any unspent convictions in relation to fraudulent or indictable offences;

6.4.2 has been declared bankrupt or has been the subject of an individual voluntary arrangement, or

has had a receiver appointed to any asset of such Director;

6.4.3 has been a director of any company which, while he was a director, or within 12 months after

he ceased to be a director had a receiver appointed or went into compulsory liquidation,

creditors voluntary liquidation, administration or company voluntary arrangement or made any

composition or arrangement with its creditors generally or any class of its creditors;

6.4.4 has been a partner in any partnership which while he was a partner or within 12 months after

he ceased to be a partner, went into compulsory liquidation, administration or partnership

voluntary arrangement or had a receiver appointed to any partnership asset; 

6.4.5 has owned, or been a partner in a partnership which owned that asset, or while he was a partner

within 12 months after his ceasing to be a partner in the partnership which owned that asset,

entering into receivership;

6.4.6 has been the subject of any public criticisms and/or sanctions by any statutory or regulatory

authority (including any designated professional body); or 

6.4.7 has been disqualified by a court from acting as a director of any company or from acting in the

management or conduct of the affairs of any company.

7. Directors’ and Other Interests
7.1 The interests of the Directors, (including the interests of persons connected with them (within the

meaning of section 252 of the Companies Act) which would, if the connected person were a Director

be required to be disclosed and the existence of which is known to, or could with reasonable diligence

be ascertained by that Director), in the issued share capital of the Company (all of which, save where

stated otherwise in the notes below, are beneficial interests), as is expected to be immediately prior to

Admission and as will be immediately following Admission, are as follows:

Immediately prior to Immediately
Admission* following Admission

No. of Percentage Percentage
Existing of Existing No. of of Enlarged

Ordinary Ordinary Ordinary Share
Director Shares Shares Shares Capital

Clive Watson 2,530,268 7.1 2,252,882 4.0

Helen Watson 69,062 0.2 69,062 0.1

Clive Watson and DCD Trustees Ltd as Trustees

of The Bar and Kitchen Pension Scheme 273,593 0.8 273,593 0.5

Tarquin Williams 341,412 1.0 291,412 0.5

Rupert Clark 813,548 2.3 555,059 1.0

Alex Derrick 734,171 2.1 425,682 0.8

David Bruce 591,985 1.7 591,985 1.1

Louise Anne Bruce 48,281 0.1 48,281 0.1

John Roberts 339,704 1.0 339,704 0.6

Richard Prickett – – 58,823 0.1

* Assuming (i) completion of the Reorganisation (ii) issue of Ordinary Shares in lieu of part of the cash bonus referred to in paragraph

7.8 of Part IX of this document at an issue price of £1.70 per Ordinary Share (iii) exercise of EMI Options referred to in paragraph

7.3 of Part IX of this document and (iv) excluding any proposed Sale Shares. Paragraph 7.9 of Part IX of this document sets out

the breakdown of the Existing Ordinary Shares.
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7.2 As part of the:

7.2.1 bonus issue of B Ordinary Shares of £0.01 referred to in paragraph 3.17 of Part IX of this

document, the following bonus B ordinary shares of £0.01 each have been issued to certain of

the directors who are holders of B ordinary shares of £0.01 each, conditional on Admission;

7.2.2 redesignation of the Preference Shares into Ordinary Shares and Deferred Shares, conditional

on Admission, as part of the Reorganisation, the following directors (and persons connected

with the directors) who are holders of Preference Shares will hold the following Ordinary Shares

and Deferred Shares as a result of such redesignation:

Number of
Ordinary

Shares on Number of Number of
Number of B consolidation Number of Ordinary Deferred

Ordinary Number of and Preference Shares Shares
Shares of Bonus B redesignation Shares at arising on arising on

£0.01 each at Ordinary of B Ordinary the date redesignation redesignation
the date of Shares of Shares of of this of Preference of Preference

Director this document £0.01 each £0.50 each document Shares Shares *

Clive Watson 300,000 14,700,000 300,000 3,100,000 968,750 106,562,500

Tarquin Williams 300,000 14,700,000 300,000

Alex Derrick 300,000 14,700,000 300,000

Rupert Clark 300,000 14,700,000 300,000 50,000 15,625 1,718,750

David Bruce 150,000 46,875 5,937,500

Louise Anne Bruce 150,000 46,875 5,937,500

John Roberts 100,000 31,250 3,437,500

Helen Watson 200,000 62,500 6,875,000

Clive Watson and

DCD Trustees Ltd as

Trustees of The Bar

and Kitchen Pension

Scheme 850,000 265,625 29,218,750

* All Deferred Shares will be bought back by the Company for an aggregate consideration of £0.01, conditional, inter alia, on Admission

7.3 The following options over Ordinary Shares have been granted to certain of the Directors, such options

being exercisable at the price and on the dates or occurrence of events shown below:

Exercise
No of Date price per
Ordinary Option of Ordinary Exercise

Director Shares Scheme Grant Share Period

Clive Royston 75,000 EMI 22 October 2013 £0.50 On the third
Watson anniversary of the

option holder’s
commencement
of employment
until 10th anniversary
of date of grant

50,000 EMI 29th October £1.20 On the third
2013 anniversary of the

option holder’s
commencement
of employment
until 10th anniversary
of date of grant

40,000 EMI 6 October 2014 £1.20 On the third
anniversary of the
option holder’s
commencement
of employment
until 10th anniversary
of date of grant

22,500 CSOP 13 May 2016 £1.00 From 15 May 2019
until the 10th
anniversary of the
original date of grant 
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Exercise
No of Date price per
Ordinary Option of Ordinary Exercise

Director Shares Scheme Grant Share Period

Clive Royston 75,000 EMI* 22 October £0.50 On the third
Watson (continued) 2013 anniversary of the

option holder’s
commencement
of employment
until 10th anniversary
of the original date
of grant

50,000 EMI* 29 October £1.20 On the third
2013 anniversary of the

option holder’s
commencement
of employment
until 10th anniversary
of the original date
of grant

40,000 EMI* 6 October £1.20 On the third
2014 anniversary of the

option holder’s
commencement
of employment
until the 10th
anniversary of 
the original date
of grant

22,500 CSOP 13 May 2016 £1.00 From 15 May 2019
(being replacement until the
options issued 10th anniversary
on 17 November of the original
2017 as a result date of grant
of implementation
of the Scheme)

Tarquin Owen 30,000 CSOP 13 May 2016 £1.00 From 15 May 2019
Williams until the

10th anniversary
of the date of grant 

30,000 CSOP 13 May 2016 £1.00 From 15 May
(being 2019 until the
replacement 10th anniversary
options issued of the original
on 17 November date of grant
2017 as a result
of implementation
of the Scheme)

Rupert James 100,000 EMI 22 October 2013 £0.50 On the third
Lindsay Clark anniversary of the

option holder’s 
commencement
of employment
until 10th anniversary
of date of grant

100,000 EMI 29 October 2013 £1.20 On the third
anniversary of the
option holder’s
commencement
of employment
until 10th anniversary
of date of grant
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Exercise
No of Date price per
Ordinary Option of Ordinary Exercise

Director Shares Scheme Grant Share Period

Rupert James 75,000 EMI 6 October 2014 £1.20 On the third
Lindsay Clark anniversary of the
(continued) option holder’s 

commencement 
of employment 
until 10th anniversary
of date of grant

30,000 CSOP 13 May 2016 £1.00 From 15 May 2019
2019 until the 10th
anniversary from the
original date of grant

Alexander John 100,000 EMI 22 October 2013 £0.50 On the third
Derrick (being replacement anniversary of the

options issued option holder’s
on 17 November commencement
2017 as a result of employment
of implementation until 10th anniversary
of the Scheme) of the original date

of grant

100,000 EMI 29 October 2013 £1.20 On the third 
(being replacement anniversary of the
options issued option holder’s
on 17 November commencement
2017 as a result of employment
of implementation until 10th anniversary
of the Scheme) of the original date

of grant

75,000 EMI 6 October 2014 £1.20 On the third
(being replacement anniversary of the
options issued option holder’s
on 17 November commencement
2017 as a result of employment
of implementation until 10th anniversary
of the Scheme) of the original date

of grant

30,000 CSOP 13 May 2016 £1.00 From 15 May 2019
(being replacement until the 10th
options issued on anniversary of the
17 November 2017 original date of grant
as a result of
implementation of
the Scheme)

*The EMI options held by Clive Watson have not been exchanged, and instead have been exercised in respect of CPCW ordinary

shares, conditional on Admission. Such CPCW ordinary shares will be immediately acquired by the Company in consideration for the

allotment of an equivalent number of Ordinary Shares under the articles of association of CPCW.

All EMI options held by Directors have been exercised, conditional on Admission. 

7.4 Save as disclosed in paragraph 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 of this Part IX:

(a) none of the Directors has any interest in the share capital or loan capital of the Company or any

of its subsidiaries nor has any director any interest in a related financial product referenced to the

Ordinary Shares nor does any person connected with the Directors (within the meaning of section

252 of the Companies Act) have any such interest whether beneficial or non-beneficial;

(b) as at the date of this document, no Director has any option over or warrant to subscribe for any

shares in the Company.

7.5 Save for the service agreements and consultancy agreements with service companies referred to in

paragraph 8 of this Part IX, the Placing Agreement and Lock-in Agreements referred to in paragraphs

15.1 and 15.2 of this Part IX the management bonuses referred to in paragraph 7.8 of this Part IX,
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there are no agreements, arrangements or understandings (including compensation agreements)
between any of the Directors or Shareholders connected with or dependent upon Admission. 

7.6 In addition to the interests of the Directors set out in paragraph 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 above, as at
17 November 2017 (being the latest practicable date prior to the publication of this document), insofar
as is known to the Company, the following persons will as at the date of this document and immediately
following Admission, be directly or indirectly interested (within the meaning of Part VI of the Companies
Act) in 3 per cent. or more of the issued share capital of the Company:

At the date of this Immediately following
document* Admission

Number % of % of
of Existing Existing Number of Enlarged
Ordinary Ordinary Ordinary Share

Shareholder Shares Shares Shares Capital

Hargreave Hale 6,000,000 10.6
Unicorn AIM VCT PLC 3,303,870 9.2 3,303,870 5.9
Franklin Templeton Fund Management 2,500,000 4.4
Otus Capital Management 2,400,000 4.3
Clive Royston Watson 2,530,268 7.1 2,252,882 4.0

*Assuming (i) completion of the Reorganisation, (ii) issue of Ordinary Shares in lieu of part of cash bonus referred to in paragraph 7.8
of Part IX of this document at an issue price of £1.70 per Ordinary Share (iii) exercise of EMI Options referred to at paragraph 7.3 of
Part IX of this document and (iv) excluding any proposed Sale Shares.

7.7 The Company has made a loan to Alex Derrick which, as at the date of this document, amounts to
approximately £30,000. It is intended that this loan will be repaid from the proceeds of the sale of Sale
Shares by Alex Derrick.

7.8 The following directors are entitled to receive a cash bonus in accordance with the terms of the bonus
schemes of the Company and CPCW, calculated on the basis of EBITDA of the Company and CPCW
which will be payable on Admission. Clive Watson and Tarquin Williams have also been awarded a
bonus relating to a successful Admission. Each of such directors has agreed to be issued with
additional Ordinary Shares at the Placing Price in lieu of part of such cash bonus, conditional
on Admission:

Number of Ordinary 
Amount of aggregate Shares issued in lieu

bonus to be paid in cash of part of cash bonus
(45% of bonus) (55% of bonus)

Director £ at Placing Price

Clive Watson 114,300 82,176
Rupert Clark 108,000 77,647
Alex Derrick 81,000 58,235
Tarquin Williams 57,600 41,412
David Bruce 25,200 18,118
John Roberts 18,900 13,588
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7.9 The interests of the Directors (including the interests of persons connected with them (within the
meaning of section 252 of the Companies Act) which would, if the connected person were a Director
be required to be disclosed and the existence of which is known to, or could with reasonable diligence
be ascertained by that Director) in the issued share capital of the Company (all of which, save where
stated otherwise in the notes below are beneficial interests) (i) at the date of this document (ii) arising
from the Reorganisation (iii) to be issued in lieu of part of the cash bonus to the directors at £1.70 per
Ordinary Share (iv) arising in connection with the exercise of options over Ordinary Shares under the
EMI Option Scheme and (v) up to the aggregate number of the Existing Ordinary Shares expected to
be held by each Director immediately prior to Admission is set out in the table below:

*Number of
Number of Ordinary
Ordinary Shares in Number of
Shares lieu of part Ordinary *Number of

Number of arising from of the cash Shares from Existing
Ordinary Re- bonus to Exercised Ordinary

Director Shares organisation management EMI Options Shares

Clive Watson 849,342 1,268,750 82,176 330,000 2,530,268
Helen Watson 6,562 62,500 – – 69,062
Clive Watson and DCD Trustees Ltd 7,968 265,625 – – 273,593
as Trustees of The Bar and
Kitchen Pension Scheme
Tarquin Williams – 300,000 41,412 – 341,412
Rupert Clark 145,276 315,625 77,647 275,000 813,548
Alex Derrick 100,936 300,000 58,235 275,000 734,171
David Bruce 526,992 46,875 18,118 – 591,985
Louise Anne Bruce 1,406 46,875 – – 48,281
John Roberts 294,866 31,250 13,588 – 339,704
Richard Prickett – – – – –

*Assuming (i) completion of the Reorganisation (ii) issue of Ordinary Shares in lieu of part of cash bonus referred to in paragraph 7.8 of
Part IX of this document at an issue price of £1.70 per Ordinary Share (iii) exercise of EMI Options referred to at paragraph 7.3 of Part
IX of this document and (iv) excluding any proposed Sale Shares.

7.10 Save as disclosed above, there are no persons, so far as the Directors are aware, who will immediately
following Admission be interested, directly or indirectly, in three per cent or more of the issued share
capital, nor, so far as the Company is aware, are there any persons who at the date of Admission,
directly or indirectly, jointly or severally, exercise or could exercise control over the Company.

7.11 So far as the Directors are aware there are no arrangements the operation of which may at a later date
result in a change of control of the Company.

7.12 Integra Consulting and Communications Limited (“Integra”) provides brewing consultancy services to
the Group and also marketing and website consultancy services to the Group. Integra is the
consultancy and services company owned and used jointly by Richard John Roberts, a non-executive
director of the Company and his wife to provide consultancy services. Integra has been paid the
following sums in the last three financial periods for services provided (excluding bonus).

FY14 FY15 FY16
Services £ £ £

Non-Executive Director fees 21,562.50 22,500 22,500
Board meeting attendance fees 2,000 4,000 4,000
Brewing and marketing consultancy fees 39,444.45 37,083.38 40,999.92

Brew Securities Limited is the consultancy and services company owned and used by Alexander David
Michael Bruce to provide the services of Mr Bruce as a Non-Executive Director. Brew Securities Limited
has been paid the following sums in the last three financial periods for services provided (excluding bonus).
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FY14 FY15 FY16
Services £ £ £

Non-Executive Director fees 51,876 60,381 73,200

Board meeting attendance fees 2,000 4,000 4,000

7.13 Save as disclosed in the document, no Director is or has been interested in any transactions which

are or were unusual in their nature or conditions or significant to the business of the Group and which

was effected by the Company or any of its subsidiaries during the current or immediately preceding

financial period or which were effected during any earlier financial period and remains in any respect

outstanding or unperformed.

7.14 Save as disclosed in the document, there are no outstanding loans or guarantees granted or provided

by any member of the Group to or for the benefit of any Director.

7.15 Neither the Directors nor any substantial shareholders have different voting rights to other holders of

the share capital of the Company.

8. Directors’ Remuneration and Service Agreements
On 25 October 2017 each of Clive Watson, Rupert Clark and Alex Derrick entered into new service contracts

with the Company. These contracts replaced the service contracts previously entered into by Mr Watson

with each of the Company and The City Pub Company (West) dated 20 December 2011, by Mr Clark with

the Company dated 11 November 2013 and by Mr Derrick with The City Pub Company (West) dated

31 October 2013 respectively. The key provisions of the contracts are set out below:

8.1 Clive Watson 

The contract provides for Clive Watson to act as Executive Chairman of the Company and is entitled

to receive a basic annual salary of £130,000 per annum. The Company will make pension payments

to Mr Watson in accordance with relevant legislation.

Mr Watson is entitled to 28 days holiday (plus public holidays) per annum. He is also entitled to private

medical cover for himself and his family.

Mr Watson will be subject to confidentiality and intellectual property undertakings and post termination

restrictions. Subject to time spent on garden leave, Mr Watson is bound to observe these restrictions

for 12 months.

In order to terminate employment, the Company is required to give 12 months’ notice, other than in

circumstances of, inter alia, gross misconduct and material breach of contract. The Company may

choose to pay in lieu of notice and/or to place the Executive on garden leave. Except where

the Company has materially breached the contract, the Executive will be required to give

12 months’ notice.

In the event of a change of control of the Company, Mr Watson is entitled to receive a sum equivalent

to the gross value of one year’s basic salary less tax and other relevant deductions from the Company

within one month of the date of the change of control.

8.2 Rupert Clark 

The contract provides for Rupert Clark to act as Managing Director of the Company and is entitled to

receive a basic annual salary of £130,000. The Company will make pension payments to Mr Clark in

accordance with relevant legislation.

Mr Clark is entitled to 28 days holiday (plus public holidays) per annum. He is also entitled to private

medical cover for himself and his family.

Mr Clark will be subject to confidentiality and intellectual property undertakings and post termination

restrictions. Subject to time spent on garden leave, Mr Clark is bound to observe these restrictions for

12 months.
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In order to terminate employment the Company is required to give 12 months’ notice, other than in

circumstances of, inter alia, gross misconduct and material breach of contract. The Company may

choose to pay in lieu of notice and/or to place the Executive on garden leave. Except where the

Company has materially breached the contract, the Executive will be required to give

12 months’ notice.

In the event of a change of control of the Company, Mr Clark is entitled to receive a share equivalent

to the gross value of one year’s basic salary less tax and other relevant deductions from the Company

within one month of the date of the change of control.

8.3 Alex Derrick 

The contract provides for Alex Derrick to act as Managing Director of the Company. He was appointed

a director of the Company on 25 October 2017. He is entitled to receive a basic annual salary of

£130,000. The Company will make pension payments to Mr Derrick in accordance with relevant

legislation.

Mr Derrick is entitled to 28 days holiday (plus public holidays) per annum. He is also entitled to private

medical cover for himself and his family.

Mr Derrick will be subject to confidentiality and intellectual property undertakings and post termination

restrictions. Subject to time spent on garden leave, Mr Derrick is bound to observe these restrictions

for 12 months.

In order to terminate employment the Company is required to give 12 months’ notice, other than in

circumstances of, inter alia, gross misconduct and material breach of contract. The Company may

choose to pay in lieu of notice and/or to place the Executive on garden leave. Except where the

Company has materially breached the contract, the Executive will be required to give

12 months’ notice.

In the event of a change of control of the Company, Mr Derrick is entitled to receive a sum equivalent

to the gross value of one year’s basic salary less tax and other relevant deductions from the Company

within one month of the date of the change of control.

8.4 Tarquin Williams 

Mr Williams entered into a service contract with the Company dated 25 October 2017. Such contract

reflects the terms of employment sent out in an email to Mr Williams attaching job specification dated

16 October 2014. The key provisions of the contract are set out below: 

The contract provides for Tarquin Williams to act as Chief Financial Officer of the Group and is entitled

to receive a basic annual salary of £115,000. The Company will make pension payments to Mr Williams

in accordance with relevant legislation.

Mr Williams is entitled to 28 days holiday (plus public holidays) per annum. He is also entitled to private

medical cover for himself and his family.

Mr Williams will be subject to confidentiality and intellectual property undertakings and post termination

restrictions. Subject to time spent on garden leave, Mr Williams is bound to observe these restrictions

for 12 months.

In order to terminate employment the Company is required to give 12 months’ notice, other than in

circumstances of, inter alia, gross misconduct and material breach of contract. The Company may

choose to pay in lieu of notice and/or to place the Executive on garden leave. Except where the

Company has materially breached the contract, the Executive will be required to give

12 months’ notice.

In the event of a change of control of the Company, Mr Williams is entitled to receive a sum equivalent

to the gross value of one year’s basic salary less tax and other relevant deductions from the Company

within one month of the date of the change of control.
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8.5 Non-Executive Directors

David Bruce was appointed as a consultant to the Company and The City Pub Company (West) under

separate consultancy agreements with each company via a service company each dated

20 December 2011. David Bruce entered into a new consultancy agreement with the Company dated

25 October 2017 which replaced his previous consultancy agreement. 

John Roberts was appointed as a consultant to the Company and The City Pub Company (West)

under separate consultancy agreements with each company via a service company. Both consultancy

agreements are dated 20 December 2011. John Roberts entered into a new consultancy agreement

with the Company dated 25 October 2017 which replaced his previous consultancy agreements. 

Richard Prickett was appointed a director of the Company on 25 October 2017 and entered into a

consultancy agreement via a service company with the Company dated 25 October 2017. The

appointment of each of Mr Bruce, Mr Roberts and Mr Prickett being referred to as an “Appointment”
and together being referred to as the “Appointments”). The key provisions of the Appointments are

set out below:

In terms of each of the Appointments, each relevant service company agrees to provide the services

of the non-executive director for an annual fee. The annual fee for the service company of Mr Bruce is

£40,000. The annual fee for the service company of Mr Roberts is £30,000. The annual fee for the

service company of Mr Prickett is £40,000. The fees to the service companies will be paid monthly.

Each Non-Executive and service company is responsible for payment of tax, national insurance, VAT

and other contributions required by law. In the event that a Non-Executive undertakes additional

assignments for the Group, fees for such assignments will be as agreed by the Company. 

Each Non-Executive is required to attend annual and extraordinary general meetings of the Company

as requested and all full Board meetings, which are held not less than 6 times a year. In addition, each

Non-Executive is also required to serve as a member of the Company’s Remuneration, Audit and Risk

and Nomination Committees. Each Non-Executive warrants that he is an independent contractor and

is subject to confidentiality and intellectual property undertakings.

Either the Company or the service company must give 3 months’ notice in order to terminate the

Appointment. However, the Appointments may be terminated by the Company without notice or

payment in lieu of notice if terminated in accordance with the Company’s Articles of Association or if

the Non-Executive is not re-elected to the Board after having been required to retire by rotation.

8.6 The total aggregate of the remuneration paid and benefits in kind granted to the Directors by members

of the Group during FY16 was £865,000 (including pension contributions). The aggregate estimated

amount payable to the directors of Group companies by the members of the Group for FY17 under

arrangements in force at the date of this document (excluding quantifiable bonus payments) is

£1,042,000.

8.7 Save as set out in paragraphs 8.1 – 8.5 above, there are no service agreements in existence between any

of the Directors and the Company or any of its subsidiaries which cannot be determined by the employing

company without payment of compensation (other than statutory compensation) within one year.

9. Share Option Arrangements
9.1 The Company has granted the following options over Ordinary Shares to employees within the Group

under the EMI Share Option Scheme which are currently outstanding at the date of this document:

Type of Option Date of Grant Exercise Price No. of Shares Exercise Period 

EMI 22 October 2013 £0.50 460,000 Third anniversary of the

optionholder’s

commencement

of employment until

10th anniversary

of date of grant. 
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Type of Option Date of Grant Exercise Price No. of Shares Exercise Period 

EMI 29 October 2013 £1.20 300,000 Third anniversary of the

optionholder’s

commencement

of employment until

10th anniversary

of date of grant.

EMI 6 October 2014 £1.20 470,000 Third anniversary of the

optionholder’s

commencement

of employment until

10th anniversary

of date of grant.

9.2 The above table in paragraph 9.1 includes replacement EMI options granted by the Company in

exchange for EMI options over CPCW ordinary shares, following the all-share merger between the

Company and CPCW effected by means of the Scheme (in the case of such replacement options, the

Date of Grant refers to the original date of grant of such options) and, EMI options over CPCW ordinary

shares that have not been exchanged, but which would ultimately be satisfied by the allotment of

Ordinary Shares by virtue of the articles of association of CPCW.

9.3 All of the options granted under the EMI Share Option Scheme are currently exercisable and would

normally lapse within 5 business days of the optionholder being given notice of Admission. However,

the Board has exercised its discretion for this period to be increased to 40 days following Admission

before lapse. Options may also lapse on the optionholder ceasing to be employed within the Group in

certain circumstances. All options granted under the EMI Share Option Scheme have been exercised,

conditional on Admission. 

9.4 All Options under the EMI Share Option Scheme were granted by the Company or CPCW in an HM

Revenue & Customs approved form in accordance with the legislative provisions for Enterprise

Management Incentives in Schedule 5 of the Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003.

9.5 No further options will be granted under the EMI Share Option Scheme. 

9.6 The Company has granted the following options (“CSOP Options”) over Ordinary Shares to employees

within the Group under the CSOP Option Scheme which are currently outstanding as at the date of

this document:

Type of Option Date of Grant Exercise Price No. of Shares Exercise Period 

CSOP 13 May 2016 £1.00 1,042,500 From 15 May 2019

until the 10th anniversary

of the date of grant 

9.7 The above table in paragraph 9.6 includes replacement CSOP Options granted by the Company in

exchange for CSOP options over CPCW ordinary shares, following the all-share merger between the

Company and CPCW effected by means of the Scheme (in the case of such replacement options, the

Date of Grant refers to the original date of grant of such options). Such replacement CSOP options

remain subject to the rules of The City Pub Company (West) Company Share Option Plan, subject to

certain changes to reflect that they are in respect of Ordinary Shares.

9.8 All of the CSOP Options have been granted in accordance with Schedule 4 to the Income Tax (Earnings

and Pensions) Act 2003 (“Schedule 4”). All of the CSOP Options are exercisable two days after the

third anniversary of their date of grant. None of the CSOP Options are currently exercisable at the date

of this document. The Company may grant further options under the CSOP Share Option Scheme

following Admission either tax advantaged options under Schedule 4 or non-tax advantaged options.

9.9 In accordance with CSOP legislation, the maximum value of Ordinary Shares (calculated as at the date

of grant) that may be held by any employee under Schedule 4 CSOP Options or any other options

granted under any Schedule 4 Company Share Option Plan established by any Group Company at
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any time shall not exceed £30,000 or such other limit as specified in the relevant CSOP legislation from

time to time.

9.10 If option holders cease employment with a group company for certain ‘good leaver’ reasons before

the third anniversary of grant, they may exercise their CSOP Options over a proportion of the Ordinary

Shares under their CSOP Options. “Good Leavers” include option holders who cease employment by

reason of injury, ill-health, disability, redundancy, retirement, or if the company or business which

employs them ceases to be within the Group, or in such other circumstances as the Board may decide.

9.11 The CSOP Options may also be exercised before the third anniversary of grant if there is a change of

control of the Company by way of a general offer or scheme of arrangement (unless the CSOP Options

are surrendered and option holders are granted replacement options over shares in the

acquiring company).

9.12 In the event of a variation of the share capital of the Company affecting the Ordinary Shares, including

a capitalisation (other than by way of scrip dividend) or rights issue, or sub-division, consolidation or

reduction or other variation in the share capital of the Company which affects (or may affect) the value

of the CSOP Options, the Board may make such adjustment as it in its reasonable opinion considers

appropriate including, but not limited to, the number, amount or description of Ordinary Shares subject

to any CSOP Option and the exercise price per Ordinary Share under the CSOP Options.

9.13 The Board may at any time make any alteration to the CSOP Option Scheme in any respect except

that:

9.13.1 in respect of the tax advantaged part of the CSOP Option Scheme in accordance with

Schedule 4, no such alteration to any key feature of the CSOP Option Scheme shall have effect

if such alteration or addition would result in the CSOP Option Scheme ceasing to fulfil the

requirements of the CSOP legislation; and

9.13.2 no such alteration shall take effect (in respect of CSOP Options granted before the amendment)

so as to affect the liabilities of any person other than the Company in relation to any CSOP

Option granted by such person without the prior consent in writing of such person.

9.14 No option may be granted under the CSOP Option Scheme if, as a result of such grant, the number

of Ordinary Shares issued or issuable pursuant to options granted under the CSOP Option Scheme

(but excluding shares issued or issuable pursuant to, or related to, grants made before Admission),

when aggregated with the number of Ordinary Shares issued under the JSOP, would exceed

ten per cent. of the number of Ordinary Shares in issue from time to time. Options under the CSOP

Option Scheme which have lapsed or been surrendered, and Ordinary Shares which are subject to

JSOP awards which do not vest, will not count towards this dilution limit.

10. Incentive Arrangements Following Admission
10.1 In addition to the CSOP Option Scheme, the Company intends to adopt The City Pub Group plc Joint

Share Ownership Plan (“JSOP”). Under the JSOP, Employees (including executive Directors) may

acquire Ordinary Shares jointly with the trustee (“Trustee”) of an employee benefit trust established by

the Company (“EBT”). The JSOP will be operated and administered by the Remuneration Committee

of the Board. 

10.2 Eligibility and grant of JSOP awards

10.2.1 All Employees (including executive Directors) are eligible to participate in the JSOP.

10.2.2 Under the JSOP, the Remuneration Committee may from time to time exercise its discretion

and request the Trustee to acquire Ordinary Shares jointly with selected

Employees (“Participants”). 

10.2.3 It is intended that the EBT will be funded by way of a loan from the Company.
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10.3 Nature of JSOP awards

10.3.1 An award under the JSOP (“Award”) takes the form of a restricted beneficial interest in a

number of Ordinary Shares (“Interest”) which, broadly, gives the Participant the right to the

future increase in value of those Ordinary Shares above an agreed threshold which will not

be less than the market value of the Ordinary Shares at the date the Award is granted

(“Threshold”). To receive an Award, the Participant must enter into a joint ownership

agreement with the Trustee under which the Participant and the Trustee jointly acquire the

Ordinary Shares.

10.3.2 Under the terms of the JSOP, the Remuneration Committee will specify what purchase price

must be paid by a Participant to acquire an Interest subject to an Award.

10.3.3 Generally, Awards may only be granted under the JSOP in the six week period following the

adoption of the JSOP and thereafter, only in the six week period following the announcement

by the Company of its interim or final results. However, the Remuneration Committee may

grant Awards outside these six week periods in exceptional circumstances. 

10.3.4 The grant of Awards and the acquisitions of Interests are not permitted during any period

during which dealings in Ordinary Shares is restricted by the Market Abuse Regulation, the

Company’s Share Dealing Code or by any other regulation.

10.3.5 No Awards may be granted more than ten years from the date when the JSOP was adopted

by the Company. 

10.3.6 Prior to vesting of Awards, Awards and Interests are not transferable other than to the Trustee

pursuant to the rules of the JSOP and the joint ownership agreement, and on death.

10.3.7 Awards granted under the JSOP do not count towards pensionable remuneration.

10.4 Vesting of Awards

10.4.1 Awards will ordinarily vest on the third anniversary of the grant date. The Remuneration

Committee may also impose performance conditions that must be satisfied on the vesting of

an Award (in addition to the Threshold referred to above), although it does not intended to

impose any such performance conditions on the Awards to be granted shortly after

Admission. 

10.4.2 Until vesting, the Ordinary Shares which are the subject of Awards will be jointly owned by

the Trustee and the Participant. Upon vesting, a Participant may require the Trustee to transfer

to him Ordinary Shares of equal value to the Participant’s vested Interests.

10.4.3 To the extent an Award does not vest, the relevant Interests may be acquired by the Trustee

for the lower of the amount paid for them and their value at that time.

10.5 Cessation of Employment

10.5.1 The vesting of Awards is subject to the Participant remaining in employment within the Group

at the relevant vesting date. 

10.5.2 Certain “Good leavers” will be entitled to retain their Awards until the normal vesting date, at

which point the Awards will vest subject to the satisfaction of any performance conditions

and on a pro rata basis to reflect the period of employment over the vesting period. A “Good

leaver” is a Participant who ceases to be employed within the Group by reason of death,

injury, ill health, permanent disability, redundancy, retirement, the company or business which

employs him ceasing to be within the Group, or in such other circumstances as the

Remuneration Committee made decide. 

10.5.3 In the case of any Participant who is not a “Good leaver”, the Interests subject to their Awards

will be acquired by the Trustee for the lower of the amount paid for them and their value at

that time.
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10.6 Takeover

If there is a change of control of the Company by way of general offer or scheme of arrangement

Awards will generally vest as at the date of change of control and participants will be entitled to receive

the value of their Interests. However, if the consideration receivable by shareholders as a result of the

change of control consists of shares in the acquirer, the Trustee (taking into account the

recommendation of the Remuneration Committee) may determine that Awards will continue over such

shares on the terms of the JSOP and the relevant joint ownership agreement.

10.7 Voting 

Prior to vesting of an Award, neither the Participant nor the Trustee shall exercise voting rights attached

to Ordinary Shares subject to an Award unless otherwise directed by the Board. After vesting, the

Participant may direct the Trustee to vote in accordance with the Participant’s instructions in respect

of a number of jointly owned Ordinary Shares which have a value equal to the Participant’s Interests

which have vested.

10.8 Dividends 

10.8.1 Dividends on Ordinary Shares subject to an Award will be waived if they would otherwise be

payable prior to vesting of the Award.

10.8.2 After the vesting of an Award, any dividends will be distributed in proportion to the Participant’s

Interest and the remainder to the Trustee.

10.9 Dilution Limits 

10.9.1 No Award may be made under the JSOP, if, as a result of such Award, the number of Ordinary

Shares that may be issued jointly to the Trustee and Participants under the JSOP, when

aggregated with the number of Ordinary Shares issued or issuable pursuant to options

granted under the CSOP Option Scheme (but excluding shares issued or issuable pursuant

to, or related to, grants made before Admission), would exceed ten per cent. of the number

of Ordinary Shares in issue from time to time.

10.9.2 Ordinary Shares which are subject to Awards which do not vest, and options under the CSOP

Option Scheme which have lapsed or been surrendered, will not count towards these dilution

limits.

10.10 Variation of Share Capital 

In the event of a variation of the share capital of the Company affecting the Ordinary Shares, including

a rights issue, bonus issue, consolidation or subdivision of Ordinary Shares, the Threshold applicable

to Awards may be amended in such manner as is determined by the Trustee (taking into account the

recommendation of the Remuneration Committee) to be appropriate.

10.11 Alterations to the JSOP

10.11.1 The rules of the JSOP and the terms and conditions on which Awards are to be granted may

be amended by the Remuneration Committee. The terms of a joint ownership agreement

pursuant to which an Award has been granted may only be amended with the agreement of

Trustee and the relevant participant (with the consent of the Remuneration Committee).

10.11.2 However, any amendments which are to the advantage of Participants and relate to eligibility,

limits, the rights attaching to Awards or the amendment provisions may not be amended

without Shareholder approval in general meeting unless the amendments are minor in nature

and made to benefit the administration of JSOP, or to take account of the provisions of any

existing or proposed legislation (including overseas legislation) or to obtain or maintain

favourable tax, exchange control or regulatory treatment for the Company, any of its

subsidiaries or for Participants.
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10.12 Admission Awards

The Company intends to grant the following awards to the Executive Directors under the JSOP shortly

after Admission.

Clive Watson Award over 400,000 Ordinary Shares

Rupert Clark Award over 400,000 Ordinary Shares

Alex Derrick Award over 400,000 Ordinary Shares

Tarquin Williams Award over 400,000 Ordinary Shares

The Company intends to grant awards over up to a further 175,000 Ordinary Shares under the JSOP

to other key employees shortly after Admission.

11. The Scheme and the Reorganisation
The Group was formed on implementation of the Scheme. The Scheme was a recommended all-share

merger of the Company and CPCW effected by way of a scheme of arrangement of CPCW under part 26

of the Companies Act. It was approved by the requisite number and majority of shareholders of CPCW at

a Court convened meeting held on 25 October 2017. The Court sanctioned the Scheme at a hearing on

31 October 2017 and the Scheme became effective by lodging the Court order with the Registrar of

Companies on 1 November 2017. Under the terms of the Scheme, the Shares in CPCW were transferred

to the Company and in exchange, the shareholders of CPCW received (as appropriate):

1 new Ordinary Share for each ordinary share of £0.50 each in the capital of CPCW held by them

1 new B Ordinary Share for each B ordinary share of £0.01 each in the capital of CPCW held by them 

1 new Preference Share for each convertible cumulative preference share of £0.50 each in the capital of

CPCW held by them.

Following the Scheme becoming effective, the holders of options under the EMI Option Scheme of CPCW

and the CSOP Option Scheme of CPCW exchanged their options for equivalent EMI options or CSOP

options, as appropriate, in the Company. 

In order to implement the provisions of the Previous Articles and to adjust the share capital of the Company

so that it is suitable for a company whose shares are to be admitted to trading on AIM, the Reorganisation

was effected conditional on Admission.

The Reorganisation comprised a bonus issue of B Ordinary Shares of the Company to the holders of B

Ordinary Shares on the register on 28 September 2017 in the proportion of 49 new B Ordinary Shares for

each B Ordinary Share held at such date. The B Ordinary Shares were then consolidated into B Ordinary

Shares of £0.50 pence each and redesignated as Ordinary Shares of £0.50 each.

The Preference Shares were redesignated into Ordinary Shares of £0.50 each and Deferred Shares of £0.01

each on the basis of 3.2 Ordinary Shares for every one Preference Share held, with the balance into

Deferred Shares.

All of the Deferred Shares created as part of the redesignation of the Preference Shares were bought back

by the Company, for an aggregate consideration of £0.01, conditional on admission. 

12. Taxation
The following summary is intended as a general guide only for UK tax resident Shareholders as to their tax

position under current UK tax legislation and HMRC practice as at the date of this document. Such law and

practice (including, without limitation, rates of tax) is in principle subject to change at any time, and possibly

with retrospective effect.

The Company is at the date of this document resident for tax purposes in the United Kingdom and the

following is based on that status. The Company is automatically subject to UK corporation tax on its

worldwide income and gains unless another territory makes a claim under a relevant double taxation
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arrangement. The UK corporation tax rate is currently 19 per cent., but based on current law this rate will

be 17 per cent. from April 2020.

This summary is not a complete and exhaustive analysis of all the potential UK tax consequences for holders

of Ordinary Shares. It addresses certain limited aspects of the UK taxation position applicable to

Shareholders resident and domiciled for tax purposes in (and only in) the UK (except in so far as express

reference is made to the treatment of non-UK residents) and who are absolute beneficial owners of their

Ordinary Shares and who hold their Ordinary Shares as an investment. This summary does not address the

position of certain classes of Shareholders who (together with associates) have a 10 per cent. or greater

interest in the Company, or, such as dealers in securities, market makers, brokers, intermediaries, collective

investment schemes, pension funds, charities or UK insurance companies or whose shares are held under

a self-invested personal pension or an individual savings account or are “employment related securities” as

defined in section 421B of the Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003. Any person who is in any

doubt as to his or her tax position or who is subject to taxation in a jurisdiction other than the UK should

consult his or her professional advisers immediately as to the taxation consequences of his or her purchase,

ownership and disposition of Ordinary Shares. This summary is based on current United Kingdom tax

legislation. Shareholders should be aware that future legislative, administrative and judicial changes could

affect the taxation consequences described below.

In particular, draft Finance Bill (no 2) 2017 has not received Royal Ascent and therefore the draft legislation

remains potentially subject to change. A number of the proposed provisions of this bill relating to corporates

and individuals will have retrospective effect from April 2017. 

The draft Finance Bill 2017 to 2018 was published on 13 September 2017. This includes draft legislation

expected to take effect from April 2018. On 22 November 2017 the Chancellor of the Exchequer will publish

the Autumn budget. The budget may include further tax changes which are not currently included in the

draft Finance Bill 2017 to 2018. 

12.1 Taxation of dividends

Company

Under current UK taxation legislation, no UK withholding tax will be deducted at source from dividends

paid by the Company, including cases where dividends are paid to a Shareholder who is not resident

(for tax purposes) in the UK.

Individual Shareholders

As of 6 April 2016, Shareholders who are individuals are entitled to a tax free dividend allowance of

£5,000 per tax year on the amount of any cash dividends received. In the Spring Budget in 2017, it

was announced that there is an intention to reduce this allowance to £2,000 per tax year from 6 April

2018. If an individual receives dividends in excess of this allowance in a tax year, the excess will be

taxed at 7.5 per cent. (for individuals not liable to tax at a rate above the basic rate), 32.5 per cent. (for

individuals subject to the higher rate of income tax) and 38.1 per cent. (for individuals subject to the

additional rate of income tax). 

Trustees and other Shareholders 

UK resident trustees of discretionary trusts receiving dividends from shares are liable to account for

income tax at the dividend trust rate, currently 38.1 per cent., subject to any reliefs. Trustees do not

qualify for the £5,000 dividend allowance available to individuals. Trustees of non-resident discretionary

trusts receiving dividends from shares may also be liable to income tax in certain circumstances.

Interest in possession trusts could be liable to account for income tax at a rate of 7.5 per cent. on

dividends received from the Company.

This is a complex area and trustees of such trusts should consult their own tax advisers.

United Kingdom pension funds and charities are generally exempt from tax on dividends which

they receive.
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Corporate Shareholders

A corporate Shareholder resident in the UK for tax purposes will be subject to UK corporation tax on

dividend payments received from the Company unless the dividend falls within one of the exempt

classes set out in Part 9A of the Corporation Tax Act 2009. It is anticipated that dividends should fall

within one of such exempt classes, subject to anti-avoidance rules and provided all conditions are met.

If the conditions for exemption are not met, or the Shareholder elects for an otherwise exempt dividend

to be taxable, the Shareholder will be subject to UK corporation tax on dividend payments received

from the Company at the corporation tax rates stated above.

Shareholders who are not resident in the UK for tax purposes

In general, Shareholders who are not resident in the UK for UK tax purposes will not be subject to UK

tax on dividends received from the Company unless they are carrying on a trade, profession or vocation

in the UK thorough a branch or agency (or, in the case of a Corporate Shareholder, a permanent

establishment, in connection with which the shares are used, held or acquired). The right of a

Shareholder who is not resident (for tax purposes) in the UK to claim relief in respect of a dividend

received from the Company will depend upon the existence and the terms of an applicable double

taxation treaty between the Country in which the Shareholders is resident and the UK. Shareholders

may also be liable to tax on the dividend income under the tax law of their jurisdiction of residence. 

Non-UK resident Shareholders (or Shareholders who are not solely resident in the UK for tax purposes)

should consult their own tax advisers in respect of the application of such provisions, their liabilities in

the UK or any other jurisdiction on dividend payments from the Company and/or what relief or credit

may be claimed in the jurisdiction in which they are relevant.

12.2 Taxation of Chargeable Gains

For the purpose of UK tax on chargeable gains, the acquisition of Ordinary Shares pursuant to the

Placing will be regarded as an acquisition of a new holding in the share capital of the Company. The

Ordinary Shares so allotted will, for the purpose of tax on chargeable gains, be treated as acquired on

the date of allotment. The amount paid for the Ordinary Shares will usually constitute the base cost of

a shareholder’s holding.

Individual Shareholders

UK tax resident Shareholders who are individuals (or otherwise not within the charge to Corporation

Tax) who transfer or dispose of all or some of his or her Ordinary Shares (including a disposal on a

winding-up of the Company) may be subject to UK tax on chargeable gains, depending on their

circumstances. The Shareholder’s annual exemption (currently £11,300 for individuals) and most capital

losses they have may reduce the chargeable gain. UK resident individuals are generally subject to

capital gains tax at a current flat rate of 20 per cent., (reduced to 10 per cent. on such gains which fall

within an individual’s unused basic rate income tax band), subject to any available reliefs. Trustees and

personal representatives are generally subject to capital gains tax at 20 per cent., subject to certain

reliefs and exemptions. Individual investors may be able to qualify for a reduced rate of 10 per cent.

capital gains tax if they meet the requirements of either Entrepreneurs’ Relief or Investors’ Relief. 

A Shareholder who is not resident in the UK for tax purposes, but who carries on a trade, profession

or vocation in the UK through a permanent establishment (where the Shareholder is a company) or

through a branch or agency (where the Shareholder is not a company) and has used, held or acquired

the Ordinary Shares for the purposes of such trade, profession or vocation or such permanent

establishment, branch or agency (as appropriate) will be subject to UK tax on gains arising on the

disposal of Ordinary Shares.

In addition, any holders of Ordinary Shares who are individuals and who dispose of shares while they

are temporarily non-resident may be treated as disposing of them in the tax year in which they again

become resident in the UK (subject to any available reliefs or exemptions). 
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Corporate Shareholders

For disposals by corporate Shareholders within the charge to UK Corporation tax, capital gains arising

on the disposal of Ordinary Shares are chargeable to Corporation Tax, currently at the rate of

19 per cent., subject to the availability of an exemption (e.g. the substantial shareholding exemption)

or relief. Indexation allowance may apply to reduce any such gain, although indexation cannot create

or increase a capital loss (indexation is no longer available to individuals and trustees).

12.3 Stamp duty and Stamp Duty Reserve Tax

The comments below are intended as a guide to the general UK stamp duty and UK stamp duty reserve

tax (“SDRT”) position and do not relate to certain persons, such as market makers, brokers,

intermediaries and persons connected with depositary arrangements or clearance services to whom

special rules apply.

No stamp duty or stamp duty reserve tax (“SDRT”) will generally be payable on the issue of the

Placing Shares.

Neither UK stamp duty nor SDRT should arise on subsequent transfers of Ordinary Shares on AIM

(including instruments transferring Shares and agreements to transfer Ordinary Shares) based on the

following assumptions:

12.3.1 the Shares are admitted to trading on AIM, but are not listed on any market (with the term

“listed” being construed in accordance with section 99A of the Finance Act 1986), and this

has been certified to Euroclear; and

12.3.2 AIM continues to be accepted as a “recognised growth market” (as construed in accordance

with section 99A of the Finance Act 1986). 

In the event that either of the above assumptions does not apply, stamp duty or SDRT may apply to

transfers of Ordinary Shares in certain circumstances, at the rate of 0.5 per cent. of the amount or

value of the consideration (rounded up in the case of stamp duty to the nearest £5), except in respect

of shares held in a clearance service or in a depository receipt arrangement.

12.4 Inheritance Tax

Trustee Shareholders and individual shareholders may be liable on occasions to inheritance tax (“IHT”)

on the value of any Ordinary Shares held by them. Under current law, the primary occasions on which

IHT is charged are on the death of the Shareholder, on any gifts made during the seven years prior to

the death of the Shareholder (which will also be brought into account when calculating the IHT on the

death of the Shareholder), and on certain lifetime transfers, including transfers to trusts or appointments

out of trusts to beneficiaries, save in very limited and exceptional circumstances.

However, a relief from IHT known as business property relief (“BPR”) may apply to ordinary shares in

trading companies once these have been held for two years by the Shareholder. This relief may apply

notwithstanding that a company’s shares will be admitted to trading on AIM (although it does not apply

to companies whose shares are listed on the Official List). BPR operates by reducing the value of

shares by 100 per cent. for IHT purposes which means that there will be no IHT to pay.

Shareholders should consult an appropriate professional adviser if they intend to make a gift of any

kind or intend to hold any Ordinary Shares through trust arrangements. They should also seek

professional advice in a situation where there is a potential for a double charge to UK IHT and an

equivalent tax in another country.

12.5 AIM

Companies whose shares trade on AIM are deemed unlisted for the purposes of certain areas of UK

taxation. Following Admission, Shares held by individuals for at least two years from Admission may

qualify for more generous exemptions from inheritance tax on death or in relation to lifetime transfers

of those Shares. Shareholders should consult their own professional advisers on whether an investment

in an AIM security is suitable for them, or whether the tax benefit referred to above may be available

to them.
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An investment in Shares of the Company on or following Admission will not be a qualifying investment

for EIS or VCT tax purposes. 

The comments set out above are intended only as a general guide to the current tax position
in the UK at the date of this document. The rates and basis of taxation can change and will
be dependent on a Shareholder’s personal circumstances. Shareholders and prospective
investors should consult their own professional advisers on whether an investment in an
AIM security is suitable for them.

Neither the Company nor its advisers warrant in any way the tax position outlined above
which, in any event, is subject to changes in the relevant legislation and its interpretation
and application.

Any person who is in any doubt as to his tax position or who may be subject to tax in any
other jurisdiction should consult his professional adviser.

13. Working Capital
The Directors are of the opinion, having made due and careful enquiry and taking into account the net

proceeds of the Placing and the bank facilities available to the Group, that the working capital available to

the Group will be sufficient for the Group’s present requirements that is for at least twelve months from the

date of Admission. 

14. Litigation
No member of the Group is, or has been, involved in any legal or arbitration proceedings and the Company

is not aware of any such proceedings pending or threatened by or against the Group during the 12 months

preceding the date of this document which may have or have had in the 12 months preceding the date of

this document a significant effect on the Group’s financial position or profitability.

15. Placing and Lock-in Arrangements

Placing Agreement

15.1 Under an Agreement dated 20 November 2017 and made between (1) the Company, (2) the Directors

(3) Liberum and (4) Berenberg, Liberum and Berenberg have agreed (conditionally, inter alia, on

Admission becoming effective not later than 7 December 2017, as agent for the Company, to use its

reasonable endeavours to procure subscribers for the New Ordinary Shares at the Placing Price and

as agent for the Company (itself acting as agent for the Selling Shareholders) to procure purchasers

for the Sale Shares at the Placing Price.

Under the Placing Agreement, the Company and the Directors have given Liberum and Berenberg

certain warranties regarding, inter alia, the accuracy of the information contained in this document and

other matters relating to the Group and its business. In addition, the Company has given an indemnity

to Liberum and Berenberg in respect of any liabilities resulting from the carrying out by Liberum and

Berenberg of their obligations or services under or in connection with the Placing Agreement. The

Placing Agreement also includes provisions permitting it to be terminated by Liberum or Berenberg

prior to Admission in certain circumstances, including a material breach of the Placing Agreement. 

Under the Placing Agreement and subject to it becoming unconditional, the Company has agreed to

pay Liberum a corporate advisory fee and to each of Liberum and Berenberg a commission.

The Company will pay certain other costs and expenses (including any applicable VAT) of, or incidental

to, the Placing including all fees and expenses payable in connection with Admission, expenses of the

registrars, printing and advertising expenses, postage and all other legal, accounting and other

professional fees and expenses.
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15.2 Lock-in Agreements 

Under the Lock-in Agreements each of Clive Watson, Tarquin Williams, Rupert Clark, Alex Derrick,

David Bruce and John Roberts, has agreed to be subject to a 12 month lock-up period, during which

time (subject to certain exceptions) they may not issue, offer, sell or contract to sell or otherwise dispose

of any Ordinary Shares they hold at Admission or any Ordinary Shares that may accrue to them as a

result of their shareholdings at Admission (each a “Disposal”), without the prior consent of Liberum

and Berenberg. In addition they have also agreed (subject to certain exceptions) that any Disposal in

the subsequent 12 month period will be undertaken by Liberum and/or Berenberg (for so long as

Liberum and/or Berenberg remain the Company’s joint brokers) from time to time.

Under the contract for the acquisition of Aragon House, Aragon House Limited has undertaken not to

dispose of the Ordinary Shares received as part of the deferred consideration for a period of 6 months

following the date of issue of such Ordinary Shares, without the consent of the Company.

15.3 Deeds of Election

Each of the Selling Shareholders has agreed to sell a portion of his existing Ordinary Shares in the

Placing and has entered into a Deed of Election appointing the Company as its agent to sell such

shares in the Placing. Each Selling Shareholder has agreed to pay to each of Liberum and Berenberg

a commission on the aggregate value of the Sale Shares being sold by them at the Placing Price. The

aggregate number of Ordinary Shares to be sold by the Selling Shareholders (excluding the sale of

Ordinary Shares arising in respect of Exercised Options) is 6,173,737.

The following Directors have entered into Deeds of Election and have agreed to sell the following

Ordinary Shares in the Placing:

Number of
Director Ordinary Shares

Clive Watson 100,000

Tarquin Williams 50,000

Alex Derrick 150,000

Rupert Clark 100,000

15.4 EMI Options – Sale of Ordinary Shares

The holders of options under the EMI Share Option Scheme have exercised options to acquire

1,230,000 Ordinary Shares, conditional on Admission. The aggregate number of Ordinary Shares to

be sold by employees in respect of Exercised Options is 665,050.

The following Directors have agreed to sell the following number of Ordinary Shares from the Ordinary

Shares arising in respect of Exercised Options to cover the exercise price and associated expenses.

Number of
Director Ordinary Shares

Clive Watson 177,386

Alex Derrick 158,489

Rupert Clark 158,489

16. Material Contracts
In addition to the Placing Agreement, details of which are set out in paragraph 15.1 of Part IX of this

document, the Deeds of Election, details of which are set out in paragraph 15.3 of Part IX of this document,

Lock-in Agreements details of which are set out in paragraph 15.2 of Part IX of this document, the following

contracts (not being contracts entered into in the ordinary course of business) have been entered into by

the Company or by its subsidiaries during the two years immediately preceding the date of this document

and are, or may be, material:

16.1 On 6 July 2016, the Company entered into a revolving Credit Facility Agreement with Barclays Bank

PLC (“Barclays”) in respect of a revolving credit facility of £10m to be made available to the Company

with potential accordion option of up to £5m as amended by a letter of amendment between the
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Company and Barclays dated 21 September 2016 (“Existing Facility”). Interest is payable at an

aggregate of the margin and the Floating Rate Basis. The Floating Rate Basis is the LIBOR rate relevant

to the length of the interest period and the margin is subject to a ratchet based on the proportion of

EBITDA to gross debt (with a ceiling of 2.3 per cent. and a floor of 1.3 per cent.). The final repayment

date is 5 July 2021. All amounts become immediately repayable and undrawn amounts cease to be

available for draw down in the event of a flotation or sale of shares or the Company. 

Certain securities were granted as security for the Existing Facility. These are comprised of a debenture

between Barclays and the Company and legal charges over the following properties: 

16.1.1 The Phene, 9 Phene Street, Chelsea, London SW3 (freehold title registered under title number

NGL321529); 

16.1.2 The Georgian, 30-34 Unthank Road, Norwich (freehold); 

16.1.3 Delaney’s, 39-41 St Andrews Street, Norwich NR2 4TP (freehold title registered under title

number NK115977); 

16.1.4 Nell Gwynne, 1-2 Bull Inn Court, London WC2R 0NP (freehold title registered under title

number NGL946811); 

16.1.5 104 Regent Street, Cambridge CB2 1DP (freehold title registered under title

number CB66256); 

16.1.6 The Cat & Mutton, 76 Broadway Market, London (freehold title registered under title

number LN50964); 

16.1.7 The Backstreet Bistro, 2 Sturton Street, Cambridge CB1 2QA (freehold title registered under

title number CB180114); and

16.1.8 Aragon House (including Flat 1), 247 New Kings Road, London SW6 4XG (the freehold and

leasehold property registered under part of title number 245122 and title number BGL64898). 

16.2 On 21 September 2017 the Company acquired the business and assets of the freehold site of the pub

known as Aragon House (together with the adjoining leasehold flat). The agreements relating to the

acquisitions comprised sale contract dated 21 September 2017, deed of assignment of goodwill dated

21 September 2017, legal charge in favour of Aragon House Limited dated 21 September 2017 and

deed of priority among the Company, Barclays and Aragon House Limited (“AHL”). The aggregate

consideration for the acquisition is £7,750,000. Initial consideration of £4,750,000 was paid in cash at

completion of the acquisition. £3,000,000 of the consideration is deferred (“Deferred Consideration”)

with £2,000,000 to be settled in cash by 30 November 2017 and £1,000,000 being settled by the

issue of Ordinary Shares of the Company issued at a 10 per cent. discount to the anticipated Placing

Price. 644,123 Ordinary Shares were allotted on 7 November 2017 in settlement of this obligation.

Interest at 3 per cent. above Barclays base rate accrues on the Deferred Consideration until paid. The

sellers of the freehold, AHL, have undertaken not to sell any of the Ordinary Shares issued as part of

the Deferred Consideration for a period of 6 months from the date of issue without the consent of the

Company. The acquisition did not involve a TUPE transfer of any employees. Payment of the Deferred

Consideration is secured by way of a legal charge over Aragon House in favour of AHL. There is a

deed of priority between Barclays, the Company and AHL in respect of Aragon House, which permits

Barclays to rank first for £4,000,000 plus interest, fee and costs. AHL rank second to the extent of

£3,000,000 plus interest, fees and costs and Barclays rank behind for any further sums due to the

Bank. Once the Deferred Consideration has been repaid in full, AHL shall release the AHL security. 

16.3 On 6 July 2016, CPCW entered into a revolving Credit Facility Agreement with Barclays in respect of

a revolving credit facility of £10m to be made available to CPCW with potential accordion option of up

to £5m as amended by a letter of amendment between CPCW and Barclays dated 27 June 2017(the

“CPCW Facility”).

Certain securities were granted as security for the CPCW Facility. These are comprised of a debenture

between Barclays and CPCW and legal charges over the following properties: 

16.3.1 The Cork, 11-12 Westgate Buildings, Bath BA1 1EB (freehold title registered under title

number AV48014);
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16.3.2 Lion & Lobster, 24 Sillwood Street, Brighton, East Sussex (freehold title registered under title

number SX128608); 

16.3.3 Smugglers, 10 Ship Street, Brighton, East Sussex (freehold title registered under title number

SX79634); and

16.3.4 The Varsity, 67-75 London Road, Southampton (freehold title registered under title

number HP576190). 

Additional securities over the remaining freehold sites of CPCW and the Company are in the process

of being granted to Barclays.

A consent is required from Barclays to Admission and any change of control in terms of the Existing

Facility and the CPCW Facility. Barclays have indicated that they will provide consent in relation to

Admission following Admission becoming effective. Barclays has consented to the change of control

of CPCW as a result of the Scheme.

16.4 The Company has entered into Merchant Acquiring service agreements with Lloyds Bank plc

(“Lloyds”). Such services are provided by Lloyds under its “Cardnet” brand. The agreement is made

up of a set of general terms and conditions together with a set of special conditions. The agreement

can be terminated by the Company by providing Lloyds with 30 days’ notice. 

16.5 A nominated adviser and broker engagement letter dated 19 September 2017 and entered into

between Liberum and the Company pursuant to which Liberum was appointed to act as nominated

adviser and joint bookrunner and corporate broker to the Company for the purposes of the AIM Rules

for Companies. The Company has agreed to pay Liberum an annual retainer for its services as

nominated adviser and joint bookrunner and corporate broker along with certain out of pocket

expenses. The engagement letter is terminable upon not less than one months prior written notice by

either the Company or Liberum, and otherwise by Liberum on the occurrence of certain other

customary events.

16.6 A joint bookrunner and corporate broker engagement letter was entered into between Berenberg and

the Company dated 19 September 2017 pursuant to which Berenberg was appointed to act as broker

to the Company. The engagement letter is terminable at any time with or without cause by written

notice by either the Company or Berenberg.

16.7 On 15 April 2016, the Company acquired the freehold of the site of The Cat & Mutton and on 3 May

2016 it acquired the occupational lease and the business and assets of the site of The Cat & Mutton.

The agreements relating to this acquisition comprised of a sale contract dated 8 April 2016, a contract

for the assignment of lease dated 19 February 2016 and a deed of assignment of goodwill dated 3 May

2016. The sellers were Punch Partnerships (PTL) Limited and Punch Taverns Properties Limited in

respect of the freehold sale and Cat and Mutton Limited and Colombo Group Limited in respect of the

occupational lease and the sale of the business and assets. The aggregate consideration was

£5,000,001 and the transfer of the occupational lease and the business and assets involved a TUPE

transfer of employees.

16.8 On 14 June 2016, the Company acquired the freehold of the site of The Petersfield together with the

relevant business and assets. The agreements relating to this acquisition comprised of a sale contract

dated 3 May 2016, a supplemental agreement dated 1 June 2016 and a deed of assignment of

goodwill dated 14 June 2016. The sellers were Peter John Fagg and Everdina Grada Fagg and the

consideration was £875,000. No employees were transferred pursuant to TUPE.

16.9 On 2 February 2017, the Company acquired the business and assets of the site of Three Crowns.

The agreements comprising this acquisition comprised of sale contract dated 23 December 2016, a

deed of assignment of goodwill dated 2 February 2017 and a licence to assign dated 2 February

2017. The consideration was £569,000 and the agreements contained provisions restricting the

sellers (being M&L Group Limited in respect of the property at the Three Crowns and Hill & Szrok Old

Street Limited in respect of the business and assets) from carrying on business under the name of or

similar to “Three Crowns” and relating to a TUPE transfer of the employees. 

16.10 On 16 September 2016, the Company acquired the lease of the site of The Punt Yard from Steven

Wing Ki Ng, Terry Wing Lun Neg and On Wan Tang and on 21 October 2016 acquired the reversionary
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interest in the lease from Magdalene College Cambridge, the landlord of The Punt Yard. The

agreements relating to the acquisition comprised of a sale contract dated 19 August 2016 and a

licence to assign dated 16 September 2016. The consideration was £385,000 for the transfer of the

lease and no employees were subject to TUPE. 

16.11 On 17 February 2017, the Company acquired the business and assets of the site of The Grapes. The

agreements relating to the acquisition comprised of a business purchase agreement dated

17 February 2017, a deed of assignment of goodwill also dated 17 February 2017 and a licence to

assign dated 15 February 2017. The sellers were Hare & Now Limited in respect of the lease and St

Austell Brewery Company Limited in relation to the business. The consideration was £150,000 and

involved the TUPE transfer of employees.

16.12 On 26 June 2017, the Company acquired the business and assets of the site of The Red Lion from

M&L Taverns Limited pursuant to a sale contract dated 9 June 2017. The consideration was

£1,350,000. £100,000 of the consideration was satisfied by the issue of 62,500 Ordinary Shares of the

Company. The sale contract contained restrictions on the seller from competing with the Company and

in relation to approaching suppliers and employees and in relation to the TUPE transfer of employees.

16.13 On 29 February 2016, CPCW acquired the whole of the issued share capital of Inn on the Beach

Limited from Ian Murray and Carole Mackie pursuant to share purchase agreement dated 29 February

2017. The consideration was £1,000,000 subject to a net asset adjustment. The agreement contained

an indemnity for tax claims and tax warranties and restriction on the sellers from using the name “Inn

on the Beach”. The business and assets of the Inn on the beach limited were hived up and the

employees were transferred to CPCW with effect from the date of acquisition.

16.14 On 13 May 2016, CPCW acquired the freehold to London Road Brew House pursuant to the terms

of a sales contract dated 16 March 2016 and deed of assignment of goodwill dated 12 May 2016.

The seller was Brightbeech Property Limited and the consideration was £1,525,000.

16.15 On 30 June 2017, CPCW acquired the entire issued share capital of Flamequire Limited, the company

which owned the site The Old Fire House. The seller was Devonshire Dumplings Inns Limited and the

consideration was £3,100,000 subject to a net asset adjustment. £2,635,000 of the consideration

was paid at completion with payments of deferred consideration of £155,000 to be made on

30 June 2018 and £310,000 to be made on 30 June 2019. As a result of the net asset adjustment

the payment on 30 June 2018 will increase to £420,831 increasing the overall consideration to

£3,365,831. Various warranties and tax indemnity were granted by the seller to CPCW. The business

and assets of Flamequire Limited were hived up to CPCW with effect from 30 June 2017, including

the transfer of employees.

16.16 On 25 October 2017 the Company entered into a share buyback agreement with Amy Gregory for

the purchase by the Company of 12,500 Ordinary Shares for an aggregate consideration of £22,750.

16.17 On 25 October 2017 the Company entered into a share buyback agreement with M&L Taverns

Limited for the purchase by the Company of 31,250 Ordinary Shares for an aggregate consideration

of £50,000.

16.18 A broker engagement letter dated 17 November 2017 and entered into between Berenberg and the

Company pursuant to which Berenberg are appointed to act as broker to the Company to provide

corporate broking services. The letter and Berenberg’s obligations under the letter are conditional on

Admission. Berenberg has agreed not to charge a fee for the first 12 months following Admission

and thereafter an annual retainer will be payable in equal half yearly instalments. The engagement

shall remain in force indefinitely but may be terminated with or without cause at any time with thirty

days prior notice by either party. The engagement may also be terminated by Berenberg on the

occurrence of certain other customary events.

17. Consents
17.1.1 Liberum of 25 Ropemaker Street, London EC2Y 9LY is regulated by the Financial Conduct

Authority for the conduct of investment business in the UK. Liberum has given and has not

withdrawn its written consent to the issue of this document with the inclusion of its name and

the references to it in the form and context in which it appears.
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17.1.2 Berenberg, of 60 Threadneedle Street, London EC2R 8HP is a member of the London Stock

Exchange and is authorised and regulated in Germany by the German Federal Financial

Supervisory Authority (BaFin) and subject to limited regulation in the UK by the FCA is

regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for the conduct of investment business in the

UK. Berenberg has given and has not withdrawn its written consent to the issue of this

document with the inclusion of its name and the references to it in the form and context in

which it appears

17.1.3 Grant Thornton UK LLP of 30 Finsbury Square, London EC2A 1AG has given and has not

withdrawn its written consent to the inclusion of its Accountants Report on Historical Financial

Information set out in Section A of Part IV of this document and its Review Report on

Unaudited Interim Financial Information set out in Section A of Part V of this document and

the references to such reports, in the form and context in which they appear.

17.1.4 Grant Thornton UK LLP accepts responsibility for the reports set out in Parts IV and V in

accordance with the AIM Rules, confirms that to the best of its knowledge having taken all

reasonable care to ensure that such is the case the information contained therein is in

accordance with the facts and does not omit anything likely to affect the import of

such information.

17.1.5 CBRE Limited of St Martin’s Court, 10 Paternoster Row, London, EC4M 7HP has given and

has not withdrawn its written consent to the inclusion of its Summary Valuation Report of the

Properties of the Company set out in Part VII of this document and the references of such

reports, in the form and context in which they appear. 

18. Significant Changes
18.1 Save as disclosed in this document, there has been no significant change in the financial or trading

position of the Group since 25 June 2017 being the date to which the unaudited interim financial

information set out in Section B of Part V of this document has been drawn up.

19. Employees
19.1 As at 31 October 2017, the Group employed a total of 569 members of staff. The average number of

persons employed by the Group in the financial period ended 25 December 2016 was 392, in the

financial period ended 27 December 2015 was 318 and in the financial period ended 28 December

2014 was 239.

The breakdown of persons employed by main category of activity was as follows:

28 December 27 December 25 December 
2014 2015 2016

Management and administration 23 33 48

Operation of public house 216 285 344

19.2 The Company employed 244 temporary staff in the financial period ended 25 December 2016.
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20. Properties
The following are the premises owned or leased by the Company:

Name of Property Address Tenure Nature of Premises 

Essel House Essel House, 2nd Floor, Leasehold Head Office 

29 Foley Street, London,

England, W1W 7TH

Alfie’s 157 High Street, Winchester, Leasehold Pub

SO23 9BA

Bath Brew House 14 James Street West, Freehold Pub

Bath BA1 2BX

Inn on the Beach 97 Sea Front, Freehold Pub

Hayling Island PO11 0AS

King Street Brew House 13 Welsh Back, Bristol, Leasehold Pub

BS1 4RR

London Road Brew House 67-75 London Road, Freehold Pub

Southampton, SO15 2AB

Prince Street Social 34-41 Prince Street, Leasehold Pub

Bristol, BS1 4PS

The Althorp 20 Bellevue Road, London, Freehold Pub

SW17 7EB

The Cork 11-12 Westgate Buildings, Freehold Pub

Bath, BA1 1EB

The Lighthouse 441 Battersea Park Road, Freehold Pub

London, SW11 4LR

The Lion & Lobster 24 Sillwood Street, Freehold Pub

Brighton, BN1 2PS

The Roundhouse 2 North Side Wandsworth Leasehold Pub

Common, London, SW18 2SS

The Westgate 2 Romsey Road, Winchester, Freehold Pub

SO23 8TP

Walrus 10 Ship Street, Freehold Pub

Brighton BN1 1AD

Old Firehouse 50 New North Road, Freehold Pub

Exeter EX4 4EP

Grapes 7 George Street, Leasehold Pub

Oxford OX1 2AT

Cambridge Brew House 1 King Street, Cambridge, Leasehold Pub

CB1 1LH

Daly’s Wine Bar 210 Strand, Charing Cross, Leasehold** Pub

London, WC2R 1AP 

Temple Brew House 46 Essex Street, WC2R 3JF Leasehold** Pub

George Street Social 35 New Inn Hall Street, Leasehold Pub

Oxford, OX1 2DH

Georgian Town House 30-34 Unthank Road, Freehold Pub

Norwich, NR2 2RB

St Aldates Tavern 108 St Aldates, City Centre, Leasehold Pub

Oxford, OX1 1BU

St Andrews Brew House 41 St Andrews Street, Freehold Pub

Norwich, NR2 4TP

The Cat and Mutton 76 Broadway Market, Freehold Pub

London E8 4QJ

The Cock and Bottle 17 Needham Road, Leasehold Pub

London, W11 2RP
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Name of Property Address Tenure Nature of Premises 

The Mill 14 Mill Lane, Cambridge, Leasehold Pub

CB2 1RX

The Nell Gwynne 2 Bull Inn Court, London, Freehold* Pub

WC2R 0NP

The Old Bicycle Shop 104 Regent Street, Freehold Pub

Cambridge, CB2 1DP

The Petersfield 2 Sturton Street, Cambridge, Freehold Pub

CB1 2QA

The Punt Yard 6-8 Quayside, Cambridge, Leasehold Pub

CB5 8AB

Three Crowns 8 East Road, London, N1 6AD Leasehold Pub

The Phene 9 Phene Street, Freehold Pub

London SW3 5NY

Red Lion 27 High Street, Histon, Freehold Pub

Cambridge CB24 9JD

Waterman 32 Chesterton Road, Leasehold Pub

Cambridge CB4 3AX

Aragon House 247 New Kings Road, Freehold Pub

London SW6 4XG

* The Nell Gwyne is held under a 999 year lease and is treated as a virtual freehold.

** Daly’s Wine Bar and Temple Brew House operate under a single lease.

21. General
21.1 Except for fees payable to the professional advisers whose names are set out in Part 1 of this

document, payment of fees to Integra Consulting and Communications Limited and Brew Securities

Limited referred to in paragraph 7.12 of Part IX of this document, the allotment of up to 309,376

Ordinary Shares to certain of the Directors in lieu of part of a cash bonus referred to in paragraph 7.8

of Part IX of this document, the allotment of 644,123 Ordinary Shares in connection with the

acquisition of Aragon House referred to in paragraph 16.2 of Part IX of this document, the allotment

of 62,500 Ordinary Shares to M&L Taverns Limited in connection with the acquisition of the Red Lion

referred to in paragraph 16.12 of Part IX of this document, payment to trade suppliers or otherwise

as disclosed in this document no person has received, directly or indirectly, within the twelve months

preceding the application for Admission or has entered into any contractual arrangements to receive,

directly or indirectly, from the Company on or after Admission:

21.1.1 fees totalling £10,000 or more;

21.1.2 securities where these have a value of £10,000 or more calculated by reference to the

Placing Price; or

21.1.3 any other benefit with a value of £10,000 or more at the date of Admission.

21.2 The aggregate expenses of and incidental to the Placing are estimated to amount to approximately

£2.1 million (exclusive of VAT) and are payable by the Company. 

21.3 There are no significant investments by the Group under active consideration. 

21.4 Other than the current application for Admission, the Ordinary Shares have not been admitted to

dealing on any investment exchange nor has any application for such admission been made nor any

are there intended to be any other arrangements for there to be dealings in the Ordinary Shares on

any such exchange.

21.5 Save as disclosed in this document, the Directors are unaware of any exceptional factors which have

influenced the Group’s activities.

21.6 The brand “City Pubs” is important to the business of the Group. The Group has recently submitted

a trademark application in respect of “City Pubs”. There is no guarantee that such application will
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result in a trademark being granted. Save as disclosed in this document, there are no patents, other

intellectual property rights, licenses or particular contracts which are of fundamental importance to

the Group’s business. 

21.7 Where information has been sourced from a third party, the Company confirms that the information

has been accurately reproduced and that as far as it is aware and is able to ascertain from the

information published by those third parties, no facts have been omitted which would render the

information produced inaccurate or misleading.

21.8 The accounting reference date of the Company is 31 December.

21.9 The auditors of the Company are Grant Thornton UK LLP who is regulated by the Institute of

Chartered Accountants of England and Wales.

21.10 The financial information relating to the Group and set out in Sections B of Parts IV and V of this

document does not comprise statutory accounts within the meaning of the Companies Act. Statutory

accounts for FY14, FY15 and FY16 containing an unqualified auditors report have been delivered to

the registrar of companies.

21.11 No financial information contained in this document is intended by the Company to represent or

constitute a forecast of profits by the Company.

21.12 Save as disclosed in this document, there are no investments in progress, and there are no future

investments on which the Directors have already made firm commitments, which are significant to

the Group.

21.13 Save as disclosed in paragraphs 7.7 and 7.12 of Part IX of this document, there have been no related

party transactions entered into by the Company prior to the date of this document.

21.14 Save as disclosed in this document, the Directors are unaware of any environmental issues that may

affect the Group’s utilisation of its tangible fixed assets.

21.15 Save as disclosed in this document, the Directors are unaware of any trends, uncertainties, demands,

commitments or events that are reasonably likely to have a material effect on the Company’s

prospects for the current financial period.

21.16 No public takeover bids have been made by third parties in respect of the Company’s issued share

capital since its incorporation up to the date of this document.

Availability of Admission Document

21.17 Copies of this document will be available free of charge to the public from the Company’s website

www.citypubcompany.com.

Dated: 20 November 2017
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